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Abstract

This study investigated the application of Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane
Distillation for treatment of brines with elevated salt content. The underly-
ing objective was to extend the applicability of this hybrid thermal-membrane
technology to water extraction from desalination brines and liquid desiccants.
A set of tools and experimental methods was developed to support the design
process of Vacuum Membrane Distillation systems. An experimentally vali-
dated system simulation model helped to predict the performance of multi-
stage systems for a wide range of applications. It was combined with an in-
depth analysis of heat and mass transfer phenomena in spacer-filled chan-
nels and an approach to predict inorganic membrane fouling. Experimental
investigations of scale formation on the membranes helped to quantify the
kinetics of crystal growth and the impact on the process. This included flux
decline through membrane coverage with salt crystals and membrane wetting
induced by crystals.

Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit wurde die Anwendung der mehrstufigen Vakuum-Membran-
destillation zur Behandlung von stark salzhaltigen Lösungen untersucht. Das
zugrundeliegende Ziel war die Erweiterung des Anwendungsspektrums dieses
thermischen Membranverfahrens auf die Wassergewinnung aus Solen von
Entsalzungsanlagen und aus flüssigen Trocknungsmitteln. Zur Unterstützung
des Auslegungsprozesses von Vakuum-Membrandestillationssystemen wur-
den Simulationswerkzeuge und experimentelle Methoden entwickelt. Ein
experimentell validiertes Simulationsprogramm ermöglichte die Charakter-
isierung des Betriebsverhaltens von mehrstufigen Anlagen für ein breites An-
wendungsspektrum. Dies wurde mit einer eingehenden Analyse von Wärme-
und Stofftransportphänomenen in Membrankanälen und einem Programm
zur Vorhersage von anorganischen Ablagerungen auf Membranen kom-
biniert. Darüber hinaus konnten die Kinetik des Kristallwachstums auf Mem-
branen und die daraus resultierenden Auswirkungen auf den Prozess experi-
mentell bestimmt werden.
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1 Introduction

Water scarcity and limited access to clean water are issues in many regions
around the world. Stress on existing clean water resources is increasing as a re-
sult of growing demand, depletion of resources, pollution, and desertification.
Drought associated with climate change will further intensify the problem [1].
Methods which address these problems are water treatment and reuse, as well
as desalination of sea or brackish water. The energy required for desalination
is a drawback of accessing this generally unlimited source of clean water [2]. In
addition, desalination plants reject a brine stream with an increased salt con-
tent and additional chemicals, which further impacts the environment [3].

1.1 Background and Motivation

Today1, the amount of water produced by desalination worldwide is 95.37 mil-
lion m3 per day, which has an energy requirement of 430 MWh per day [2] lead-
ing to an average CO2 footprint of 0.4-26.9 kg m−3 [5] depending on the water
source, the technology used, and the energy mix 2. From this total desalination
capacity, 25% relies on thermal energy, mainly coupled with thermal power
plants1. Almost all of the rest is provided by Reverse Osmosis (RO), a mem-
brane desalination technology that has been subject to exponential growth
since the beginning of the 21st century. It has reached a share of 69% of the
worldwide desalination capacity and 53% for sea and brackish water1. RO is
one of the most energy efficient desalination technologies, but relies on elec-
tricity for driving the water through the membranes. The remaining 5% of de-
salination capacity is also covered mainly by membrane technologies3.
1Current state according to Jones et al. (2019) [4].
2Total equivalent electrical energy requirement for different desalination technologies. Thermal: Multi-Effect

Distillation (MED) 6.0-10 kWh/m3, Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) 13.5-23.5 kWh/m3; Membrane: Reverse Osmosis
(RO) 4.0-4.5 kWh/m3 [5].

3Nanofiltration (NF) with 3% and Electrodialysis (ED) with 2%, other technologies with less than 1% [4].
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1.1 Background and Motivation

What these desalination plants have in common is that they produce a prod-
uct with reduced salt concentration and a concentrated waste stream called
brine. The latter contains an increased amount of salt as well as chemicals
which have been added during the process. Since desalination plants are
optimized for energy efficiency and low product cost, the average amount
of potable water recovered from seawater lies in the range of 22 to 25% for
thermal plants and 42% for RO [4]. This leads to a total brine production of
141.5·106 m3 per day [4] which has finally caught public attention. In the de-
salination community, the topic has been an object of research for several
years [6]. The research focus has been on an increase of water recovery, which
includes investigation into complete separation of solids and liquids. These
technological approaches are summarized under the term Zero Liquid Dis-
charge (ZLD).

There are mainly three drivers to apply high-recovery desalination. First, the
brine disposal is linked to severe environmental impact. The high solute con-
centration and other waste chemicals impact the flora and fauna near the dis-
charge site. Proper disposal and distribution of brine is associated with sig-
nificant investment cost. Especially for inland desalination, the disposal cre-
ates 5-35% of the total water cost. Secondly, the pretreatment cost decreases
with increasing water recovery. Thirdly, in arid regions or due to expensive
wells and associated pumping, the limited and expensive raw water makes
desalination plants more profitable if they operate at higher recovery ratios.
Further drivers for greater water recovery could be the recovery of minerals
as by-product or energy recovery from brine. Both could bring an additional
financial asset. [7]

Besides the aim to reduce liquid discharge from desalination plants, there are
further application areas for technologies which extract water from solutions
with high osmotic pressure or low vapor pressure. Salt solutions at elevated
concentration are used for technologies where an osmotic driving potential is
needed. This is the case for Forward Osmosis and Pressure Retarded Osmosis.
For air dehumidification purposes, a reduced equilibrium vapor pressure is
required in Liquid Desiccant Air Conditioning (LDAC).

Figure 1.1 provides an overview of desalination techniques and their range
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of application with respect to feed and brine concentration. It is evident, that
two main limiting factors exist. One is the osmotic pressure of 70 bar at around
80 g kg−1, which limits the operation of RO. Further, the saturation limit of
sparingly soluble salts impacts the operation of a wide range of technologies.
Finally, the solubility limit of NaCl is reached near 260 g kg−1. A large gap exists
between technologies designed for desalination and brine crystallization.

In this context, the technology of Membrane Distillation (MD) is investigated
in the work at hand. It is a hybrid thermal-membrane desalination technology
with the theoretical capability to bridge the above mentioned gap. The general
objectives are an operation range extended beyond the applicability of RO for
the purpose of high-recovery desalination, brine concentration, and regener-
ation of solutions with reduced vapor pressure or elevated osmotic pressure.
Current research is concerned with methods for reducing energy requirement
(1, Fig. 1.1) and expanding the operation range (2).

Abbrev. Name
BC Brine concentrator
Brine Cryst. Brine crystallizer

(mainly MVC)
BW-RO Brackish water RO
ED Electrodialysis
EDR ED Reversal
MD Membrane

Distillation
MED Multi-Effect

Distillation
MSF Multi-Stage Flash
MVC Mechanical Vapor

Compression
RO Reverse Osmosis
SW-RO Sea water RO
(th.) only thermal
(tot. eq.) total equivalent electri-

cal energy requirement

Figure 1.1: Desalination technologies classified according to their operation
range concerning salt concentration and specific energy require-
ment (electrical, if not marked as total equivalent electrical or ther-
mal) according to Refs. [6, 8, 9], MD: Refs. [6, 10, 11].
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1.2 State of Technology in Membrane Distillation

1.2 State of Technology in Membrane Distillation

In the context of water scarcity, brine disposal, and CO2 emissions, MD is one
of the most frequently and most controversially discussed technologies. Dat-
ing back to its first description in the 1960s by Findley [12], the technology
has not yet had any substantial market impact. In the last years, it has been
commonly accepted that MD will not be economically competitive with RO
or ED for desalination of sea and brackish water. However, it has advantages
in fields of application where higher salt concentrations and therefore large
osmotic pressures prevail. With this background, the general working princi-
ples and the key features of MD are introduced in the following. Based on the
challenges arising from the application area, the following sections present
the objectives and introduce to the approach to solutions.

The key characteristic of Membrane Distillation is the evaporation of volatile
feed components through a hydrophobic, microporous membrane [13]. Aris-
ing from this, the driving force for the separation process is a partial pressure
difference of the volatile substances across the membrane. The present work
focuses on the treatment of aqueous solutions such as sea water. Therefore,
the following description is reduced to water being the major volatile compo-
nent.

Different types of MD processes have been developed over the years. Find-
ley [12] started with Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD). He called
it "infinite stage distillation" [12], since the membrane is in contact with two
liquid streams and the vapor phase only exists inside the membrane pores
(c.f. Fig. 1.2). The vapor pessure difference across the membrane results from
the temperature difference between the feed stream and the distillate stream.
Therefore, DCMD systems are compact but are subject to significant heat loss
across the membrane, from hot feed to cold distillate. Therefore, only small
temperature differences are applied in a counterflow configuration of feed
and distillate stream [14]. However, this leads to small distillate fluxes spe-
cific to the membrane area. To further reduce heat losses, different configu-
rations of the permeate side have been investigated. Air Gap Membrane Dis-
tillation (AGMD) moves the condensation away from the membrane. A thin
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Direct Contact MD:
Condensed distillate

Sweep Gas/ Air Gap MD:
Carrier gas

Vacuum MD:
Vapor at reduced pressure

Membrane

pi ,F > pi ,P

Figure 1.2: Membrane Distillation process concept for different permeate
channel types: the partial vapor pressure difference across the
membrane pi ,F −pi ,P depends on the feed (index F) and permeate
(index P) side temperature and composition.

air layer lies between the membrane and a cooled condenser surface. This re-
duces heat transfer across the membrane, but leads to an increased transport
resistance for vapor to reach the condenser surface. A combination of the two
techniques, called Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation (PGMD) has been
commercialized by SolarSpring GmbH, Germany. The spiral wound modules
developed by Koschikowski [10] provide distillate fluxes of 0.5-3.1 kg m−2 h−1

at a thermal energy requirement of 120-260 kWh m−3 and feed inlet and con-
denser inlet temperatures of 60-85 °C and 23 °C respectively. He observed a re-
duction in permeate flux for sea water desalination. At 50% water recovery he
discovered a reduction in permeate flux of up to 40% compared to operation
with pure water.

Vacuum Membrane Distillation (VMD) has been suggested as a way to over-
come the drawback of low distillate production and heat losses across the
membrane [15]. The key feature is that the permeate channel operates at a
pressure below the equilibrium vapor pressure of the feed solution. The vapor
is extracted from this channel and led to a separate condenser. This way, non-
condensable gases are removed from the membrane pores and the condenser
surface. This significantly reduces the transport resistance in the pores and
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1.2 State of Technology in Membrane Distillation

improves condensation. The results are higher distillate fluxes specific to the
membrane area. Mericq et al. [16] report fluxes of 7.5-10 kg m−2 h−1 for feed
temperatures of 50 °C and vacuum pressures of 45-70 mbar. They calculated
distillate specific energy requirements in the range of 95-180 kWh m−3.

The vapor has to be condensed upstream of the vacuum pump. Finally, the
condenser temperature determines the vapor channel pressure. The heat of
condensation has to be rejected or better integrated into the process. To in-
crease energy efficiency, multi-effect arrangements, as known from Multi-
Effect Distillation (MED) and Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) desalination plants,
were proposed by Zhao et al. [11] and Summers et al. [17] respectively. The
MED-like approach was commercialized by Memsys Tec AG and is investi-
gated in parts of this work. Section 2.1.3 describes the functional principle in
detail. In the following, this configuration is referred to as Multi-Effect Vacuum
Membrane Distillation (MEVMD). The resulting distillate fluxes and the en-
ergy requirement of MEVMD systems depend on the number of stages, which
determine the internal reuse of heat. Moreover, the heating temperature at the
highest level and the heat rejection temperature found at the final condenser
determine the overall driving potential applied to the system. Zhao et al. [11]
measured distillate fluxes of 3.8 and 3.0 kg m−2 h−1 leading to a thermal energy
requirement of 356 and 235 kWh m−3 for a system with two or four effects re-
spectively. The feed was pure water, the heating temperature at 60 °C, and the
condenser temperature at 25 °C. Wenzel et al. [18] investigated the same sys-
tem with up to 24% brine salt mass content and demonstrated that the plant
is able to provide very low product salinity for long-term operation. Neverthe-
less, a significant influence of the salt content on the distillate amount was
observed.

The feed’s salt concentration influences its equilibrium vapor pressure and
leads to a reduced driving potential across the membrane. Therefore, all types
of MD systems suffer from increased salt concentration in terms of reduced
distillate flux. To overcome this, the feed temperature level can be increased.
This leads to reduced exergy efficiency and is finally limited by the materials
in use. For the system investigated, this maximum temperature lies at around
90 °C for the membrane backing and frame material Polypropylene (PP). Fi-
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nally, the whole multi-stage system shows a complex response to the vapor
pressure reduction caused by increased salt concentration in the feed. It is not
possible to predict this behavior on the basis of integral heat and mass balanc-
ing or a lumped parameter model [19]. Therefore, a more advanced simulation
approach was implemented which is documented in Sec. 3.3.

1.3 Challenges Faced in High-Recovery Desalination using
Membrane Distillation

Water recovery from a salty water source leads to an increase in the salt con-
centration of the remaining feed solution. The increase in salt concentration
causes an increase in osmotic pressure and a decrease in equilibrium vapor
pressure. After a certain concentration is reached, one or more solutes will
reach their solubility limit and create a second phase. This describes the two
major challenges of high-recovery desalination. First, a greater effort is needed
to extract water from the solution. Secondly, dissolved solids, which crystallize
inside the desalination equipment, settle on membranes, pipes, or other pro-
cess equipment and cause an increase in resistance to heat and mass transfer.
This crystallization is referred to as scaling.

1.3.1 Fouling in Membrane Distillation

Fouling is the comprehensive term for scaling, as well as inorganic and organic
deposits and micro-organisms which grow into a biofilm. It is a severe issue for
all types of heat and mass exchangers. In the case of membrane distillation,
the following characteristics have been described:

• The risk of particulate fouling in MD is similar to that of all other mem-
brane desalination techniques [20, 21]. Especially the spacers in the feed
channel cause particulate deposition in regions with low flow velocity
at the spacer filaments [22]. In contrast to RO, and especially to filtra-
tion techniques such as Ultrafiltration (UF) and Microfiltration (MF), the
lower fluxes across the membrane cause a lower drag force towards the
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membrane and therefore reduced deposition.
• Although particulate fouling of organic matter can take place in an MD

system, the risk of biofouling is reduced if the plants are operated at feed
temperatures above 60 °C [20]. The transport of organic matter into the
system does not lead to a biofilm growth if the plant runs continuously at
elevated temperatures.

• Scaling is a major issue in MD [20, 23, 24]. There are two reasons. First,
the application in brine treatment results in a generally higher salt con-
centration compared to sea or brackish water. Secondly, the elevated op-
erating temperature level increases the scaling propensity of salts having
an inverse solubility (e.g., species of calcium carbonate and calcium sul-
phate).

In comparison to other MD technologies, VMD shows high distillate fluxes.
Therefore, a more pronounced susceptibility towards scaling can be expected.
Since the permeate channel pressure will be approximately constant over the
whole membrane channel, the cross flow arrangement of the feed and vac-
uum side lead to greater differences in the driving force over the length of a
channel than for counterflow DCMD. This shows why it is necessary to distin-
guish between different MD technologies in order to interpret experimental
findings.

1.3.2 Membrane Wetting

One major threat to MD is the wetting of the membrane. It takes place when
the pressure difference between feed and permeate exceeds the capillary pres-
sure of membrane pores. This can be caused by an increased feed pressure or
by a change in membrane hydrophobicity through material degradation, foul-
ing, or adsorption of surfactants (cf. Fig. 1.2 and Sec. 2.1.1). Gryta [23] linked
membrane wetting to scaling. He predicted salt crystallization inside the pores
as shown in Fig. 1.3. The meniscus moves into the pore due to continuous
scale growth. When it reaches the permeate side, permanent leakage is es-
tablished. This has to be prevented, since the pressure difference phydr,F −pvac

applied across the membrane pumps liquid feed to the permeate side. Only
particles are filtered out according to the pore size of the membrane in use.
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Vapor

Membrane

phydr,F pvac>

Leakage

Crystals

Figure 1.3: Pore model for scaling-induced membrane wetting based on
Gryta [23] and extended to VMD.

Consequently, the leakage pollutes the permeate. For VMD, leakage results
in depleted vacuum pressure and problems in plant operation. The evapora-
tion of leaking feed solution results in crystallization of salts in the permeate
channel. By measuring the cross-membrane impedance in a DCMD system,
Chen et al. [25] were able to show that membrane wetting can be a continu-
ously advancing process in which the salt solution enters the membrane and
propagates through it until a breakthrough occurs. Their experiments show
that the process is dominated by diffusion and adsorption of the wetting agent
used.

1.3.3 Integration of Membrane Distillation in Zero Liquid Discharge Sys-
tems

One way to overcome the problem of the disposal of brines from desalina-
tion or industry is to implement a complete separation of solids and liquids
in a so called Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) system. The first stage of this sys-
tem would be an energy efficient desalination approach such as RO. It rejects
brine at a concentration of around 70 000 ppm and requires further stages to
increase the salt concentration of the brine. Pursuing the use of Membrane
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Distillation in this brine treatment system, two different possible points for
its integration can be identified (c.f. Fig. 1.4) [6]. Those are the further recov-
ery of water until the brine is nearly saturated for one or more solutes, and to
generate supersaturated brine to feed a crystallizer. The conceptualization of
such a system is mainly influenced by the composition of the brine rejected
at the RO stage. For brackish water desalination, RO generally operates a re-
covery rate up to the saturation of sparingly soluble salts. These would have
to be removed before further water recovery in an MD subsystem. This can be
done by chemical softening, Ion Exchange (IX), or pH adjustment during pre-
treatment (PT) or intermediate treatment (IT) [26, 27]. If the RO is fed with
seawater, it is not unusual that the brine does not reach saturation limit of
any solute and a further increase in recovery using MD is possible. For the
first MD stage, pursuing the increase of water recovery, the requirements for
the system are energy efficiency and robustness to withstand fluctuations in
feed water composition. Chapter 6 contains necessary design considerations.
A general advantage of MD in this respect is that it mainly relies on low tem-
perature heat and might be operated with waste heat or solar thermal heat.
The second point for the integration of MD into the ZLD process, shown in
Fig. 1.4, is generating a supersaturated solution to feed the crystallizer. A low
cost alternative to this MD-crystallizer combination would be an evaporation
pond.

Various authors, e.g. Refs. [23, 28–35], described the combination of MD with
crystallizers. The MD module is used to generate a saturated or supersatu-

RO ITPT

H2O

MD MD

H2O H2O

C

ChemicalsChemicals

Precipitate Precipitate

Feed

Precipitate

Figure 1.4: Integrated Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) process using Reverse Os-
mosis (RO), Membrane Distillation (MD), crystallization (C), as
well as pre- (PT) and intermediate treatment (IT).
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rated state. The downstream crystallizer is then used to reduce the supersatu-
ration. The brine is filtrated, recycled, and diluted with makeup, whereas the
crystals are separated. Pantoja et al. [28] distinguish between processes using
isothermal crystallizers and cooled crystallizers. For solutes with low temper-
ature dependency of the solubility curve, for example NaCl, it is necessary to
reach supersaturation already in the MD module without risking scale forma-
tion. However, there exists a gap of knowledge with regard to the prediction of
scaling kinetics and the interaction of scales with the membrane. This gap is to
be closed to predict the scaling in MEVMD systems and to design the systems
for use in ZLD.

1.4 Objectives and Structure of this Work

The objectives of this thesis were derived from the technical challenges aris-
ing when an MEVMD plant is integrated into a high-recovery or ZLD desali-
nation system. Therefore, the first objective was to develop a tool that helps
to predict the behavior of MEVMD systems operated at elevated feed concen-
trations. The resulting simulation program is able to describe the system on a
mechanistic basis and allows performance prediction and application specific
plant design.

From this system level, critical operation conditions and spots endangered by
scaling were identified. These spots were then investigated on a more detailed
level to describe the interplay of fluid flow, heat and mass transfer across the
membrane, and scale formation on the membrane. The underlying objective
was to develop an approach to predict the scaling propensity based on the
spatially averaged state in the membrane channel calculated with the system
simulation tool.

Finally, at an even higher spatial resolution of the phenomena which occur
at the membrane, the interplay of scaling and membrane wetting was in-
vestigated. The objective was to identify scalants and operating conditions
which trigger membrane wetting. Together, these three steps from a system
level analysis down to the membrane-scalant interaction support the design
of MEVMD in ZLD applications.
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Accordingly, the work at hand is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides the
basic principles of MEVMD with a focus on transport processes for later mech-
anistic modeling. Further, it summarizes necessary fundamentals on the ther-
mophysical behavior of salt solutions. Chapter 3 describes the experimental
investigation of the MEVMD system and the model derivation and verifica-
tion. Subsequently, in Ch. 4 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods
are utilized to predict the thermophysical state at the membrane. This closes
the gap from the system simulation tool to the investigation of scaling and
membrane wetting described in Ch. 5. The findings and methods are applied
in Ch. 6 to derive application specific plant optimization strategies and de-
scribe application limits of the MEVMD technology.

12



2 Fundamentals and Definitions

This chapter reviews the fundamentals of the Membrane Distillation process
and associated transport phenomena. Further, the thermodynamic funda-
mentals of electrolyte solutions and the basic principles of membrane scaling
are introduced.

2.1 Membrane Distillation Process

2.1.1 Characterization of the Process

General prerequisites for the MD process are a hydrophobic or partially hy-
drophobic, porous membrane which is not wetted. This means there is no
condensed vapor inside the pores and, therefore, the driving force for mass
transfer across the membrane is established by a partial pressure difference of
volatile components. The flux across the membrane is then determined by

jP = KM (pi ,M,F −pi ,M,P), (2.1)

with a membrane permeability KM. The difference in partial pressures of a
volatile component i at the feed side pi ,M,F and the permeate side pi ,M,P of
the membrane establishes the driving force for mass transfer of component
i across the membrane. The task of the membrane is to stabilize the liquid-
vapor interface. Thus, thin feed channels with large specific surface areas and
well defined feed flow can be constructed.

Hydrophobic polymers that can withstand the desired temperature range are
chosen as membrane material. Generally, active membrane surfaces are man-
ufactured from PTFE, PVDF, or PP. The backing material does not have to
be hydrophobic. It provides mechanical stabilization and is often manufac-
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2.1 Membrane Distillation Process

tured from PP. Figure 2.1 shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) mi-
crograph of the active membrane layer (left) and the backing structure (right).
The membrane is a GE Aspire Microfiltration membrane [36] as used in the
experiments conducted for this work. The active layer is made from expanded
PTFE, the backing structure is made of PP.

To establish a large liquid-vapor interface area and reduce transport resistance
across the membrane, a high level of porosity is necessary. Membrane refer-
ence pore radii are generally in a range of 0.1 to 5µm [13]; a narrow band width
is desirable. The pressure difference between the feed and permeate side must
not exceed the Liquid Entry Pressure (LEP) of the membrane in order to hin-
der liquid feed solution from leaking through the pores. This value is defined
based on the capillary pressure difference according to Young-Laplace applied
to arbitrary shaped pores [37], as

phydr,F −pvac ≈∆pinterface <∆pentry = LEP =
∣∣∣∣ 4Bσ

dpore,max
cosθ

∣∣∣∣ . (2.2)

This takes into account the surface tension σ of the liquid-vapor interface in-
side the pore, the diameter dpore,max of the largest pore, the contact angle θ
between the fluid and the membrane material, and the pore geometry. The
pore geometry is correlated with experiments in terms of a correction factor B
that includes the deviation from a circular shape. Qtaishat and Matsuura [38]

10µm
Mag = 5000 X
WD = 13 mm
EHT = 10.00 kV

100µm
Mag = 500 X
WD = 13 mm
EHT = 10.00 kV

Figure 2.1: SEM images of the membrane active layer (left) and the backing
structure (right) of a GE Aspire Microfiltration membrane [36].
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Fundamentals and Definitions

extended this model and showed that contact angles below 90° can be toler-
ated when a partial intrusion into the pore is accepted.

In general, LEP models do not include a realistic description of the membrane
pore. Pore geometry parameters are determined by experiments. The LEP and
the pore intrusion are significantly influenced by surface properties and espe-
cially by material deposits.

2.1.2 Classification of Process Variants

Different process configurations are summarized under the term Membrane
Distillation. These configurations share the membrane type and the basic sep-
aration principle, but show fundamental differences in underlying transport
processes. Figure 2.2 summarizes and classifies the different MD types. Sys-
tems containing a significant amount of non-condensable gases (NCG) can
be distinguished from deaerated or vacuum systems. The NCG content influ-
ences the transport regime in the membrane pores and the efficiency of vapor
condensation [39].

Further, the process configurations differ in how the permeate channel is
used. In Direct Contact MD (DCMD) cold distillate circulates on the perme-
ate side of the membrane. The vapor passing the pores from feed to permeate
directly condenses at the vapor-liquid interface on the permeate side [40]. If
the system is deaerated, it is called D-DCMD [39]. In Air Gap MD (AGMD) the
permeate channel is filled with air to reduce heat losses from the feed channel.
The vapor diffuses through the membrane and the air channel to condense on
a surface which separates the cooling and air channels [41]. If this air channel
is allowed to fill with condensate, the plant configuration is called Permeate
Gap MD (PGMD) [10]. Similar to AGMD, in Sweep Gas MD (SGMD) the per-
meate channel is filled with a non-condensable gas. The dry carrier gas is cir-
culated through the channel where it is humidified. The vapor is condensed
in an external condenser [41]. An external condenser is used in Vacuum MD
(VMD) systems, too. These systems operate under reduced pressure so that
the permeate channel is only used to collect the vapor and lead it to the con-
denser [15]. Osmotic MD (OMD), also referred to as Isothermal MD (IMD) is
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2.1 Membrane Distillation Process

similar to DCMD only that the reduced equilibrium vapor pressure of the fluid
on the permeate side is attained chemically and not through temperature re-
duction [42].

Finally, the systems can be classified by the way the driving partial pressure
difference is established, so there are two groups: OMD, SGMD, and VMD sys-
tems can be operated without a significant temperature gradient across the
membrane, whereas in all other systems the driving force is established by a
temperature difference across the membrane or from one stage to the next
stage (for AGMD and Multi-Effect VMD).

In this work, VMD and Multi-Effect VMD (MEVMD) are investigated. Never-
theless, their differences and common features in relation to other MD types
are worth knowing so that the findings can be applied to other systems. In
addition to mass transport resistance across the membrane, all process types
show rate limiting convective or diffusive transport resistances at the mem-
brane and all heat transfer surfaces. Due to the exponential increase in vapor
pressure with increasing temperature and the high latent heat of evaporation

Detatched condenser:

Direct condensation:

Membrane
Distillation

Sweep gas /
NCGs

AGMD PGMD DCMD SGMD

OMD

D-DCMD VMD

MEVMD Low pressure
VMD

Knudsen diff. + viscous flowMolecular + Knudsen diff. + viscous flow

Deaerated /
vacuum

Knudsen

Figure 2.2: Classification of process variants in Membrane Distillation, rel-
evant transport mechanisms in the membranes, and location of
condensation.
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Fundamentals and Definitions

of water, temperature polarization effects have a major influence on all MD
configurations, except for OMD of volatile components other than water.

2.1.3 Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation

The motivation behind constructing a multi-stage configuration of VMD is the
same as that for utilizing multiple stages in conventional Multi-Effect Distil-
lation (MED) or Multi-Stage Flash (MSF). The processes recover the heat of
condensation while heating the feed of a following stage, or preheating the
feed before it enters the first stage. The Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Dis-
tillation (MEVMD) process investigated in this work implements the first ap-
proach of heat recovery. As shown in Fig. 2.3, vapor at a pressure pi−1 heats
the feed solution in stage i . At the same time, the feed partially vaporizes at
the membrane and produces vapor at a lower pressure pi . This vapor is led
to the following stage. Another multi-stage VMD configuration is described by
Chung et al. [43]. It implements heat recovery through preheating of feed be-
fore it enters the first stage. For both multi-stage VMD types, and in contrast to
MED and MSF, the absolute pressure of the feed solution can be higher than
the pressure of the vapor produced. However, the pressure difference across
the membrane must not exceed the LEP.

This work focuses on the MEVMD process that is based on the concept com-
mercialized by Memsys tec AG [44]. It implements the multi-stage principle
in a plate and frame setup and uses a thin foil to separate condenser and feed
channels. Fig. 2.3 (left) shows one channel assembly consisting of a condenser
channel (CO), a foil (HF), a feed channel (F), a membrane (M), and a vapor
channel (VC). These channel assemblies are arranged in parallel to modules
called stages (S1, ..., SN). Fig. 2.3 (right) shows the first and the last stage of
an MEVMD system with two channel assemblies per stage. The membrane
area is scaled up by increasing the number of channel assemblies connected
in parallel.

The stages are connected with each other via channels in the end plates (grey
walls). The feed solution is routed from stage to stage in a serpentine arrange-
ment. In each stage it is distributed to the feed channels connected in paral-
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2.1 Membrane Distillation Process

T, w

w

T

Feed (F)
Feed

Distillate

COSR S1 SN

Brine

Heat
rejection

Heat
supply

CO B VCHF M

Membrane (M)Foil (HF)

pi−1 pi

Vapor

Distillate

Condenser
channel

Vapor
channel

Feed

Figure 2.3: Functional principle of an MEVMD system and detail of one chan-
nel assembly. SR: Steam raiser, S1: Stage 1, SN: Stage N, CO: Con-
denser.

lel and collected again at the outlet. The steam from one stage feeds to the
condenser channels of the next stage, where it condenses and discharges via
distillate channels.

In addition to the stages, a steam raiser (SR) produces vapor for heating the
first stage. It is built as a membrane block similar to the stages, but equipped
only with membranes. The connected heating circuit operates using distilled
water. The vapor condensed in the first stage is recirculated to the heater.
There are two main reasons for heating the first stage with steam from a SR
instead of sensible heating: the first stage equals all following stages and the
heat transfer rate through condensation is significantly higher than through
sensible heating.

The steam from the last stage (SN) finally condenses in a condenser block
(CO). This condenser block is similar to the steam raiser but equipped with
foils instead of membranes.

A driving potential difference can be defined in terms of a gradient in satu-
ration temperature or saturation vapor pressure from the vapor channel of
one stage (i −1) to that of the next stage (i ). This driving potential is reduced
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mainly by three factors, displayed in Fig. 2.4. The figure shows the temperature
dependent vapor pressure p∗

v (T ) of the pure solvent and the reduced vapor
pressure pv(T, w) above a solution with salt mass fraction w . The vapor from
the previous stage with pressure pi−1 condenses at the saturation tempera-
ture Tv,i−1. First, heat transfer resistances across the condensate film, foil, and
boundary layers reduce the temperature at the membrane surface. Secondly,
a vapor pressure reduction ∆pv,red, caused by the feed salt content, leads to
an additional loss in vapor pressure. Thirdly, the concentration polarization
increases the solute concentration at the membrane. Both concentration and
temperature polarization lead to a decrease in saturation vapor pressure pv,M

on the feed side of the membrane.

Altogether, the gross driving pressure difference GDPD, from one stage to an-
other

GDPDi = pi−1 −pi =∆pv,CO→B +∆pv,red +∆pv,M, (2.3)

is reduced to a net driving pressure difference (NDPD) from the feed bulk satu-
ration vapor pressure pv,B,i across the membrane to the vacuum channel pres-

p

pi−1

p∗
v,B,i

pv,B,i

pi

∆pv,i

∆pv,red

p∗
v (T )

pv(T, w)

T

TCO→BTB→VC Tred

∆pv,CO→B

Tv,i−1Tv,i TB,i

Figure 2.4: Qualitative sketch of pressure and temperature differences over
one effect (i ) due to concentration dependent vapor pressure re-
duction, heat and mass exchange [19].
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sure pv,i of
NDPDi = pv,B,i −pi =∆pv,i . (2.4)

The NDPD entails the temperature and concentration polarization from the
feed bulk to the feed side membrane surface.

For a multi-stage process, the distillate production can be estimated by sum-
ming up the NDPDi of the stages. Increasing the number of stages helps to
make the plant more efficient by reusing the heat of vaporization. At the same
time, the losses are multiplied by the number of stages. For this reason an op-
timal number of stages exists.
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2.2 Heat and Mass Transport in Vacuum Membrane Distilla-
tion

2.2.1 Polarization Effects

The evaporation of water at the membrane leads to a temperature reduction
and a simultaneous solute concentration increase at the liquid-vapor inter-
face. Both effects reduce the saturation vapor pressure and thus the driving
force for evaporation.

Concentration Polarization
Due to the selectivity of the membrane, a concentration boundary layer is
formed by the equilibrium of convective and diffusive transport. Since the se-
lectivity is 100% for proper operation of MD, this concentration polarization
does not influence the purity of the product water, but leads to a reduced va-
por pressure directly at the membrane and thus a reduced driving force across
the membrane. The film model for the solute mass fraction w j can be derived
by integration of the steady-state convection-diffusion equation for a solute
component j in a solution with components i in membrane normal direction.
According to Melin et al. [45] and Bitter [46] it follows:

d

dy
(w j jtot)− d

dy

(
ρδ Di j

dw j

dy

)
= 0. (2.5)

With w j = w j ,M

∣∣
y=0 at the membrane and w j = w j ,B

∣∣
y=δ in the bulk phase out-

side the boundary layer with the thickness δ and under the assumption of zero
salt mass content on the permeate side w j ,P = 0 the integration leads to

ln

(
w j ,B

w j ,M

)
=− jP

∫ δ

y=0

1

ρδ Di j
dy. (2.6)

Finally, the permeate flux is depending on the mass transfer coefficient
βB→M = Di j /δ resembling the mass transfer resistance from the bulk to the
membrane for constant properties ρδ, Di j in the film layer:

jP =−ρδ βB→M ln

(
w j ,M

w j ,B

)
. (2.7)
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2.2 Heat and Mass Transport in Vacuum Membrane Distillation

In contrast to filtration technologies and RO, the flux over the membrane is
usually relatively small 1 and thus membrane normal velocities are lower, lead-
ing to a smaller concentration polarization. Another important difference is
that evaporation takes place at the membrane in MD leading to a tempera-
ture drop and thus a strong temperature polarization effect.

Temperature Polarization
Due to vaporization of water at the membrane surface, the feed solution tem-
perature drops. Similar to the concentration polarization, the temperature po-
larization can be described in dependency of the permeating mass as

TB −TM = jP hP

αB−M
. (2.8)

Heat and mass transport to the membrane surface can be compared via Nus-
selt and Sherwood numbers. Due to the difference in order of magnitude be-
tween the salt diffusion coefficient D ∼ 1 ·10−9 m2s−1 and the thermal diffusiv-
ity a ∼ 1.5 ·10−6 m2s−1 the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers differ with a factor of
around 103. This leads to a larger boundary layer thickness for the tempera-
ture than for the salt mass fraction. Therefore, the interaction of the boundary
layers with the complex flow field in the spacer filled feed channel differs.

Hydrodynamics in Spacer Filled Channels
The heat and mass transport from the feed bulk to the membrane surface is
significantly influenced by the feed spacer (cf. Fig. 2.5). Its task is to mechani-
cally stabilize the feed channel. Therefore, it has to touch the membrane and
the heat transfer foil in regular distances. This brings three main drawbacks:
The spacer filaments partially block the channel and therefore cause an in-
crease in pressure drop compared to the empty channel. Further, flow separa-
tion and stagnation zones with reduced convective transport appear where
the filaments touch the membrane or foil. Finally, the flow separation and
stagnation zones at the spacer filaments are critical in terms of fouling. These
areas provide higher salt concentration and are prone to particulate deposi-
tion [22]. The increase in pressure drop is the reason why spacer filled chan-
nels are mainly operated under laminar flow conditions. The spacer geome-
1Distillate fluxes in MD lie in the range of 1 - 30 l m−2 h−1 [11, 15] in comparison to approximately 50 l m−2 h−1 in

RO [26, 45]
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(a) Microscopy image of spacer; L1 = L2 =
2 mm, β= 90°.

L1L2

H
β

α
β

(b) Flow attack angle α, mesh angle β, fila-
ment clearances L1, L2, channel height H .

Figure 2.5: Feed channel spacer mesh characterization.

tries lead to unsteady flow conditions for higher Reynolds numbers [47–49].
Ciofalo et al. [49] reported steady-state flow for Re2< 220-350 depending on
the spacer orientation.

For correlating heat and mass transfer as well as pressure drop in process sim-
ulation, spacers were characterized according to Schock and Miquel [47] by
their porosity ε, volume specific surface area AV,SP and the channel height H .
They found that mean Sherwood numbers correlate best with equations of the
same type as known for turbulent flow through empty channels, although the
predominant flow regime is laminar. They calculate the hydraulic diameter for
different feed spacers from

dhydr = 4ε

2/H + (1−ε)AV,SP
. (2.9)

The Reynolds number for the spacer filled channel is

Respacer =
ū dhydr

ν
. (2.10)

Accordingly, the friction coefficient is

ζ= 2∆p

ρ ū2

dhydr

l
. (2.11)

2Empty channel Reynolds number defined by ReH = ūempty 2H/ν with the channel height H and ūempty being
the volume flow rate divided by the empty channel cross section.
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Practical Correlations
Finally, the Nusselt and Sherwood number are correlated with the spacer
Reynolds number [47]:

Sh = a1Reb1 Scc1. (2.12)

And applying heat and mass transfer analogy it is

Nu = a2Reb2 Prc2. (2.13)

Accordingly, Schock and Miquel [47] investigated the friction coefficient for
different commercial feed spacers. They found the following correlation inde-
pendent from the spacer geometry and the channel height:

ζ= 6.23 Re−0.3. (2.14)

2.2.2 Characterization of Heat and Mass Transport Across the Membrane

The mechanisms of mass transport across the membrane in Membrane Dis-
tillation can be separated in

• surface diffusion,
• Knudsen diffusion and molecular diffusion, and
• Poiseuille flow (viscous flow).

Applying electrical analogy, the three components are resistances connected
in parallel. Knudsen and molecular diffusion can be transferred to a serial con-
nection. [13]

The pore Knudsen number and the content of non-condensable gases can be
used to characterize the dominating regime of mass transport. It is

Kn = `i

dpore
(2.15)

the Knudsen number of component i inside the membrane pore. The mean
free path length

`i = kBTp
2 π phydr,M σ2

coll,i

(2.16)
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is a function of the collision diameter3 σcoll of the molecules, temperature, and
hydrostatic pressure inside the pores. [51]

For Kn ¿ 1 and with stagnant non-condensable gases in the membrane pores,
molecular diffusion dominates the transport resistance for vapor molecules
passing through the pores. For practical application the threshold beyond
which other mechanisms can be neglected is generally set to Kn < 0.01 or
dpore > 100 `i [50].

For Kn ¿ 1 and without significant content of non-condensable gases in
the pore, a hydrostatic pressure difference across the membrane leads to
Poiseuille flow. In this case intermolecular collisions dominate the transport
resistance. [50]

For Kn À 1, which is the case for dpore ¿ `i , collisions between molecules and
the walls dominate the diffusion. This case is called Knudsen regime and other
mechanisms are generally neglected for Kn > 10 [50].

Surface diffusion can be generally neglected in MD, because of the low ratio of
membrane matrix volume to pore volume and the material properties of MD
membranes [13].

For VMD, the content of stagnant non-condensable gases in the pores is neg-
ligible. Therefore, Knudsen diffusion and Poiseuille flow dominate the trans-
port through the membrane pores.

The Knudsen equation [51] for the molar flux of a gas i in a capillary tube is

ṅi =−8 rpore

3

1p
2πMi RT

dpi

dz
. (2.17)

It is corrected with the ratio of void fraction to pore tortuosity εM/χM, further
referred to as membrane structure parameter, and integrated over the mean
thickness of the modeled membrane layer δM. Finally, the effective mass flux
can be written as

ji ,M,Kn = 8

3

rpore

δM

εM

χM

√
Mi

2πRT
∆pi ,M = KM,Kn ∆pi ,M. (2.18)

3Collision (kinetic) diameters according to Ismail et al. [50]: σcoll(H2O) = 2.65 ·10−10 m, σcoll(N2) = 3.64 ·10−10 m.
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For the viscous flow regime, the mass flux averaged over the membrane area
can be written as

ji ,M,Vis =
r 2

pore

δM

εM

χM

phydrMi

8RTµ
∆pi ,M = KM,Vis ∆pi ,M. (2.19)

For the operation conditions typical in VMD and especially MEVMD, the Kn
numbers prevailing are in a range of 1 to 20. Therefore, transitional flow (0.1
< Kn < 10, [50]) is expected in a wide operation range. The permeate flux can
be written with the Knudsen resistance KM,Kn and the viscous flow resistance
KM,Vis as

jM,VMD = (KM,Kn +KM,Vis) ∆pM = KM ∆pM. (2.20)

Figure 2.6 shows the membrane permeability KM = KM,Kn +KM,Vis in depen-
dency of the vapor channel pressure pVC and the temperature of the feed so-
lution in the single phase water vapor region. The second y-axis shows the
Knudsen permeability KM,Kn according to Eq. 2.18. Its iso-lines are parallel to
the iso-temperature lines since it is solely temperature dependent. Thus, the
impact of the viscous flow resistance can be directly calculated. It gains in-
fluence towards lower Knudsen numbers marked with iso-Knudsen number
lines. The inlet and outlet properties of the bench scale experiments described
in Sec. 3.2.2 are plotted as well as the boundary conditions used in scaling ex-
periments described in Sec. 5.1. The operation range of the first stages of an
MEVMD system can go up to 90°C resulting in a significant influence of vis-
cous flow.

According to Basile et al. [13] heat transfer across membranes in MD is gener-
ally regarded as a superposition of

• conductive heat transfer across the membrane material,
• conductive heat transfer across the pore filling gases, and
• convection of vapor from the liquid-vapor interface at the feed side pore

entrance to the permeate side.

Thermal conduction can be neglected due to small temperature differences
between the membrane surface on the feed and permeate side apparent in
VMD [52]. In contrast, the heat sink through evaporation of solvent on the
feed side membrane surface significantly influences the process.
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Figure 2.6: Membrane permeability for Knudsen diffusion KM,Kn and coupled
Knudsen diffusion with viscous flow KM for the range of boundary
conditions in bench scale and scaling experiments.

2.3 Thermodynamics of Salt Solutions

Heat and mass transfer in MD are further dominated by the thermophysical
behavior of the feed solution. Therefore, necessary fundamentals and defini-
tions are summarized in this section. They are used to describe state changes,
liquid-vapor and solid-liquid equilibria, and irreversibilities appearing at ele-
vated feed salt concentrations.

The general task of desalination is to separate the solvent (water) from a salt
solution. This feed solution is characterized by

• the content of highly soluble salts (generally NaCl),
• the amount of other dissolved solids (especially sparingly soluble salts

such as CaCO3 or CaSO4),
• dissolved gases (especially CO2), and finally,
• suspended solids and biological substances.

From a thermodynamic point of view, this can be often simplified to a solution
of solutes B in a solvent A. Concentration measures necessary for the further
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description are

molar concentration cB = nB/V ,
molality bB = nB/mA,
mole fraction xB = nB/n,
and mass fraction wB = mB/m.

The derivations of this section are based on Atkins et al. [53], Clarke and
Glew [54–56], and Wedler and Freund [57].

The focus is on describing the characteristics of salt solutions with high salt
content up to saturation. The behavior of these solutions can significantly de-
viate from the behavior of what is known as an ideal solution. An ideal solution
obeys Raoult’s law for solvent and solute under the assumption that the vapor
above the solution is an ideal gas

pi = xi p∗
i . (2.21)

The vapor pressure pi of a component above an ideal solution is the vapor
pressure of the pure substance p∗

i scaled by the mole fraction of the solvent.
In reality only mixtures of closely related liquids show this behavior. [53]

The behavior of the solute in solutions with small solute content xB → 0 is bet-
ter described by Henry’s law

pB = xB KB. (2.22)

The partial pressure of the solute is proportional to the solute mole fraction
by an empirical factor KB. A solution that obeys Henry’s law for the solute and
Raoult’s law for the solvent is called ideal-dilute solution. At low concentra-
tions and low pressures Henry’s law can be used to approximate the influ-
ence of solved gases. Gases which interact with the water deviate strongly from
Henry’s law, even at low concentrations. [57]

If the solvent is a salt or more general an electrolyte, a substance that is (par-
tially) dissociated into cations and anions, the behavior already deviates from
that of an ideal solution at very low ion content. This is because the behavior of
the dissociated ions significantly differs from the pure substance and the ions
show electrostatic interaction [53, 58]. The following sections describe the be-
havior of real solutions and their deviation from ideal behavior.
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2.3.1 Multi-Component Mixtures and Aqueous Electrolyte Solutions

It is useful to introduce the Gibbs free enthalpy or Gibbs energy

G = H −T S (2.23)

when investigating solution processes and phase equilibria.

Chemical Potential
The partial molar Gibbs energy of a component i defines the chemical poten-
tial of that component in a mixture

µi =
(
∂G

∂ni

)
p,T,ni 6= j

. (2.24)

It is the change in Gibbs energy through number change in a system at con-
stant pressure, temperature, and number of all other components. For an
open system the general change in Gibbs energy becomes

dG =V dp −SdT +∑
i

µi dni , (2.25)

where the last term is arising from changing composition of the system. The
Gibbs-Duhem equation ∑

i

ni dµi = 0 (2.26)

links the partial molar quantities of the components during a state change.

For solutions, the chemical potentials of its components are defined in a sim-
ilar manner as known for gases. The chemical potential of each component in
an ideal solution is given with reference to the chemical potential of the pure
component µ∗

i as
µi =µ∗

i +RT ln xi . (2.27)

The Gibbs energy of mixing of two pure components A and B in an ideal solu-
tion is

∆mixG = nRT (xA ln xA +xB ln xB). (2.28)

Electrolyte solutions show significant deviations from ideal behavior already
at small solute concentrations. The deviation from an ideal solution behavior
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can be expressed in excess functions for an extensive property X as the excess
property X E

X E =∆mixX −∆mixX ideal. (2.29)

The activity is used to introduce this non-ideal behavior into the calculation
the chemical potential. For the solvent A it is

µA =µ∗
A +RT ln aA. (2.30)

The solvent activity aA = γAxA approaches xA for xB → 0. γ is called activity co-
efficient and describes the deviation from Raoult’s law (cf. Eq. 2.21). Another
measure for the solvents’ deviation from non-ideal behavior in the solution is
the osmotic coefficient φ which can be introduced for the calculation of the
chemical potential of the liquid solvent [59]

µA =µ∗
A +φRT ln xA. (2.31)

With Eq. 2.27 and 2.30 it follows

φ≡ ln aA

ln xA
= Πreal

Πideal
. (2.32)

It can be further interpreted as the relation between the osmotic pressure of a
real solutionΠreal =−RT /VA lnaA to that of an ideal solutionΠideal (refer to e.g.
Atkins [53]). At infinite dilution xB → 0 the osmotic coefficientφ approaches 1.

For the solute activity aB, Henry’s law (cf. Eq. 2.22) is used as reference state. It
follows

µB =µ∗
B +RT ln

KB

p∗
B

+RT ln aB =µ−◦
B +RT ln aB. (2.33)

Thus, ideal solution behavior is approached for γB = aB/xB → 1 which is valid
for xB → 0. The superscript ’−◦ ’ symbolizes the standard state.

For electrolytes, the pure state of the solute is not suitable as reference since it
significantly differs from the behavior of the solute at infinite dilution. There-
fore, it is customary to choose the ideal solution state at unit molality b−◦ [60].
Now, using the molality scale, it is γb = aB/b the molal activity coefficient and
finally

µi =µ−◦ ,b
i +RT ln

(
bi γi ,b

)
. (2.34)
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For aqueous salt solutions, the concept of an ideal solution is not applicable
already at low molalities (generally >1 mmolkg−1 [53]). A salt AaBb dissolves in
a solvent to a cations and b anions. Since it is not possible to experimentally
distinguish between the contribution of the ions to the non-ideal behavior, a
’mean molal activity coefficient’ is defined as

γ± = (
γa
+γ

b
−
)1/s

, with s = a +b. (2.35)

The chemical potential of an ion i is then

µi =µ−◦ ,b
i +RT ln

bi

b−◦ +RT lnγ± =µideal
i +RT lnγ±. (2.36)

For practical applications, it is useful to derive correlations for activity coeffi-
cients. The basic concepts are summarized in the following.

Calculation of Activity Coefficients
At low ion concentrations, long range electrostatic interactions dominate the
behavior of the solution. This is approximated by the Debye-Hückel limiting
law [54]

logγ± =−ADHLS |z+z−| I 1/2. (2.37)

with the Debye-Hückel limiting slope ADHLS and the concentration of the elec-
trolytes characterized by the ionic strength4 I . Respecting Gibbs-Duhem rela-
tion, the osmotic coefficient can be calculated from

φ= 1− ADHLS b1/2. (2.38)

This law holds only for low ionic strength and is extended in virial expansions
to so called Pitzer-type equations for activity coefficients. Here, thermody-
namic properties for aqueous NaCl solutions are derived from an extended
Pitzer-type equation for the osmotic coefficient given by Clarke and Glew [55]

φ= 1− ADHLS b1/2 (
1+1.2 b1/2)− 1+Q b exp

(−2b1/2)+B b +C b2 +D b3 +E b4.
(2.39)

The fitting parameters Q, B , C , D , and E are functions of temperature. Excess
functions for Gibbs energy, enthalpy, and heat capacity are derived from these
equations as follows.
4Ionic strength I = 1

2

∑
i z2

i (bi /b−◦ ) with the charge number zi .
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Derivation of Excess Functions
Excess Gibbs energy GE of a mixture is, according to Eq. 2.29, the difference
between the Gibbs energy of mixing with real solution behavior minus that of
an ideal solution.

GE =∆mixG −∆mixG ideal =∆mixG −nRT (xA ln xA +xB ln xB) (2.40)

The enthalpy is related to Gibbs energy via the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation [55]

∂(G/T )

∂T

∣∣∣∣
p,{xi }

=− H

T 2
. (2.41)

From this equation the relative enthalpy Hrel and the relative heat capacity
Cp,rel can be calculated by derivation as [55]

∂

∂T

(
∂
(
GE/T

)
∂(1/T )

)∣∣∣∣∣
p,{xi }

= ∂Hrel

∂T

∣∣∣∣
p,{xi }

=Cp,rel. (2.42)

These excess properties are added to those of pure water [61] and pure salt to
calculate the state of a real solution.

Empirical correlations collected by Conde-Petit [62] were used for aqueous
solutions of CaCl2. For practical application in simulation tools, parametrized
equations for specific enthalpy, heat capacity, and solvent activity depending
on solute mass fraction and temperature at ambient pressure were fitted from
results generated with the Pitzer-type equation. The specific enthalpy h(w,T )
was calculated with respect to a reference enthalpy as shown in the next sec-
tion.
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2.3.2 Mixing State Changes

Mainly four types of mixing and separation processes are necessary to de-
scribe the phenomena observed in Membrane Distillation. These are the sep-
aration of water from a solution or the absorption of water into a solution, as
well as the separation of solid salt from or its dissolution into a solution.

Solvent Extraction
A general separation task as shown in Fig. 2.7 is discussed. The Gibbs en-
ergy that has to be supplied to the process can be directly calculated from the
chemical potential of the streams as

∆sepG =−∆mixG =G1 +G2 −G0. (2.43)

First, the desalination task, i.e. extraction of solvent (water) from the feed so-
lution should be regarded. Mistry and Lienhard [64] defined a molar water
recovery ratio as

RRm = nw,1

nw,0
. (2.44)

With this, Eq. 2.43 can be written as

∆sepG

RT nw,1
= ln

(
aw,1

aw,2

)
+bs,1Mw ln

(
as,1

as,2

)
+ 1

RRm

(
ln

(
aw,2

aw,0

)
+bs,0Mw ln

(
as,2

as,0

))
.

(2.45)

If the product stream ’1’ is the pure solvent (water) this can be simplified ap-
plying bs,1 = 0 and therefore aw,1 = xw,1. Further, Eq. 2.45 can be split into terms

Ṅw,0 + Ṅs,0

Ṅw,1 + Ṅs,1

Ṅw,2 + Ṅs,2

Q̇ +Ẇ

Figure 2.7: General separation process of a two component mixture (index
w: solvent/water; index s: solute/salt), adapted from Cussler and
Dutta [63] and Mistry and Lienhard [64].
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describing the ideal solution behavior and those making up for the non-ideal
behavior. It follows

∆sepG

RT nw,1
=

ideal solution︷ ︸︸ ︷
ln

(
xw,1

xw,2

)
+ 1

RRm

(
ln

(
xw,2

xw,0

)
+νsbs,0Mw ln

(
xs,2

xs,0

))
+ ln

(
1

γw,2

)
+ 1

RRm

(
ln

(
γw,2

γw,0

)
+νsbs,0Mw ln

(
γ±,s,2

γ±,s,0

))
.︸ ︷︷ ︸

non−ideality

(2.46)

In Eq. 2.46, γw,i is the activity coefficient of the solvent, γ±,s,i the mean molal
activity coefficient of the solute and νs = ν++ν− its sum of stoichiometric co-
efficients. Equation 2.46 describes the least work of separation that would be
necessary for a reversible desalination process. It is used as reference in Ch. 3.
Further, the equation helps to determine when it is acceptable to approximate
a feed solution as an ideal solution. This is shown in Fig. 2.8 for aqueous so-
lutions of NaCl. Figure 2.8a shows the least heat of separation ∆sepG per kg of
feed solution in dependency of the feed salt mass fraction w1 and the temper-
ature at which the separation process takes place.

In Fig. 2.8b, the relative error

Rel. error = ∆sepG ideal

∆sepGactual
−1 (2.47)

is plotted in dependency of the feed concentration and recovery ratio. The
relative error made when applying the ideal solution approximation to the en-
ergy balance for a separation task can be directly estimated from this figure.
The values show a local maximum at w1 ≈ 15gkg−1. The error becomes signifi-
cant at high feed salt mass fraction and can be greater than 20% in the vicinity
of NaCl saturation. The dotted line shows the solubility limit of NaCl. A de-
tailed comparison of NaCl with seawater can be found in Mistry and Lienhard
[64].
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(a) Least heat of separation of water from
aqueous NaCl solutions.

(b) Relative error calculated according to
Eq. 2.47.

Figure 2.8: Water extraction from aqueous NaCl solutions approximated with
Pitzer-type correlation according to Clarke and Glew [55] and com-
parison with ideal solution approximation. Figure concept applied
from Mistry and Lienhard [64].

Specific Enthalpy of Salt Solutions
For engineering process simulation it is useful to derive a function for the spe-
cific enthalpy of the salt solution depending on temperature and salt mass
fraction. It is

h(T, w) =
(
hA,ref +

∫ T
Tref

cp,A(τ) dτ
)

mA,sys +nB,sys ∆H∗
m,B +Hrel,sys

msys
(2.48)

with the system mass msys = mA,sys +nB,sys MB, the mass specific enthalpy of
pure water href at the reference temperature Tref, and the standard molar en-
thalpy function of the solute∆H∗

m,B with reference to Tref. The reference values
Tref and hA,ref are arbitrarily set to 0 °C and 0 kJ kg−1 K−1.∆H∗

m,B is rescaled to the
same reference point from data provided by Clarke and Glew [55]. The relative
enthalpy Hrel,sys is related to the apparent molal relative enthalpy Hφ

rel via

Hrel,sys = nB,sys Hφ

rel. (2.49)
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For calculating the temperature gradient at the membrane caused by vapor-
ization of water, the negative value of the differential enthalpy of dilution is
required in addition to the latent heat of evaporation of pure water. The dif-
ferential heat of dilution is equal to the excess enthalpy. It is(

∂H

∂nA

)
p,T,nB

= HA −H∗
A =∆dilH = H E

A . (2.50)

Dissolution and Crystallization
Finally, the dissolution process of solid salts in a solution and the formation of
crystals from a solution is discussed. According to Wedler and Freund [57] the
process of dissolution can be subdivided into three steps:

• Breaking of hydrogen bonds in water (endothermic process)
• Vaporization of salt ions into vacuum, requiring the lattice energy (en-

dothermic process)
• Integration of the salt ions into the water, releasing the solvation energy

(exothermic process)

The sum of these three steps determines whether the dissolution process is
endothermic or exothermic. The integral and differential heats released or ab-
sorbed during a dissolution and dilution process are summarized in Fig. 2.9
for aqueous solutions of NaCl. The differential heat of dilution ∆dilH and the
last heat of solution ∆Hlast(sol) are the two parameters required for energeti-
cally analyzing the processes which appear at the phase boundaries. The inte-
gral heat of solution ∆H(sol) (Fig. 2.9b) is the heat released or absorbed when
preparing a solution from pure solvent and pure solute. The differential heat
of dilution∆dilH is the slope of the integral heat of solution with respect to the
mole number of water nH2O. It describes the heat released or absorbed when
adding one mole of water to an infinite amount of solution. In this thesis it
was used for calculating the heat required for extracting water from a solu-
tion. The intercept of a tangent to the iso-temperature line of ∆H(sol) with
the ordinate, the differential heat of solution ∆solH , can be used to calculate
re-dissolution of crystals in an undersaturated solution during a cleaning pro-
cess. The last point of each temperature iso-line in Fig. 2.9b is the last heat of
solution∆Hlast(sol). It is the heat absorbed or released at the interface between
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crystal and saturated solution, i.e. during crystallization process. Figure 2.9a
shows this last heat of solution for a wider range of temperatures.

(a) Last heat of solution ∆Hlast(sol) at solubil-
ity limit of NaCl for different temperatures.

(b) Integral heat of solution ∆H(sol) and
derived properties; figure concept from
Wedler and Freund [57] applied to NaCl so-
lutions.

Figure 2.9: Heat of solution and dilution for aqueous solutions of NaCl; data
calculated according to Clarke and Glew [55].

2.3.3 Phase Equilibria

In MD, three phases can be found at the same time. Volatile components evap-
orate from the liquid feed solutions generating an increased solute concentra-
tion which can lead to formation of a crystalline solid phase.

Liquid-Vapor Interface
At the feed side entrance of the membrane pore, water evaporates from the
feed solution. The equilibrium condition can be written in terms of the chem-
ical potentials of the solvent in the liquid and in the vapor phase as

µ∗
A +RT ln aA =µig

A +RT ln
pA

p∗
A

, (2.51)
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with the reference state of the pure solvent µ∗
A in the liquid phase and that of

the vapor regarded as ideal gas (ig) [53]. When comparing the last terms on
each side, the following expression evolves relating the vapor pressure of the
pure solvent p∗

A with that above the real solution pA via the solvent activity.

aA = pA

p∗
A

(2.52)

This is applied for calculation of equilibrium vapor pressures. The vapor pres-
sure of pure water is calculated according to IAPWS 97 [61].

Liquid-Solid Interface
The interface between the crystalline solid phase (C) and the feed solution in
equilibrium (sat, crystal growth equals dissolution) can be described accord-
ing to Clarke and Glew [55] by

GC =G−◦
A +2RT ln

(
bsatγ±

)
. (2.53)

The temperature dependency of the molality of this saturation state becomes

lnbsat =− 1

2R

∆G−◦
sat

T
− lnγ±. (2.54)

The degree of supersaturation S, the relative supersaturation Srel, and the sat-
uration index SI are measures for the salt content or activity relative to the
saturation limit under equilibrium conditions. They are defined as follows:

S = w

wsat
(2.55)

Srel = S −1 = ∆w

wsat
(2.56)

Alternatively to Srel, the saturation index SI can be used, which is defined for a
dissolution or precipitation reaction

AaBb aA + bB (2.57)

via its ion activity product IAP = aa
A,actual ab

B,actual and solubility product

Ksp = aa
A,equila

b
B,eqil as

SI = log10

(
IAP

Ksp

)
. (2.58)
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Figure 2.10 shows the solubility curves for NaCl and CaCl2. The solubility limits
are plotted over the solute mass fraction and temperature. The crystallization
behavior of other (sparingly soluble) salts and their interaction with NaCl is
discussed in the next section.

For NaCl (Fig. 2.10a), the solubility values were calculated according
to Eq. 2.54 with data based on Clarke and Glew [55] (red line). The re-
sults are compared to values from Meyer [65] and a fit to data from
Cohen-Adad and Lorimer [66]. From low to high salt mass fractions, the two
phase regions are solution and ice, liquid solution and NaCl · 2 H2O, and so-
lution and NaCl. The solubility limit of NaCl ranging from wNaCl ≈ 0.26 to 0.27
for T = 0°C to 80°C is the solubility boundary relevant for the work at hand. It is
weakly depending on temperature. Additionally, the figure shows the equilib-
rium vapor pressure above a solution. The values were calculated according to
Eq. 2.52, and 2.39 with coefficients according to Clarke and Glew [55]. The iso-

(a) NaCl(aq) according to [55]. Solubility lim-
its: — Eq. 2.54,[55], + Meyer [65], - - IUPAC
solubility data [66].

(b) CaCl2(aq) calculated according to [62].

Figure 2.10: Temperature dependency of the solubility of aqueous solutions
and saturation vapor pressure above these solutions.
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bars show only a small increase towards higher salt mass fraction, compared
to the strong temperature dependency.

Figure 2.10b shows the same plots for aqueous CaCl2 based on data collected
by Conde-Petit [62]. The solubility boundary is more complex since the fol-
lowing hydrates are formed in the temperature range displayed (from left to
right): liquid solution plus ice, CaCl2 · 6 H2O, CaCl2 · 4 H2O (α, β), CaCl2 · 2 H2O.
Besides the high solubility, CaCl2 causes a stronger vapor pressure reduc-
tion towards its solubility limit, compared to NaCl. This is why solutions with
wCaCl2 around 0.4 are used as liquid desiccants (cf. e.g. Rafique et al. [67]). The
vapor pressures of aqueous solutions of NaCl and CaCl2 differ about less than
5% in the range of 40°C < T < 100°C within the solubility range of NaCl. The
better soluble CaCl2 is therefore used in sensitivity analyses to provide contin-
uous functions for the thermophysical properties and investigate a wide range
of applications including conventional desalination and liquid desiccant re-
generation.

2.4 Fundamentals of Crystallization Fouling in Membrane
Distillation

This section summarizes the state of knowledge on crystallization fouling rel-
evant for MD and carves out differences and common features with other
membrane technologies. The fundamentals necessary to understand the
derivation of a scaling model and the analysis of experimental results are pro-
vided. A vast field of research ranging from fundamental research on nucle-
ation and growth to applied studies on fouling in heat and mass exchangers
exists. For a review on existing nucleation and growth theories, fundamen-
tal literature should be referred to, such as Mullin [68] or Mersmann [69]. For
the application to scaling, Amjad and Demadis [70] provide an exhaustive
overview. In the following, only the application of the theory is reviewed from
an engineering perspective.
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2.4.1 Applied Crystallization Kinetics

The scaling process consists of nucleation and subsequent growth of crystals
on the membrane or the deposition of crystalline material on the membrane
surface.

Nucleation
The formation of a smallest metastable cluster of crystalline material is called
nucleation. The exact mechanisms of this process are unknown [68]. Often,
similar to droplets, a spherical shape is assumed for the nucleus, although
this contradicts todays knowledge about crystal lattice shape. Nevertheless,
this assumption provides a rough estimate of nuclei sizes for primary homo-
geneous nucleation. This means, the formation of a crystal embryo from a su-
persaturated solution without a secondary surface. According to Mullin [68],

∆Gcrit = 16 π σ3

3(∆GV)2
(2.59)

is the free energy of the critical nucleus. Its radius follows from

rcrit = −2σ

∆GV
(2.60)

and the mole number from

ncrit =Vcrit/Vm. (2.61)

According to the model concept by Warsinger et al. [71] the mole number of
a critical nucleus together with the volumetric distribution of salts in super-
saturated solutions determines the nucleation rate. The necessary amount of
ions has to be available long enough in a volume that is small enough to allow
to form a nucleus. They suggest to calculate the spherical volume in which the
amount of solute necessary to form the nucleus must be contained in.

rcrit,solution = 2rcrit

(
ρC

Mw(x −xsat)

)1/3

(2.62)

∆Gcrit,hom is the largest possible energy barrier for nucleation. It can be sig-
nificantly reduced if another surface is involved. This is then called primary
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heterogeneous nucleation on foreign surfaces and secondary nucleation if al-
ready existing crystals are involved in the nucleation process. The result is a
range of metastable boundaries for formation of nuclei in terms of required
supersaturations

0 < Srel,sec < Srel,prim,het < Srel,prim,hom. (2.63)

The main challenge in scaling prediction is that the contamination of sur-
faces as well as convected particles can lead to significant narrowing of the
metastable zone. The amount of non-dissolved solids can be, to a certain
limit, controlled by filtration of the feed. This can lead to significant differ-
ences in tolerated supersaturation between filtrated and unfiltrated solutions
[20]. Nevertheless, under laboratory conditions and especially in a real plant
setup, it is always possible that particles, deposits, or crystals are convected to
regions with favorable conditions for crystal growth. Already a short contact
with air containing > 106 particles per cm3 of a size <1µm [68] will provide
sufficient foreign particles to contradict the assumption of homogeneous nu-
cleation in most cases, especially in industrial application.

If a third (second solid) phase is involved in the nucleation process, this can
significantly reduce the energy barrier, depending on the contact angle θ be-
tween crystal and solid. The energy barrier for heterogeneous nucleation is

∆Gcrit,het =ϕ ∆Gcrit (2.64)

withϕ< 1 for 0 < θ < 180◦. Further reduction can be achieved by the presence
of crystals of the same species. This secondary nucleation might be triggered
by shearing and downstream growth of outgrowth or loosely bounded crystal
units. [68]

Karanikola et al. [72] demonstrated how membrane surface hydrophobicity
and porosity interact with gypsum scaling in DCMD. They showed that in-
creasing hydrophobicity especially superhydrophobic (slippery) surfaces pro-
vide a better resistance to scaling. Further, they linked the Gibbs free energy
of heterogeneous nucleation to the surface porosity and contact angle. The
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membrane-crystal-solution system reaches the highest values of ∆Gcrit for
large contact angles and low porosity.

For statistical treatment of crystal nucleation it is useful to describe the nucle-
ation process with nucleation rates. Classical nucleation theory derives nucle-
ation rates based on an Arrhenius type equation [68]

Ṅ = AN exp

(−∆Gcrit

kBT

)
= AN exp

(
− 16πσ3V 2

m

3k3
BT 3(lnS)2

)
. (2.65)

The dependency on the supersaturation S can be derived from Eq. 2.59 and
the Gibbs-Thomson relationship between particle size and solubility for cal-
culating the volume excess free energy ∆GV (cf. Mullin [68], p.108).

For practical application in industrial systems, empirical correlations are
based on this fundamental relation. This can be done for example by fitting
a rate constant kN and an ’apparent order of nucleation’ n to a correlation of
the form

Ṅ = kN ∆cn
max. (2.66)

The maximum allowable supersaturation ∆cmax is often called metastable
zone width. [68]

Alternatively, as done by Kostoglou and Karabelas [73], Eq. 2.65 can be sum-
marized to

Ṅ = AN exp
(−BN/(lnS)2). (2.67)

Parameter BN might be calculated with experimentally determined values for
Srel,het or directly fitted to experiments together with the rate constant AN.

According to Mullin [68], a time lag between the preparation of a supersat-
urated solution and the first detection of crystals can be observed in many
crystallization experiments. This time span is generally referred to as induc-
tion time tind. It depends on the degree of supersaturation, the temperature,
viscosity, and agitation of the solution as well as impurities contained. Exper-
imental findings let assume that it can be subdivided into a relaxation time
to reach steady-state distribution of molecules in the solution and a time for
formation of the nucleus. Afterwards, the nuclei have to grow until they reach
a detectable size. For aqueous electrolyte solutions, the relaxation time can
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be very short. The exact mechanisms of nucleation are unknown. Finally, the
discrepancy between nucleus size and detectable crystal size depends on the
experimental method. In conclusion, induction times determined in experi-
ments are not "a fundamental characteristic of a crystallizing system" [68, p.
208].

Crystal Growth
After a stable nucleus has been formed, the supersaturation of the surround-
ing solution drives the growth of the crystal until the system reaches equilib-
rium.

Researchers derived their crystal growth models based on surface energy, sur-
face dislocation, and nucleation, or stepwise diffusion and reaction. During
fundamental experiments, they found different growth rates on the different
faces of crystals. Further, dissolution was observed to be often significantly
faster than growth. Finally, different growth mechanisms were observed to su-
perimpose. [68]

One widely used growth model is the kinetic growth theory by Burton,
Cabrerea, and Frank, short BCF-model [74]. They derived a growth rate from
theoretical investigation of a screw dislocation mechanism. It is

RG = ABCF S2
rel tanh(BBCF/Srel) (2.68)

the growth rate in dependency of the relative supersaturation and two com-
plex, temperature dependent constants ABCF and BBCF. For low degrees of su-
persaturation, it is R ∝ S2

rel. For higher values of Srel, the function approaches
a linear relation between the growth rate and the degree of supersaturation.

Although the model was initially derived for growth from vapor, Rodriguez-
Clemente [75] applied the model to crystallization of NaCl from aqueous solu-
tions. He observed a linear relation between the growth velocity of the crystal’s
faces and the supersaturation of the surrounding bulk solution.5 Wide scatter-
ing of the measurement results were attributed to

5Rodriguez-Clemente [75] correlated the growth rates of a single NaCl crystal for a temperature range of 24-36 °C
and Srel = 0−13·10−3 and observed growth rates up to RG = 5·10−5 cm s−1. Mullin [68] lists mean overall growth
rates v̄ = 0.5 RG for NaCl from 2.5 ·10−6 cm s−1 for Srel = 2 ·10−3 and 50 °C up to 1.5 ·10−5 cm s−1 for Srel = 3 ·10−3

and 70 °C, increasing with temperature and supersaturation.
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• the concentration of dislocations on the crystal surface,
• two-dimensional nucleation on steps, and
• impurities in the solution.

This demonstrates a major problem for applying fundamental growth theory
to industrial systems. Therefore, empirical approaches dominate in this field
(refer to e.g. Refs. [68, 70, 73, 76]).

According to Mullin [68], different sub-processes can be identified for elec-
trolytes which crystallize from aqueous solutions including

• bulk diffusion steps,
• surface diffusion,
• dehydration and integration of the solute, and
• counterdiffusion of the solvent.

Each of these steps can limit the overall growth process. For practical appli-
cation, based on diffusion-reaction theories, the growth rate can be written
as

RG = 1

A

dm

dt
= KG (c − csat)

g . (2.69)

This approach sums up all transport steps over the crystal surface A. From
experimental results, the order of the process g and the overall growth coeffi-
cient KG can be determined.

2.4.2 Scaling Potential of Real Brines

The scaling propensity of real brines, e.g. from brackish or seawater desali-
nation, depends on numerous factors such as relative composition, tempera-
ture, solved gases, and non-dissolved solids. The major components of natural
waters are discussed in the following and their interplay is analyzed.

The main components are chloride, sodium, sulfate, magnesium, calcium,
and potassium. Major mineral scales that form in desalination applica-
tions are calcium carbonate (CaCO3), calcium sulfate (CaSO4), barium sulfate
(BaSO4), magnesium-based and silica scales [70]. In the following, the focus
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is on CaSO4 and CaCO3 as sparingly soluble salts. They are the most criti-
cal scalants in a wide range of desalination and water treatment applications
[26, 70, 77]. To reduce the complexity of the multi-component system, their
temperature dependent solubility and their interaction with solved sodium
chloride is investigated to extract relevant mineral compositions for the ap-
plication at hand. One has to keep in mind that the operation range of VMD
lies in a temperature window from 20 ◦C to 90 ◦C. Additionally, the feed solu-
tion is expected to be partially degassed over the length of a module depend-
ing on the applied vacuum pressure. For the calculations, the software tool
PHREEQC6 was used.

Solubility of Calcium Sulfate
The aqueous calcium sulfate system

Ca2+ + SO 2–
4 + H2O CaSO4 · H2O CaSO4 + H2O (2.70)

forms the crystal phases gypsum (middle), anhydrite (right), and hemhydrate
(CaSO4 · 0.5 H2O), whereas the latter is not stable under conditions relevant for
this work. It can be relevant at temperatures above 100 ◦C where it remains
metastable [80].

Solutions can be prepared by mixing stock solutions of calcium chloride and
sodium sulphate

CaCl2 · 2 H2O + Na2SO4 Ca2+ + 2 Cl– + 2 Na+ + SO 2–
4 + 2 H2O. (2.71)

This allows to prepare supersaturated solutions. They always contain a NaCl
molality of two times the CaSO4 molality.

The solubility, its temperature dependency, and especially the transition tem-
perature between gypsum and anhydrite depend on the water activity. This
is influenced by the concentration of electrolytes in solution as derived in
Sec. 2.3. The resulting solubility limits of the crystal phases gypsum and an-
hydrite are plotted in Fig. 2.11 over the solubility range of NaCl for different
temperatures. The crystal phase with the lowest solubility at a given tempera-
ture and NaCl content is the stable phase.
6The Linux batch version of PHREEQC [78] 3.4.0-12927 was used. As databases pitzer.dat, phreeqc.dat, and

din38404.10_2012.dat [79] were applied.
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Figure 2.11: Dependency of the equilibrium solubility bsat
CaSO4

of gypsum and
anhydrite on NaCl content and temperature (calculated with
PREEQC [78], Database: Pitzer).

The transition points between gypsum and anhydrite are hard to determine
in experiments due to the slow crystallization kinetics. This is why metastable
phases can exist. For pure CaSO4, the transition temperature range deter-
mined by experiments lies in the range of 25 ◦C to 52 ◦C. In practical applica-
tion, especially metastable gypsum can be formed in regions where anhydrite
would be the stable phase. The low nucleation rates of anhydrite and the pres-
ence of gypsum nuclei can lead to a significant shift of the transition towards
higher temperatures. [80]

Two distinct concentration ranges of NaCl are analyzed in detail: Figure 2.12a
shows the equilibrium solubilities of gypsum and anhydrite for the range of
0 mol kg−1≤ bNaCl ≤ 0.1 mol kg−1. The mixture line marks the stoichiometric
concentration of NaCl in the solution when it is prepared from CaCl2 and
Na2SO4 according to Eq. 2.71. This is the composition used for CaSO4 scal-
ing experiments in Ch. 5. Below 60°C gypsum is the stable solid phase and
its solubility does not show a significant temperature dependency. The prac-
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tical application of this case could be the treatment of brackish or seawater.
Figure 2.12b shows the equilibrium solubilities for NaCl concentrations near
the solubility limit of halite. The lines for the equilibrium solubility end when
reaching the solubility limit of halite in the mixture. Anhydrite becomes the
stable phase already at temperatures around 40 ◦C. The equilibrium solubility
is strongly temperature dependent, whereas the concentration dependency
has a lower impact on the solubility. This region is interesting for ZLD appli-
cations when reaching the solubility limit of NaCl.

(a) Equilibrium solubility at low NaCl con-
centration; mixture line for solution
preparation from CaCl2 and Na2SO4.

(b) Equilibrium solubility at NaCl concentra-
tions near saturation.

Figure 2.12: CaSO4 equilibrium solubility bsat
CaSO4

at different operation win-
dows (calculated with PREEQC [78], Database: Pitzer).
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Solubility of Calcium Carbonate
Supersaturated solutions of calcium carbonate can be prepared by mixing
stock solutions of CaCl2(aq) and Na2CO3(aq) in water.

CaCl2 · 2 H2O + Na2CO3 2 Na+ + 2 Cl– + Ca2+ + CO 2–
3 + 2 H2O (2.72)

The aqueous carbonate system on the right hand side is influenced by the pH
of the mixture and therefore the amount of solved CO2. The influence of pH
is described when discussing the dissolution of gases and their influence on
scaling below. Figure 2.13a shows the solubility of calcite (trigonal) and arag-
onite (orthorombic) in dependency of temperature and NaCl content of the
solution. For this analysis, the solution is modeled with an equilibrium gas
phase with a CO2 partial pressure of pCO2 = 39 Pa. This is the CO2 content of
air under normal conditions. All other air components are considered as in-
soluble. Calcite is the stable phase for the application at hand. Nevertheless,
amorphous calcium carbonate, vaterite, and aragonite can exist as metastable
intermediate steps in a complex crystallization process [77].

Dissolution of Gases and Their Influence on Scaling
The solution of carbon dioxide (CO2) significantly influences the scaling be-
havior of natural waters. The buffer system between carbon dioxide, carbonic
acid, and hydrogencarbonate

CO2 + H2O H2CO3 HCO –
3 + H+ CO 2–

3 + 2 H+ (2.73)

shifts in relative concentration from H2CO3 over HCO –
3 to CO 2–

3 from low to
high pH values [81]. Additionally, the CO2 solubility is temperature, pressure,
and concentration dependent. Open aquatic systems seek balance with the
CO2 pressure of air, whereas a degassing will take place in the vacuum system
at hand. Therefore, a change in CO2 concentration over the length of a module
as well as over the boundary layer forming at the membrane can be expected.

Fig. 2.13b shows the temperature dependent phase stability of calcite and
aragonite calculated for a reactor in equilibrium with a gas phase at atmo-
spheric CO2 pressure and without CO2. The CO2 significantly increases the
solubility, especially at lower temperatures. It leads to the well known inverse
solubility with rising temperature. It becomes obvious that it is not possible
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to predict the solubility limit of carbonates without knowing the CO2 content.
Therefore, the knowledge of the dependency of the pH value on CO2 content
is valuable for evaluating experimental results. Decreasing the partial pres-
sure of CO2 significantly decreases the solubility of carbonates. As a counter-
measure, strong acids can be added during pretreatment of the feed solutions.
This way the formation of alcaline scales such as from CaCO3 can be avoided
[70, 82].

(a) Solubility depending on NaCl content
in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 at
pCO2 = 39 Pa.

(b) Calcite and aragonite solubility without
adding CO2 and with pCO2 = 39 Pa in
equilibrium.

Figure 2.13: Equilibrium solubility bsat
CaCO3

of aragonite and calcite calculated
with PREEQC [78]; databases: (a) Pitzer, (b) DIN38404-10_2012.
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3 Analysis of Multi-Effect Vacuum
Membrane Distillation Systems

This chapter analyses the MEVMD process from a system perspective. In the
first part, a theoretical analysis introduces to the concept of multi-staging and
shows the influence of vapor pressure reduction on the plant performance
from a theoretical perspective. In the second part, the experimental meth-
ods are described. The experiments were used to validate a system simula-
tion model described in the third part of this chapter. This system simulation
model is the core component of the tool chain for MEVMD system design de-
veloped in this thesis. Parts of this chapter were already published in Kiefer
et al. [19, 83].

3.1 Theoretical Analysis

The key design feature of MEVMD plants is the number of installed stages.
It determines how often the heat of vaporization of vapor produced in one
stage is internally reused. The pressures in the vapor channels of the stages lie
between the equilibrium vapor pressure of pure water at steam raiser temper-
ature and that at condenser temperature.

For a feed solution with negligible vapor pressure reduction, the driving pres-
sure difference across the membrane of stage i can be calculated by

∆pv,i = pv,B,i −pVC,i (3.1)

which is the vapor pressure difference between that of pure water at the bulk
feed temperature and that in the vapor channel (index VC) constituted by the
condensation temperature level (cf. Sec. 2.1.3). The reduction of vapor pres-
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sure due to the salt content leads to a reduction of the driving pressure differ-
ence according to equation 2.52.

∆ploss,i = pv

(
Ti ,B

)−a
(
Ti ,B, wi ,B

)
pv

(
Ti ,B

)
(3.2)

The reduction of driving pressure difference due to reduced activity is in-
evitable and only depending on temperature, solute concentration, and solute
composition for a given system configuration. If a multi-effect configuration
is used, this loss mechanism reduces the performance of each effect and sums
up as follows:

∆ploss,tot =
N∑

i=1

pv

(
Ti ,B

) (
1−a

(
Ti ,B, wi ,B

))
. (3.3)

Only for low Recovery Ratios (RR)

RR = ṁD

ṁF
(3.4)

and small temperature differences it is possible to average the temperature
and concentration over the length of one stage.

A first step towards investigating the influence of the solute dependent vapor
pressure reduction on a multi-stage system was done with the following theo-
retical approximation. Each stage is simplified to have a constant temperature
level and the system is assumed to operate a small recovery rate RR→0 so that
the feed salt content is approximately constant throughout the whole system.
The temperature of the feed in the first stage Thigh and the heat rejection tem-
perature Tlow determine the Gross Driving Pressure Difference (GDPD, Eq. 2.3)
of the system. Aqueous CaCl2 is investigated as feed solution to cover a wide
range of applications in terms of solute induced vapor pressure reduction (cf.
Sec. 2.3.3). The GDPD is reduced according to Eq. 3.3. The remaining pressure
is equally distributed to the number of stages N . This is done in an iterative
procedure.

The resulting Net Driving Pressure Difference (NDPD) and Net Driving Tem-
perature Difference (NDTD) for a one to six stage setup are shown in Fig. 3.1.
The NDPD is calculated as

NDPD =
N∑

i=1

(
pv

(
Tsat(pi , wi = 0), wi

)−pi+1

)
. (3.5)
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Analysis of Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation Systems

It is the sum of the Net Driving Pressure Differences NDPDi of each stage i
from Eq. 2.4. The vapor pressure of the feed solution pv is estimated from the
saturation temperature Tsat(pi , wi = 0) of pure water at pi and the salt mass
fraction wi . If the feed solution is pure water, the pressure difference of each
stage is pi −pi+1. It is reduced by the influence of the salt according to Eq. 3.2
when wi > 0. Finally, the NDTD is calculated from the saturation tempera-
tures.

Figure 3.1a shows the increasing influence of solute dependent vapor pres-
sure reduction towards higher feed salt content wF. Increasing the number
of stages further reduces the NDPD. The influence of the upper temperature
level is less pronounced for high salt mass fractions. A similar behavior can
be observed for the NDTD in Fig. 3.1b. At around wF = 400g kg−1 NDPD and
NDTD become < 0 for six or more stages. With rising feed salt content this
happens for systems with less stages.

(a) Net Driving Pressure Difference (NDPD)
[19].

(b) Net Driving Temperature Difference
(NDTD) [19].

Figure 3.1: Estimated NDPD and NDTD for setups with a total number of N =
1 to 6 stages at different upper temperature levels Thigh (Tlow =
30°C). The feed solute is CaCl2; vapor pressures calculated accord-
ing to Conde-Petit [62].
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An operation in multi-effect mode is only possible if heat transfer is guaran-
teed by a continuously falling temperature over the stages and NDPD> 0. This
is not possible anymore for a larger number of stages at higher feed concen-
trations or low upper temperature levels. For the real plant operation, one or
more stages will automatically stop producing distillate under these extreme
boundary conditions.

The theoretical assessment with the help of the NDPD gives a hint on the de-
crease of plant performance due to vapor pressure reduction with increasing
salt mass fraction. The sum of NDPD is directly proportional to the distillate
production. Nevertheless, it has to be kept in mind that temperature polariza-
tion at the foil as well as concentration and temperature polarization at the
membrane have to be overcome additionally.

This first system analysis shows the theoretical dependency of a multi-stage
system’s performance on solute induced vapor pressure reduction. The fol-
lowing experiments and modeling work were conducted to gain a deeper in-
sight into this phenomenon and finally to quantify its impact under realistic
operating conditions.
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3.2 Experimental Methods

Two experimental approaches were used to investigate the behavior of the
MEVMD system. Experiments were conducted with an industrial system pro-
vided by Memsys tec AG. Here, the focus was on understanding the plant be-
havior and performance reduction for feed solutions with salt concentrations
providing a significant vapor pressure reduction. From this industrial system,
a bench scale test rig was derived and implemented. The motivation was to
construct a channel assembly similar to the ones of the industrial system,
where access to local properties was limited. This finally provided data for
model calibration and verification.

3.2.1 Industrial Scale System

The industrial system was a Memsys 4-6.4 R&D plant. The hydraulic system
and the membrane block with 6.4 m2 active membrane area distributed on
four stages is depicted in Fig. 3.2. Heat supply was realized by a 7 kW electrical
heater (E) over a heating circuit. This supplied the steam raiser (SR) with hot
deionized water which partially evaporated over the 2.56 m2 membrane area
and heated the feed solution in the first stage (E1). The distillate produced in
the SR was recycled to the heating circuit via the heating steam distillate recov-
ery (F). The stages (E1-E4) consisted of 11 frames each. They were equipped
with 1.6 m2 membrane and foil for each stage. Due to the channel arrange-
ment, the number of stages could be reduced from four to two. The steam
leaving the last stage was led to the 17 condenser frames with a total foil area
of 2.56 m2. The condenser (CO) was cooled via the condenser circuit and heat
was rejected over a plate heat exchanger to a cooling water stream.

The system was equipped with temperature and pressure sensors at all in-
and outgoing streams as well as in the vapor channels. The latter helped to
analyze the proper functionality of the system. Additionally, a heat exchanger
with temperature control was installed to preheat the feed solution (B). An
additional automated valve in the cooling water stream helped to control the
condenser inlet temperature. A list of the complete system specifications is
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provided in appendix Tab. B.1 and the properties of the membrane are sum-
marized in appendix Tab. B.2.

As model fluid an aqueous solution of calcium chloride (CaCl2) was used. It
shows a similar concentration dependency of the equilibrium vapor pressure
as NaCl, but at a higher solubility. Therefore, the experiments can be easily
transferred to applications with sodium chloride. At the same time, crystal-
lization of the solvent is prevented which protects membranes and pumps.
The increased solubility and therefore significantly decreased vapor pressure
in a concentration range beyond the solubility of sodium chloride is a reason
for the use of CaCl2 solutions as liquid desiccants. This brings a second moti-
vation for using CaCl2 as solute.

The feed solution was supplied from a stirred feed tank (A) and its flow was ad-
justed with a manual valve (C). The feed was sucked into the stages by the re-
duced pressure prevailing in the plant, which is why no additional feed pump
was necessary. The vacuum pump was connected to the brine (H) and distil-
late vessels (I) and via a pipe with reduced diameter to the condenser (CO, G)
to ensure sufficient removal of non-condensable gases. The brine and distil-
late outlets were connected to vessels (H, I) operated at the lowest pressure of
the system. A level control system initiated pumping against ambient pressure
into a storage tank. Furthermore, these level control systems were calibrated
and used for measuring the brine and distillate flow rates.

For all fluid streams Memsys’ nomenclature was applied. The streams are
marked with a two digit number, where the first digit names the stream and
the second digit the position in the system (cf. Fig. 3.2). The streams are the
heating circuit water (1), the feed solution (2), brine (3), distillate (4), con-
denser cooling water (6), and vapor (7).
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Figure 3.2: Piping and instrumentation diagram of the experimental setup
(adapted from [44]) containing additional feed and cooling tem-
perature control. SR: Steam Raiser, S1 - S4: Effects/Stages, CO:
Condenser. (A) feed tank, (B) feed preheating with temperature
control, (C) inlet throttle valve, (D) heating circuit compensation
reservoir, (E) electrical heater with temperature control, (F) heat-
ing steam distillate recovery, (G) condenser circuit compensation
reservoir, (H) brine tank with level control and flow calculation, (I)
distillate tank with calibrated level control for flow rate calculation,
(K) plate heat exchanger.
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3.2.2 Bench-Scale Experimental Setup

A bench scale test rig was derived from the MEVMD system scale experimental
setup. This was motivated by uncertainties arising from the specific design of
the MEVMD system, lacking access for measurement equipment inbetween
the stages as well as missing optical access to the membrane and permeate
channel. The new test setup provided the following features:

• It resembled one membrane channel assembly of an MEVMD system
with heating channel, feed channel, and vapor channel.

• All channels could be observed during operation, since polycarbonate
was used as construction material for the cell and the heat transfer foil.
Therefore, scaling in the feed channel as well as membrane wetting and
crystal growth in the vapor channel could be monitored.

• The system contained a separately controllable feed and heating circuit,
as well as an externally cooled condenser. This way, different positions in
an MEVMD system could be experimentally simulated by adjusting the
boundary conditions.

• It provided high flexibility for exchanging membranes and spacers.
• A uniform flow over the channel width was guaranteed by the cell con-

struction. This was especially necessary for validating the 1D simulation
model.

Figure 3.3 shows the cell concept: the feed channel with a length of 400 mm
and a width of 300 mm (effective membrane and heat transfer area) was lo-
cated between the heating and the vapor channel, both 2 mm in height. The
membrane used in the bench scale experiments was the same as for the sys-
tem scale experiments with the Memsys system (details listed in appendix
Tab. B.2). The vapor channel was held open with a spacer.

For sake of consistency, the fluid streams are labeled as introduced for the in-
dustrial scale system in Sec. 3.2.1. The salt solution circulated through the feed
channel from bottom (index 21) to top (index 22) to ensure complete venting.
The flow direction of the heating water (index 11 and 12) was perpendicular
to the flow direction of the feed solution (i.e. horizontal).
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3.2 Experimental Methods

The feed channel was stabilized by the feed spacer, whereas the sandwich
structure of membrane, spacer, and heat exchanger foil was held in place by
the pressure difference established between the three channels. This guaran-
teed a constant width of the feed channel over a wide range of operational
conditions, which is an advantage over conventional test cell configurations
using two channels with rigid walls. The experiments were conducted with a
34 mil AMI feed spacer. The vacuum channel spacer was manufactured from
acrylic glass filaments providing a 2 mm channel height and a mesh clearance
of L1 = L2 = 4 mm with a filament angle of β = 90°.

Figure 3.4 shows the piping and instrumentation diagram of the test rig. The
core component was the membrane cell connected to the feed, the heating
and the vapor circuit. The feed was electrically heated in a corrosion-resistant
tank (V_F) and could be optionally filtrated in an Ultra Filtration module (UF).
The solution was pumped with a gear pump which provided constant and
pulsation free flow rates. The heating circuit was filled with distilled water
and heated by a separate heater in the vessel V_H. Both circuits contained a
flow sensor (F_11, F_21) as well as temperature and pressure sensors as listed
in appendix Tab. B.3. The vapor channel was connected to an external con-
denser (C) that was cooled via a separate refrigerant circuit connected to a
vapor compression chiller (CC) with temperature control. The distillate and
remaining gases were discharged into the condensate vessel (V_C), where the
distillate was stored under reduced pressure. The content of the vessel was
pumped against ambient pressure regularly controlled by a level sensor (LC)
or the operator. The vacuum pump was connected to the condensate vessel
over an additional separator. An Oerlikon Leybold Trivac D8B laboratory vac-
uum pump was used to remove non-condensable gases. It provided a volume
flow rate of 8 m3/h and was able to hold the system pressure below 5 mbar
without feed flow. The distillate mass as well as the reduction of the feed mass
were measured with scales (M_D1, M_F1). The vapor channel pressure (P_V1)
was measured directly behind the membrane cell.
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Figure 3.4: Piping and instrumentation diagram of the bench-scale test rig.
(V_F) Feed tank, (V_H) Heating fluid storage vessel, (H) Heating
channel, (S) Heat transfer foil, (F) Feed channel, (M) Membrane,
(V) Vapor channel, (C) Condenser, (CC) Compression chiller,
(V_CC) Cooling water storage vessel, (V_C) Condensate vessel,
(V_D) Distillate tank, (UF) Ultra Filtration module [83].
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Measurement Procedure
For steady-state measurements, a measurement period of approximately 45
minutes was used. During this steady-state period, the distillate was pumped
three times from the storage vessel V_C and temperatures T21, T11, and T61

were controlled. The duration of one pumping cycle was adjusted to the dis-
tillate flow rate to increase measurement accuracy. Error bars in distillate mass
measurements (Fig. 3.5a, 3.5b) indicate the standard mean deviation between
these three pumping cycles. Energy balance-based error estimates show the
absolute error with a generic temperature measurement uncertainty of±0.1K.
RO permeate was used for preparing the feed solutions. After the dissolution
of the salt, the feed solutions were once filtered with the Ultra Filtration (UF)
module (cf. Fig. 3.4) to remove particles and contaminants contained in the
salt. Afterwards, the UF module was taken out of the feed circuit.

Evaluation of Measurement Data
To avoid systematic measurement errors and to characterize the operation
range and plant behavior, a set of experiments was conducted (cf. appendix
Tab. B.4, M09, M10). The coupling of membrane cell and external condenser
was investigated in a sensitivity study of the cold side condenser outlet tem-
perature T62. The distillate mass flow rate was measured directly as described
above and compared to the overall energy balance (cf. Fig. 3.5a, Eq. 3.6, 3.7).

Q̇v ≈ (ṁ22 h22 −ṁ21 h21)−ṁ11 (h12 −h11) (3.6)

Q̇v ≈ ṁv h
′′
v(T2,mean) (3.7)

The measured vapor channel pressure pVC = pmeas was compared to the equi-
librium vapor pressure of the feed inlet pv,21 and outlet pv,22, and the satura-
tion vapor pressure of steam at the condenser outlet temperature pv,62. The
exponential increase in vapor pressure with a linear increase in condenser
temperature leads to an increasing vapor channel pressure and thus reduc-
tion in distillate production.

The measured distillate amount was slightly lower than the amount calculated
from the energy balance. This is intuitive, since a certain amount will always
be extracted with the non-condensable gases via the vacuum pump. Addi-
tionally, thermal losses over the test cell surface reduce the produced distil-
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late amount. The discrepancy between the two values increased significantly,
when the temperature exceeded 25 °C; the condenser was not able to "dry" the
non-condensable gases sufficiently. A large amount of vapor was extracted by
the vacuum pump. Therefore, if not stated differently, the cold side condenser
inlet temperature was controlled to T61 = 10 ◦C.

Deeper insight into the coupling of the heating and feed channels was
achieved by investigating the sensitivity of distillate production to the dif-
ference between the inlet temperatures of these two channels T11 − T21 (cf.
Fig. 3.5b). The discrepancy between the directly measured distillate amount
and the distillate mass calculated with energy balances almost vanished in
the measurement error.

(a) Variation of the cold side outlet tempera-
ture of the external condenser T62 [83].

(b) Variation of the heating channel inlet tem-
perature T11 at constant feed temperature
T21 [83].

Figure 3.5: Measurement uncertainty estimation via energy balances; satura-
tion vapor pressures pv,21, pv,22, and pv,62 calculated based on tem-
perature measurements; feed water is RO permeate (cf. appendix
Tab. B.4, M09).
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3.3 Modeling Approach

This section summarizes the quasi-2D simulation model for MEVMD systems
and its sub-models. Furthermore, calibration and verification of the channel
sub-model as well as comparison of the MEVMD model with experimental re-
sults is reported. The focus was on physical modeling of the heat and mass
transfer in the system with a minimized set of empirical parameters. The re-
sulting model is able to visualize the behavior of MEVMD systems over the
whole operation range up to the solubility limit of salt solutions.

3.3.1 Channel Model

The channel model is the core component of the MEVMD system model. It de-
scribes the flow in the spacer filled feed channel, discretized in mean flow di-
rection. The flow normal boundary conditions are those for the heat and mass
transfer across the membrane, and the heat transfer across the foil (Fig. 3.6).
Memsys’ nomenclature as introduced in Sec. 3.2.1 is used to label the vapor
(index 7i and 7i +1) and feed (index 2i ).

x

Vapor i +1
(7i +1)

Feed
dFO, λFO

αCO

T , w

Condensate

T

w

Bulk feed
(2i )

KM
Foil

Membrane

αB-M

αFO-B

βB-M

Vapor i
(7i )

Figure 3.6: Channel cross-section with qualitative temperature T and salt
mass fraction w profiles for a channel in stage i [83].
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Each channel assembly consists of three different channels: a condenser, a
feed, and a vapor channel. Only the feed channel is discretized in flow direc-
tion. The adjacent vapor and heating channel are modeled as a single node
each. The node model derived from Fig. 3.6 is shown in Fig. 3.7. Heat is trans-
ferred across a thin foil from the condenser channel to the feed solution. On
the vapor side, only latent heat transfer is assumed to take place. Therefore, a
constant temperature can be assumed over the whole vapor channel. Never-
theless, the energy balance of the condenser channel will take into account the
superheat. Between the foil and the membrane, the feed channel is held open
by a spacer which provides mixing of the laminar flow. To model the concen-
tration and temperature polarization phenomena, the feed properties at the
membrane (X j

2i ,M) and at the foil (X j
2i ,FO) are calculated. The vapor channel

pressure on the other side of the membrane is again assumed to be constant
for one stage (p7i+1).

T7i

p7i

T7i+1

p7i+1

Feed
channel

Condenser
channel

Vapor
channel

Ḣ
j− 1

2
2i

Ḣ
j+ 1

2
2i

X j
2i ,FO X j

2i ,B X j
2i ,M

q̇ j
FO Foil Mem.

x − ∆x
2

x + ∆x
2q̇ j

M

j j
Mh j

M

Figure 3.7: Enthalpy balance at volume element j of the feed channel of stage
i and its coupling with the vapor and condenser channel. M, B, FO
mark the state at the membrane, in the bulk, and at the foil.
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The nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations consists of the mass
conservation

dṁ2i

dx
=− jM(x)dA (3.8)

and the energy conservation

dh2i

dx
= 1

ṁ2i (x)

(
dA

(
q̇F(x)− q̇M(x)

)− dṁ2i

dx
h2i (x)

)
. (3.9)

Heat and mass fluxes across membrane (M) as well as temperature and con-
centration polarization at channel position (.) j form the following nonlinear
system of equations (cf. Sec. 2.2):

j j
M =K j

M

(
pv,M

(
T j

2i ,M, w j
2i ,M

)
−p7i+1

)
(3.10)

j j
M =ρ j

2i β
j
B−M ln

w j
2i ,M

w j
2i ,B

 (3.11)

q̇ j
M =α j

B−M

(
T j

2i ,B −T j
2i ,M

)
(3.12)

q̇ j
M = j j

M h j
7i+1 (3.13)

The heat flux across the foil (FO) at channel position (.) j is

q̇ j
FO =

T7i ,sat −T j
2i ,B

1/α j
B-FO +δFO/λFO +1/αCO

, (3.14)

including condensation on the foil surface, conduction across the foil, and
convection from the foil surface to the bulk in αB-FO.

The solver, as shown in Fig. 3.8, integrates the differential equations over the
channel length using a variable step width Runge-Kutta approach. Heat and
mass fluxes across the foil and membrane are calculated for the current chan-
nel position using local temperature and salt concentration. Finally, the heat
and mass flux over foil and membrane are numerically integrated and their
quantities are handed to the corresponding channel nodes (X7i and X7i+1).
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Figure 3.8: Solver concept for the quasi-2D channel model.
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3.3.2 Model Calibration and Verification

The heat and mass transfer in the feed channel and across the membrane were
calibrated with experimental results of the bench scale test rig described in
Sec. 3.2.2. Three model parameters were adjusted in an iterative procedure.
The first parameter, the membrane structure parameter εM/χM (cf. Eq. 2.18-
2.20), summarizes the properties of the porous membrane. The second pa-
rameter, the Reynolds number pre-factor a1,2 in Nu and Sh correlation (cf. Eq.
2.13, 2.12), accounts for the Reynolds dependency of heat and mass transfer
coefficients from feed bulk to membrane and foil surface in the spacer filled
channel. The exponents in these correlations were set constant to b1,2 = 0.875
and c1,2 = 0.25 according to Schock and Miquel [47]. The third parameter, the
heat transfer coefficient on the heating fluid side of the foil αCO (cf. Eq. 3.14),
is an empirical model parameter used to decouple the investigation of the
feed channel and membrane behavior from the sensible heating used in the
bench-scale test rig. It will be replaced by the heat transfer coefficient of con-
densation heat transfer when including the channel model into the MEVMD
system model. Together, the three model parameters form the parameter vec-
tor X which was adjusted to minimize the root-mean square error between the
simulated and the experimental results. The boundary conditions for this op-
timization were Bi = [T11,T21,ṁ11,ṁ21, w21, pVC] of experiment i = 1...Ncs for
the Ncs calibration sets. From the resulting output vectors Yexp

0,i = [T12,T22,ṁD]
from the experiments and Ysim

0,i = [T12,T22,ṁD,Q̇F] from the simulation, the

optimization target vectors Yexp,sim
i = [ṁexp,sim

D ,∆Ḣ exp,sim
2 ] were calculated. The

optimization problem can be written as

min
X∈[Xlb,Xub]

∥∥∥∥∥Ncs∑
i=1

Ysim
i −Yexp

i

Yexp
i

∥∥∥∥∥. (3.15)

The parameters were calibrated with a set of experiments conducted with
pure water (calibration set). This was done due to the fact that all calibration
parameters are independent from the feed salt content. The resulting model
parameters and the related equations are listed in Tab. 3.1. A separate set of
experiments (verification set) was used for validating the model. The valida-
tion experiments were conducted with feed solutions containing NaCl up to
its solubility limit.
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Table 3.1: Experimentally identified model parameters for triple channel
VMD setup according to the given equations.

Parameter Equation Value
εM/χM / - Eq. 2.18-2.20 0.4155
a1,2 / - Eq. 2.13, 2.12 0.1071
αCO / W m−2 K−1 Eq. 3.14 468

Figure 3.9 shows the accuracy of the model for a calibration and a verification
set in terms of the distillate production and the heat input over the foil. Both,
mass and heat transfer are in good agreement with the experiments. The com-
parison of the model with the measurement shows a coefficient of determina-
tion R2 of 0.977 for the distillate production and 0.915 for the foil heat transfer.
The root mean square deviations (RMSD) are 39.1 g/h and 18.6 W respectively.
Deviations were mainly caused by heat losses over the heating channel and
the feed inlet and outlet section. The feed temperature change from inlet to
outlet shows an RMSD of 1.69 K.

(a) Distillate flow rate [83]. (b) Heat transfer over foil [83].

Figure 3.9: Comparison of experimental results and simulation results for ca-
libration data set (M01, M02) and verification set (M03-M06, M08,
M09, cf. appendix Tab. B.4).
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A more practical picture of the system behavior and the model accuracy can
be gained from the following comparison of experiments and simulation.
Figure 3.10 shows the sensitivity of distillate production on a variation of feed
temperature, salt mass fraction, and feed flow rate. It compares simulation
results with the experiments in terms of the distillate production ṁD. The dis-
tillate flow rate was calculated from the time averaged distillate amount col-
lected in the condensate vessel or, if stated explicitly (meas. EB), via an energy
balance over the test cell.

Figure 3.10a shows the dependency of distillate production on the feed tem-
perature T21 for pure water. The heating channel inlet temperature T11 was
set equal to the feed temperature. A temperature increase results in an ex-
ponential increase of distillate output. Further, the feed outlet temperature
T22 increases. For both values, the simulation results are in good agreement
with the experiments. To explain the coupling of distillate increase and brine
temperature, the vapor pressures are plotted below. The pressure pv,meas mea-
sured at the outlet of the vapor channel is compared to the saturation vapor
pressure of the feed inlet pv,21 and the feed outlet pv,22. The measured vapor
channel pressure is below the equilibrium vapor pressure of the feed along
the whole test cell. This means that evaporation takes place over the whole
membrane area with highest fluxes near the feed inlet where the highest vapor
pressure difference prevails. The measured vapor channel pressure increases
with rising temperature and therefore increasing distillate production. The in-
crease in distillate production is partially attenuated by this increase in vapor
channel pressure. Additionally, the figure shows the equilibrium vapor pres-
sure pv,62 of pure water at the cold side condenser outlet temperature. The
value is almost constant, which means the condenser power is sufficient and
not process limiting as shown in Fig. 3.5a.

Figure 3.10b shows the decrease in distillate production∆ṁD compared to the
case with pure water due to an increase in feed salt content w21. The mea-
sured distillate amount is compared with the distillate amount estimated via
an energy balance over the system (meas. EB) and the simulated values. The
latter include a simulation conducted with the vacuum channel pressure as
measured in the experiments (sim. meas.) and with the same boundary condi-
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tions, but a constant vacuum channel pressure (sim. ref.). The first case (sim.
meas.) shows that the simulation results are in good agreement with the ex-
periments. This shows in particular that the model calibration by experiments

(a) Dependency on feed temperature T21; w21 = 0;
experiments M09.

(b) Dependency on feed salt mass fraction
w21; solute is NaCl; experiments M03.

(c) Dependency on feed Reynolds number Re21; so-
lute is NaCl; experiments M04, M05.

Figure 3.10: Comparison of experimental and simulation results for different
boundary conditions [83]. Experimental boundary conditions are
listed in appendix Tab. B.4.
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conducted with pure water was reasonable. Further, Fig. 3.10b shows that the
measured decline in distillate production with increasing salt concentration
is relatively weak. To demonstrate the influence of the coupling of flux decline
with vapor channel pressure decrease, Fig. 3.10b additionally shows the sim-
ulated flux decline for a constant pressure level (pv = 109mbar, sim. ref.). This
would be the behavior if the vapor channel pressure could be kept constant
during the experiments.

Both sensitivity analyses show that it is not possible to get a clear statement
about the influence of one parameter on the performance. In experiments
with the bench-scale test cell, the vapor channel pressure is self-adjusting and
therefore cannot be fixed when varying a parameter which influences the dis-
tillate flux.

Finally, Fig. 3.10c shows the distillate production in dependency of the feed
Reynolds number. The distillate output increases with increasing Reynolds
number. The model predicts the behavior well. Here, the approximation made
by calibrating the Nusselt and Sherwood correlation by setting the Reynolds
number pre-factor in Eq. 2.13 on basis of experiments with pure water also
proves to be sufficient.
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3.3.3 Multi-Effect System Model

The multi-effect system introduced in Sec. 2.1.3 and 3.2.1 consists of several
stages (S1, ..., SN) each equipped with foil-membrane channel assemblies
connected in parallel. The feed flow is distributed on the channels of one
stage. The stages are connected via their feed in- and outlet (indices 2i and
2i +1, respectively). Furthermore, the vapor channel of one stage is connected
to the condenser channel of the next stage. Additionally, the system contains
the steam raiser (SR) which is only equipped with membrane frames, and the
condenser (CO) which only contains foil frames.

This configuration of the system was translated to a computational model by
implementing the numerical channel model from Sec. 3.3.1. Parallel chan-
nels in a stage are simply implemented via multiplication factors for the in-
and outgoing streams. The serial connection in terms of feed flow direction is
implemented by passing the feed outlet properties to the input of the down-
stream channel (cf. Fig. 3.11). The computational channel model of a channel
in stage i requires the vapor channel pressure p7i+1 as input. These vapor pres-
sures were used as variables x = (

p71 p72 ... p7N+1

)ᵀ
to the optimization problem

min
x

‖F (x)‖. (3.16)

The optimization algorithm adjusts the vapor pressures until the vapor mass
flow rate of each stage ṁ(v)

7i equals the condensate mass flow rate of the next
stage ṁ(l)

4i . The resulting system of equations F (x) = 0 can be written as

ṁ(v)
7i (p7i−1, p7i )−ṁ(l)

4i (p7i , p7i+1) = 0, with i = 1, ..., N +1. (3.17)

With N being the number of stages it consists of N+1 equations and variables.
For each equation the quasi-2D channel model from Sec. 3.3.1 is solved.

Optionally, the distillate can be led from stage to stage as done in the Mem-
sys system. Liquid distillate ṁ(l)

4i−1 that enters a stage partially flashes due to
the reduced pressure. This vapor (ṁ(v)

4i−1,flash) is reused in the condenser chan-
nel to heat the feed solution, which has a positive effect on the process effi-
ciency. Figure 3.11 depicts the model concept including the distillate flashing
from stage S2 to the condenser (CO) for a two-stage system. For systems with
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SR S1 S2 CO
ṁ(v)

71 ṁ(v)
72 ṁ(v)

73

T11, ṁ11 T21, ṁ21, w21
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ṁ(v)
42,flash

ṁ(l )
42,rest

ṁD = ṁ51

p73p72p71

Figure 3.11: System model concept for a plant with two stages (S1, S2) and
distillate flashing.

more than two stages, condensate flashing takes place at the inlet to the con-
denser channel of the third and all following stages. The amount of distillate
that flashes depends on the distillate temperature and the pressure difference
between the stages. The process was approximated with an isenthalpic throt-
tle. The mass fraction xi of distillate condensed in stage i (∀i > 1) can be cal-
culated via a balance over the throttle from

h′(p7i )−h′(p7i+1) = xi

(
h′′(p7i+1 −h′(p7i+1))

)
, (3.18)

where h′(p) is the enthalpy of saturated liquid and h′′(p) the enthalpy of sat-
urated vapor at pressure p. Simulation results show that the influence of the
distillate flash on the product output is below 1% of the total distillate mass
for relevant operation conditions.

Figure 3.12 shows the comparison of experimental results gained with the
Memsys MEVMD system in a configuration with two stages and the simula-
tion model. Here, larger discrepancies can be observed. With the parameter
set identified from the bench scale test rig, the simulation model was able to
qualitatively predict the behavior of the industrial system. The distillate out-
put was greatly underpredicted over the whole range of experiments. Rea-
sons are the channel geometry, different spacers in feed, steam raiser, and
condenser channels and the diagonal flow through the feed channels which
causes different macroscopic flow patterns for different volume flow rates.
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Additionally, heat losses over the plant surface, leakages, and accumulation
of non-condensible gases as well as inaccuracy of the flow rate measurements
did not allow a quantitative comparison. Nevertheless, the plant behavior and
especially the pressure staging was well predicted and the model could be ap-
plied to investigate the behavior of a multi-stage setup.

(a) Comparison of simulated distillate mass
flow rate with measured values.

(b) Comparison of simulated pressures with
measured values.

Figure 3.12: Comparison of experimental results with simulation results for a
two-stage plant configuration [83].
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3.4 System Analysis

This section applies the system simulation tool to investigate the distribution
of temperature, pressure, and salt concentration in multi-stage systems. The
underlying aim is to better understand the system behavior, especially the
sensitivity to multi-staging and salt concentration increase.

3.4.1 Derivation of Performance Measures

Common performance measures of thermal desalination systems are the wa-
ter recovery from the feed solution in terms of the plant’s Recovery Ratio

RR = ṁProduct/ṁF (3.19)

and the Gained Output Ratio1

GOR = ṁProduct ∆hv,ref

Q̇in
. (3.20)

The latter compares the thermal energy requirement with the heat of vapor-
ization that would be required at a reference temperature level. It is used to
compare different systems based on their ability to internally reuse the spe-
cific heat of vaporization.

Here, three different definitions are used. GOR includes only the steam raiser
power Q̇1 = ṁ71 h71. GORpreh uses the complete heat input Q̇in = Q̇1+Q̇2 where
Q̇2 is the heat required to bring the feed solution from ambient temperature
T∞ to the feed inlet temperature TF. In the following, T∞ is set to 25°C. The
third variant of GOR is used for analyzing systems with heat recovery from
discharge streams or brine recycling. For GORsys, the input heat is

Q̇in = Q̇1 +ṁF

(
h(wF,TF)−h(wF,TF,re)

)
. (3.21)

The feed temperature TF,re after heat recycling is used instead of the ambient
temperature T∞.
1In literature two different definitions exist for this dimensionless number. The terms GOR and Performance

Ratio (PR) are used in different publications for both definitions. The older definition is based on the ratio of
distillate mass and heating steam mass. This measure was extended by the assumption that the heating steam
releases 1 000 Btu/lb while condensing. In metric units this lead to ∆hv,ref = 2 326 kJ/kg. [84]
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Compared to the least heat of separation introduced in Sec. 2.3.2 the reference
heat of vaporization is huge. According to Fig. 2.8a, approximately 40 kJ kg−1

are required to extract water from a saturated NaCl solution. This would cor-
respond to a GOR of 58.

3.4.2 Reference System Analysis

With the help of the simulation tool it is now possible to analyze the plant be-
havior and identify optimization potentials. In the following, a four stage sys-
tem with geometrical boundary conditions similar to the Memsys R&D plant
is analyzed. The feed solution contains wF = 80 g kg−1 NaCl and enters the first
stage with ṁF = 100 kg h−1 at TF = 50°C. The steam raiser operates at 70°C and
the condenser at 25°C. The geometry and all other boundary conditions are
listed in appendix Tab. C.1 and C.2. The salt concentration of the feed solu-
tion was chosen to be in the range typical for brine from a seawater RO plant.
Therefore, the following analysis can be regarded as typical for brine concen-
tration.

Figure 3.13 shows the evolution of temperatures and salt mass fractions as well
as the resulting vapor pressures and flux along the flow path of the feed solu-
tion through the system. On the left, the properties in the four stages are dis-
played. The temperature plot shows the bulk temperatures and the values on
the membrane surface. At the inlet to each stage, a steep gradient in temper-
ature can be observed. Further downstream, the feed stays at an almost con-
stant temperature level, in the following referred to as the equilibrium tem-
perature level of a stage.

The inlet section of the first stage differs from that of all following stages. A
rising temperature from the feed inlet to the equilibrium temperature level of
the stage can be observed. In the following, this will be referred to as internal
feed preheating. In all other stages, a decrease in temperature is observed in
the inlet sections.

For the second and following stages, the temperature polarization in the in-
let section of the stage is especially high. The underlying reason is the large
vapor pressure difference across the membrane. The temperature drops from
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the inlet downstream in flow direction. The solute concentration increases.
Therefore, the bulk vapor pressure at the channel inlet is the highest and re-
duces in flow direction. Consequently, the driving potential for mass transfer
across the membrane is the highest at the channel inlet. The resulting high
flux leads to strong temperature and concentration polarization. For the case
on display the highest salt concentrations can be found at the membrane near
the stage inlet. While the temperature values are almost constant throughout
the rest of the channel, the concentration continuously increases due to water
recovery.

The equilibrium temperature level of a stage evolves through balancing the
heat input via the condenser foil and the evaporation across the membrane.
According to Sec. 2.1.3, the heat input via the condenser foil is determined by
the temperature difference between saturation temperature of steam from the
previous stage or steam raiser and the feed temperature. The vapor pressure
difference between feed solution and vapor channel determines the evapo-
ration rate across the membrane. Finally, the stages need to fulfill the global
mass and energy balances from Sec. 3.3.3. The pressure plot in Fig. 3.13 shows
the equilibrium vapor pressure of the feed solution at bulk properties. Its slope
is similar to that of the bulk temperature. The dashed horizontal lines show
the pressures in the vapor channels. At each position x, the difference be-
tween the upper pressure level and the bulk value is proportional to the heat
transfer from condensate to feed. The gray area, which is the difference be-
tween the bulk value and the pressure level of the downstream vapor channel
(Gross Driving Pressure Difference), depicts the driving force for mass trans-
fer across the membrane. An almost constant feed temperature and therefore
vapor pressure level is established after the inlet section to the stage. The re-
sulting flux jM shows sharp maxima at the inlet section of each stage.

The system’s performance results from the coupling of the stages with a steam
raiser and a condenser. The coupling is done via steam channels. Steam raiser
and condenser are operated at a high flow rate to reduce temperature changes
over the channel length. The steam raiser power is determined by the first
stage, including internal preheating and distillate production.
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1

Figure 3.13: Reference system with four stages and wF,NaCl = 80 g kg−1; plant
setup specified in appendix Tab. C.1 and boundary conditions
listed in Tab. C.2.
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Figure 3.13 shows the temperature plots of steam raiser and condenser on the
right side. As for the stages, the bulk and membrane temperature are plotted.
Additionally, the figure shows the saturation temperature of steam at the vapor
channel pressure. The temperature difference between the bulk temperature
and this saturation temperature at a position x is proportional to the Gross
Driving Pressure Difference (light gray). It is reduced to the net driving po-
tential due to temperature polarization (dark gray). Since the temperature of
liquid water at the membrane is higher than the saturation temperature level,
the steam produced at a position x can be in superheated state. Therefore, the
adiabatic mixing temperature of the steam leaving the steam raiser is slightly
higher than the saturation temperature. The same applies for the steam enter-
ing the condenser.

It can be summarized, that the system performance is strongly influenced by
the coupled heat and mass transfer and the resulting interplay of the stages.
The inlet section of the first stage plays an important role in system perfor-
mance. The inlet sections all following stages show extrema in flux and conse-
quently in concentration and temperature polarization.
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3.4.3 Sensitivity of the System Behavior to Multi-Staging

The number of stages is a key feature of any multi-effect desalination system.
Unfortunately, the underlying aim of reusing the heat of vaporization from a
previous stage is defeated by the colligative vapor pressure lowering appear-
ing at high feed salt content (cf. Sec. 3.1). Nevertheless, a slower decline of
the concentration dependency of distillate production, compared to theoreti-
cal considerations, was observed in experiments using the industrial MEVMD
system (cf. Kiefer et al. [19]). The underlying effects are demonstrated in the
following with the help of the simulation tool.

Three plant configurations show the influence of an increase in feed salt con-
centration on the plant behavior. The first case is a four stage setup with pa-
rameters equal to those of the reference system (cf. Tab. C.2). Now the feed
solution is an aqueous solution of CaCl2 with wF = 0.2. Figure 3.14 shows the
vapor pressure plots and Fig. 3.15 summarizes the global plant performance
of the three cases. Compared to the reference system from the previous sec-
tion with wF = 0.08, Case 1 already shows a significant flux decline and GOR
reduction.

In Case 2, the feed salt content is further increased to wF = 0.3 which results
in a further decrease in distillate amount. The net vapor production in the
first stage of Case 3 is zero. Therefore, in the first stage only the feed tempera-
ture increases. Also the second stage’s distillate production tends towards zero,
since no heating steam from the first stage is available. Only stages 3 and 4
function properly.

Consequently, in Case 3 one stage is removed. The first stage is still occupied
with internal preheating. The performance of stages 2 and 3 is similar to that
of stages 3 and 4 in Case 2. The total distillate production of Case 3 is slightly
higher than that of Case 2. The GOR is only 2.2% lower.

From these three cases, two major parameters influencing the system perfor-
mance for increasing salt concentration could be identified. These are inter-
nal preheating and the number of stages. A low feed temperature depresses
the performance of the first stage. This negative effect extends into to the fol-
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Figure 3.14: Self-regulating reduction of active thermodynamic effects; feed
solute is CaCl2; boundary conditions listed in Tab. C.2.
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lowing stages. Secondly, a higher number of stages does not necessarily result
in better efficiency of the plant when working with higher salt concentrations.
The concentration dependent vapor pressure reduction leads to irreversibil-
ities in each stage. It can be observed that the actually working number of
stages is reduced with increasing feed salt content. Thus, a reduced number of
stages contributes to the loss in driving pressure via concentration dependent
vapor pressure reduction and the remaining pressure difference distributes to
the working stages. Consequently, the performance reduction is not as high
as predicted in Sec. 3.1. Finally, it can be concluded that specific plant opti-
mization is necessary for different application areas concerning the feed salt
content and the associated vapor pressure reduction.

Figure 3.15: Summary of stage-wise distillate production and GOR of the
three cases presented in Fig. 3.14. Case 1: wF = 0.2, 4 stages;
Case 2: wF = 0.3, 4 stages; Case 3: wF = 0.3, 3 stages.
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4 Microscopic Analysis of Coupled Heat
and Mass Transfer in Spacer Filled
Channels

The macroscopic analysis of the system in the last chapter revealed a major
influence of the temperature and concentration distribution along the feed
channel on the system performance. The system simulation model estimates
properties at the membrane surface with Nusselt and Sherwood correlations
averaging over local fluctuations in the spacer mesh. For predicting scaling,
these local fluctuations are of interest since maxima in supersaturation will
determine the highest scaling propensity. Thus, this chapter introduces CFD
simulations of flow, heat and mass transfer in MD using OpenFOAM. The
methods are used to calculate the local heat and mass transfer in spacer filled
channels and membrane test cells. Finally, a correlation is derived for predict-
ing local concentration maxima in spacer filled channels with respect to ap-
plication in MEVMD system analysis.

4.1 Governing Equations, Boundary Conditions, and Solution
Procedure

Governing Equations
To describe the transport phenomena in the feed channel, two transport
equations are needed in addition to the Navier-Stokes equations.

The steady-state energy conservation equation based on the sensible enthalpy
neglecting compression work is

∇· (ρuh)+∇· (ρaeff∇h
)= 0. (4.1)
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The enthalpy is calculated according to Eq. 2.48. For small changes in salt
mass fraction over the computational domain, the dependency of tempera-
ture changes on salt mass fraction changes can be neglected in good approx-
imation. The energetic aspects of the phase transition occurring at the mem-
brane surface are treated within a boundary condition as described below.
Kinetic and potential energy originally implemented in the OpenFOAM heat
transfer solver are not relevant for the cases at hand. The thermal diffusivity
for laminar flows is included as

aeff = ν/Pr. (4.2)

Additionally, the scalar w for the salt mass fraction is transported via an in-
compressible convection-diffusion equation

∇(ρuw)−∇· (Deff∇
(
ρ w

))= 0. (4.3)

Boundary Conditions
The functionality of the membrane is described in a set of boundary condi-
tions based on the approach by Präbst et al. [85] for RO. For the MD mem-
brane, a momentum, mass fraction, and heat transfer boundary is needed in
addition to the wall pressure (∇p = 0) boundary condition.

The flux boundary condition combines no-slip in membrane tangential direc-
tion with a wall normal flux

j

ρw
= uM ·nM, (4.4)

which includes the membrane model (cf. Eq. 2.20) as

uM ·nM = KM

ρw

(
pv,i −pv,permeate

)
. (4.5)

The membrane heat transfer is written in terms of the temperature gradient
at the wall as

∇T = ∆hv +∆hunmix

λeff
ρ (uM ·nM) , (4.6)

omitting sensible heat transfer across the membrane as stated in Sec. 2.2.2.
Finally, for the scalar transport equation of w the boundary condition of a
membrane with 100% salt rejection is

∇w = (uM ·nM)
1

Deff
wM. (4.7)
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Solution Procedure
The open source tool OpenFOAM1 was used to solve the steady-state problem.
The solver is based on OpenFOAM’s heat transfer solver buoyantSimpleFoam
which was extended by the scalar transport equation for the salt mass frac-
tion w (wEqn) and a thermophysical model containing enthalpy formulation,
transport properties, and a concentration and temperature dependent equa-
tion of state. The discretization schemes used are listed in App. D.2.

Thermophysical and Transport Model
The thermophysical model implemented is based on OpenFOAM’s
rhoThermo class as used by the solver and provides a model combination of

rhoThermo standard library density based solvers
heRhoThermo standard library enthalpy or total energy based
pureMixture standard library pure component
sensibleEnthalpy standard library
hSaltWaterThermo enthalpy formulation for electrolyte solutions
rhoSaltWater equation of state with ρ = f (T, w)
specie standard library including saltWaterTransport.

All libraries listed above had to be extended to incorporate the temperature
and the salt mass fraction field. The actual model equations are polynomial
fits to the thermophysical models derived in Sec. 2.3 and listed in App. A. The
turbulence model was set to laminar and had to be recompiled using the new
transport libraries.

4.2 Geometry Model

Different geometry models were generated to approximate the real geometry
of feed channels.

Spacer Filled Channels
For simulating the flow in spacer filled channels, a unit cell approach was cho-
sen. This means that the periodicity of the geometric pattern of obstacles in
1OpenFOAM version 2.4.0, https://github.com/OpenFOAM/OpenFOAM-2.4.x
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the flow is used to reduce the simulation domain. Periodically reappearing
spacer filaments are identified as can be seen in Fig. 4.1 and the computa-
tional domain is reduced to one or two of these smallest periodically reap-
pearing unit cells. This approach was reported in literature amongst others by
Koutsou et al. [86]. For sensitivity analyses and worst case estimation concern-
ing the salt concentration at the membrane, a "zigzag" arrangement of spacer
filaments (cf. Fig. 4.1a) was chosen as representative 2D configuration for wo-
ven and non woven spacers with different flow attack angle [85]. This geome-
try includes spacer filaments at the membrane surface and the opposite wall
and is therefore expected to qualitatively represent the relevant mechanisms
from a worst case perspective. The mixing in realistic 3D geometries with re-
spect to the state of the feed solution at the membrane surface is expected to
be better than in this 2D approximation due to the following reasons:

• Vortical flow structures in the spacer mesh as demonstrated in Fig. 4.1a
for a flow attack angle of 45° and cylindrical spacer filaments enhance the
mixing in the channel.

• Attachment areas of the spacer filaments with the membrane are reduced
by

– tapering of spacer filaments between their nodes (cf. Fig. 2.5a) which
leads to contact with the membrane only at the filament’s nodes or

– the corrugated membrane structure in VMD caused by the pres-
sure difference across the membrane and the coarse backing spacer
mesh,

both leading to smaller flow separation zones at the membrane.
• The arrangement of spacer filaments at the membrane surface parallel

to the flow direction as demonstrated in Fig. 4.1b for single sided mem-
brane channels significantly reduces the size of flow separation zones at
the membrane.

Further, the 2D worst case scenario significantly reduces computational ef-
fort, especially by reducing the number of possible geometry variations. For
real geometries the following variations and geometrical uncertainties exist:

• The influence of the real spacer geometry on the flow field compared to
model spacer geometries [87].
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• Flow attack angles and variations throughout a membrane channel.
• The interference with the membrane macro structure in VMD for corru-

gated membrane surfaces.
• Uncertainties in channel height and spacer-membrane attachment.
• Blockage of spacer through particles or local deviations in geometry.

0 2.0 4.0 5.4

|u| / cm s−1

(a) Flow field for spacer configuration with α = 45°.

0 2.0 4.0 6.8

|u| / cm s−1

(b) Flow field for spacer configurations with α = 0° or 90°.

Figure 4.1: Flow in spacer filled channels for empty channel Reynolds number
ReH = 40.
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Test Cell Geometries
Additionally to the unit cell approach, the geometry of the optical scaling test
cell was approximated with a 2D geometry. Figure 4.2 shows the fluid vol-
ume in the test cell. This geometry has either a flat membrane boundary at
the bottom of the cell or a corrugated membrane. The latter approximates
the geometry for permeate spacer filaments at the membrane which are per-
pendicular to the flow direction. In most scaling experiments a feed channel
without spacers was investigated. The aim was to create homogeneous con-
ditions on the membrane surface on a relatively large membrane area and to
ensure undisturbed optical access. For experiments with feed spacer, channel
geometries similar to those shown in Fig. 4.1 were realized. The strong corru-
gation of the membrane was due to the relatively large pressure differences
applied across the membrane. Section 5.1 applies these geometry models.

The computational meshes were generated using the OpenFOAM tools
blockMesh and snappyHexMesh. For each geometry a grid convergence study
documented in App. D.1 was conducted to ensure that the simulation results
are independent from the mesh.

Feed inlet Feed outletVacuum

Front window

Membrane patch

A-A

A-A

Permeate
spacer

Figure 4.2: Computational domain and mesh in test cell.
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4.3 Model Verification and Model Simplifications

With help of the test cell shown in Fig. 4.2, which was intended to be used for
scaling experiments, a set of reference data for model verification was gener-
ated. The experiments were conducted with pure water at different tempera-
ture levels, feed flow rates, and vacuum pressures. Heat fluxes were calculated
from the temperature drop measured between feed inlet and outlet of the cell.
They were compared with results from CFD simulations to verify the mem-
brane permeability as well as the general ability of the solver to quantitatively
predict the system’s behavior.

Calibration of the Membrane Permeability Constant
Figure 4.3 shows how the membrane permeability constant KM was derived
from CFD results and experiments at a given feed temperature, flow rate, and
vacuum pressure. The intercept of the mean flux determined from experi-
ments and the flux calculated from CFD simulations with different membrane
permeabilities lies at KM = 1.03·10−6 kg Pa−1 m−2 (experimental uncertainty
0.78·10−6 < KM / (kg Pa−1 m−2) < 1.46·10−6). This goes in hand with the mem-
brane permeabilities in the range of 6.9·10−7 and 7.3·10−7 kg Pa−1 m−2 deter-
mined with the bench scale test rig as described in Sec. 3.3.2.

Although the experimental results show a substantial scatter, the ratio be-
tween the transport resistance from bulk to membrane and across the mem-
brane is in a range still providing good accuracy. The CFD curve shows a satu-
ration for large membrane permeabilities, when heat transport in the bound-
ary layer becomes rate limiting. This regime is not yet reached for the mem-
brane in use and the boundary conditions applied to the verification experi-
ments.

Model Verification
The membrane permeability constant evaluated before is now used for fur-
ther CFD simulations presented in Fig. 4.4. The figure shows the measured
distillate heat flux q̇v compared to CFD simulations. The simulation results
for different vacuum pressures, feed temperatures, and Reynolds numbers go
in hand with the experimental results. Deviations can be attributed to the un-
certainties of the measurement approach. Especially the fact that reference
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Figure 4.3: Calibration of the membrane permeability with CFD simula-
tions and measurement results. Boundary conditions: Tin = 50°C,
Re = 136, pvac = 30 mbar.

experiments were needed to account for thermal losses across the test cell
and piping, leads to relatively large scattering of the experimental results. The
comparison of experiment and simulation with different vacuum pressures
shows that the CFD membrane boundary condition allows negative fluxes, i.e.
absorption of vapor from the vacuum channel. This does not necessarily take
place in the experiments and should be handled with care or turned off where
necessary. Especially when the feed solution shows a low solute induced va-
por pressure reduction (i.e. low salt concentration), the membrane tempera-
ture will be approximately equal to the saturation temperature and the vapor
can condense on the vapor channel side of the membrane instead of diffusing
back to the feed solution.

Passive Scalar Transport and Periodic Boundary Conditions
For sensitivity analyses it was helpful to decouple flow simulation from heat
and mass transport. This was especially necessary for simulation of unit cells
with mapped boundary condition for the temperature and salt mass fraction
field. In these simulations, the temperature and concentration profiles were
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Figure 4.4: Verification of CFD results with flux measurements. Left: Variation
of vacuum pressure pvac at Re ≈ 130. Middle: Variation of feed tem-
perature Tin at Re ≈ 130, pvac ≈ 30 mbar. Right: Variation of feed
Reynolds number at Tin ≈ 50°C, pvac ≈ 30 mbar. Membrane per-
meability as derived from Fig. 4.3.

mapped from the unit cell outlet onto the inlet boundary. The profiles forΦ=
w, T were normalized and the average valueΦset was set according to

Φ(xin, y) = Φ(xout, y)∑(
Φ(xout, y) A

)
/
∑

A
Φset. (4.8)

This results in slow convergence and therefore it is suitable to reduce the num-
ber of equations. The fully developed periodic flow field was calculated in a
first simulation step for the desired Reynolds number. Afterwards, the scalar
transport equations were calculated using boundary condition mapping for
the feed inlet. The values were sampled at the outlet, rescaled according to
Eq. 4.8 and written on the inlet boundary. To close the problem, zero gradient
was applied to the outlet boundary conditions of the fields T and w . The er-
ror caused by this assumption is negligible for cases dominated by convective
transport normal to the outlet boundary with Peclet numbers around 5 000
for the temperature field and 260 000 for the solute transport with respect to
a unit cell length of 8 mm. Decoupling of flow field and scalar transport re-
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sulted in a maximum deviation of below 5% for the scalar fields and the flux
compared to the fully coupled simulation.

4.4 Analysis of Local Concentration Polarization

For practical application in plant design and control, it is desirable to define
a safety margin that takes into account the local increase in concentration at
the membrane surface. A worst case estimate for the concentration polariza-
tion in flow separation zones at spacer filaments is derived in the following.
Figure 4.5 shows the Reynolds number dependency of the concentration field
calculated for the 2D case with periodic boundary conditions as described
above. It shows the actual salt mass fraction and the relative salt mass frac-
tion normalized with the bulk value

wrel = wM(x)−wB

wB
. (4.9)

Further, the figure depicts the probability density function of the salt mass
fraction on the membrane surface wM. The plots show the fraction of the
membrane area AM that experiences a certain salt concentration. Increasing
the Reynolds number lowers the mean concentration on the membrane. At
the same time, the width of the histogram is reduced. This is desirable since
the highest salt mass fraction on the membrane is relevant for scaling.

If solutes with significantly temperature-dependent solubility are investi-
gated, the local temperature distribution must also be taken into account.
Hence, the local Saturation Index (SI) has to be calculated. For solutes with
inverse solubility, it is a general advantage of MD that the temperature of the
solution declines towards the membrane surface. This positively influences
the SI for example for CaCO3.

In the following, the two maxima in salt mass fraction at the lower spacer fil-
ament are investigated. They are located in the stagnation point (SP) at the
membrane upstream from the filament and in the recirculation zone (RZ)
downstream from the filament.
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4.4 Analysis of Local Concentration Polarization

From a sensitivity study on Reynolds number and vacuum pressure, the values
for the relative salt mass fraction in points SP and RZ were determined, as well
as average properties and fluxes on the membrane. Fig. 4.6a shows the results.
Instead of the local mass fraction relative to the mass fraction apparent in the
bulk solution the local mass fraction in points SP and RZ is normalized with
the mean salt mass fraction on the membrane surface

wM,rel = wM(x)− w̄M

w̄M
. (4.10)

This way, the dependency on the Reynolds number can be almost eliminated.
This applies especially to the largest of the two local maxima in points SP
and RZ. This global maximum is the relevant design parameter. In contrast
to the low Re dependency, the values strongly depend on the distillate flux (cf.
Fig. 4.6b). For practical application, a worst case is estimated with a linear fit
of max(wM,rel) at a reasonable minimum Re number. Figure 4.6 shows this fit

(a) Re dependency of wM,rel for different vac-
uum pressure levels.

(b) Flux dependency of wM,rel with w estim
M,max

marked at ReH = 10.

Figure 4.6: Worst case estimate for maximum salt mass fraction at the mem-
brane in positions SP (stagnation point upstream of spacer fila-
ment) and RZ (recirculation zone downstream of spacer filament);
maximum of position SP and RZ marked in red.
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for ReH = 10. Consequently, the maximum salt concentration at the membrane
can be estimated with

w estim.
M,max = 0.0282

hm2

kg
j̄M w̄M + w̄M. (4.11)

This result is intended for use during system design. For 3D geometries in
spacer filled channels the maximum salt mass fraction is expected to be lower
than this worst case estimate, according to the considerations on spacer filled
channels from Sec. 4.2. The result given in Eq. 4.11 is to be regarded as a safety
margin. Results from 3D simulations with the real spacer geometry will result
in a smaller value for w estim.

M,max and therefore lead to higher design water recov-
ery for a system. w estim.

M,max can be calculated from locally averaged flux j̄M and
salt mass fraction w̄M determined with the system simulation tool from Ch. 3.
This completes the data necessary to estimate the local scaling propensity.
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5 Scaling and Membrane Wetting

With the simulation model derived in Ch. 3, regions in an MEVMD plant that
are prone to scaling were identified. The CFD study from the previous chapter
helped to identify the local distribution of flux, salt saturation, and bound-
ary layer height at the membrane surface. With this background, the scal-
ing kinetics will be investigated in the current chapter. The focus is on the
highly soluble NaCl and the sparingly soluble CaSO4 and CaCO3. The inves-
tigation of scale formation from NaCl in membrane systems is relatively new
[88], whereas scaling of CaSO4 and CaCO3 was described for all types of mem-
brane desalination systems [70]. The reason for this is the high solubility of
NaCl. It is not possible to reach its solubility limit in conventional membrane
desalination systems but in MD.

The following sections describe an experimental approach to observe the ki-
netics of scaling in VMD systems. Further, the influence of scaling on process
parameters and its interplay with membrane wetting are discussed. Finally,
the findings are summarized with respect to MEVMD system design. Parts of
this chapter were already published in Kiefer et al. [89, 90].

5.1 Methods

The experimental methods comprise light microscopy for observing the feed
side of the membrane and tracer-based Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) for
membrane wetting detection. Both methods were applied to a VMD mem-
brane channel to observe the scaling and wetting process in-situ. For fur-
ther ex-situ analysis of membranes and scales, Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) were used. Combin-
ing these methods helps overcome the challenges of monitoring scaling and
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wetting in VMD. It is now possible to solve shortcomings of wetting detec-
tion via permeate conductivity measurement often applied to other MD types
[91] and to investigate scale growth in-situ. In contrast to light microscopy
applied to scaling in RO [92, 93], the optical and morphological properties of
the membrane in VMD demanded more advanced image processing. This was
especially necessary for automated image analysis. Hilal et al. [94] recently
published a detailed review of state-of-the-art methods for membrane inves-
tigation. A literature review on experimental methods for scaling and wetting
investigation in VMD is documented in Kiefer et al. [89].

5.1.1 Experimental Setup for Crystal Growth Tracking and Membrane
Wetting Detection

The experimental setup consisted of a VMD test cell as shown in Fig. 5.1 which
is integrated into a feed and vacuum circuit (Fig. 5.2). It was manufactured
from polycarbonate to allow optical access to the membrane. Feed and per-
meate channel had a height of 2 mm and could be equipped with a spacer
filling the channel height. The permeate spacer was used in all experiments,
with a filament orientation at the membrane either parallel or perpendicu-
lar to the mean flow. The feed spacer was inserted optionally. Fig. 5.3 sum-
marizes all spacer configurations and the resulting feed channel geometries.
Those are the two configurations with empty feed channel EA and EB with
feed flow parallel and flow perpendicular permeate spacer filaments at the
membrane respectively. The flow parallel filaments (EA) lead to a flat chan-
nel in flow direction, whereas the flow perpendicular filaments (EB) result in a
corrugated membrane, i.e. obstructions of the channel in flow direction. Due
to the absolute pressure difference between feed and vacuum channel, the
membrane showed severe corrugation which influenced the flow field. Based
on the two configurations with empty feed channels, four additional varia-
tions are achieved when inserting a feed spacer with 0◦ or 90◦ flow attack an-
gle. Configurations AA and BB lead to line contact of the feed spacer filaments
with the membrane, whereas configurations AB and BA show only point con-
tact of the spacer and the membrane in the feed channel. The spacers were
fabricated from polycarbonate filaments with a diameter of 1 mm arranged
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Optical access
feed side membrane

Feed outlet

Optical access
membrane
backing

Vaccum

LIF laserlight sheet

Feed inlet

Fro
nt side

illu
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Figure 5.1: Test cell with 3D-translation stages [89].

as a mesh with an angle of 90° and with a filament clearance of 6 mm. The
membrane in use was a GE Aspire QL822 PTFE laminate [36] with the proper-
ties listed in appendix Tab. B.2. The active membrane area in contact with the
feed solution had a length of 56 mm in flow direction and a width of 30 mm.

The test cell provided optical access to the feed side of the membrane to inves-
tigate scaling (cf. Fig. 5.1). Furthermore, the permeate side of the membrane
could be observed through a second window. The latter allowed to track mem-
brane leakage. The cell was mounted on an assembly of high precision stages
to adjust the membrane orientation relative to the microscope. The whole op-
tical setup was mounted on an optical table to reduce vibration induced shift
of the images acquired with the microscope.

As shown in Fig. 5.2, a gear pump circulated the feed solution through the
feed channel. The salt solutions were mixed in a beaker, continuously stirred
and preheated on a hot plate with a magnetic stirrer. For a finer control of
the feed temperature (deviation from the set temperature <±0.15K), an addi-
tional heating cartridge was installed in the feed cycle. The heat flux over the
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membrane was calculated from measured feed inlet and outlet temperatures
as

q̇v ≈ ṁF

AM

(
h

(
TF,in, wF

)−h
(
TF,out, wF

))
. (5.1)

The feed flow rate for a given pumping speed was determined with the help
of scales. A differential pressure sensor, installed between the feed inlet and
the vacuum channel, measured the maximum hydrostatic pressure difference
applied across the membrane.

On the vacuum side of the membrane, an absolute pressure sensor measured
the pressure in the vapor channel. The vapor channel pressure was adjusted
with a mechanical pressure control valve and established by a laboratory vac-

Feed pump

Feed solution Rinse solution
Vacuum pump

Separator

Cam 2

High pass filter

Macro lens

Cam 1

Electric heater

Flash light

CW laser
(488 nm)

T-F2
P-vac

P-diff
T-F1 T-ctr

Pressure
control valve

Long distance
microscope

Light sheet
optics

Automatic
shutter

Figure 5.2: Piping and instrumentation diagram of the test rig with optical
setup for feed side crystal growth tracking and LIF based mem-
brane wetting detection; components listed in appendix Tab. B.5
[89].
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Membrane
Backing
spacer

(a) Empty feed channel (b) Spacer filled channel

Feed flow
config. B

Feed flow
config. B

Feed flow
config A

Rear
window

Feed flow
config A

Front
window

Feed
spacer

(c) Config.: EA

(d) Config: AA

(e) Config.: BA

(f) Config.: EB

(g) Config.: AB

(h) Config.: BB

Figure 5.3: Spacer configurations for feed and backing spacer in VMD scaling
test cell [90].

uum pump. To reduce the load of the vacuum pump and prevent droplets
from entering the control valve or pump, a separator was installed upstream
of the valve. All components and their specifications are listed in appendix
Tab. B.5.

Tracking of Scale Growth
Scale growth in the feed channel was observed using incident light mi-
croscopy. Reasons for this choice are the corrugated membrane and necessary
sealings around the membrane. These did not allow to illuminate the mem-
brane from the side as done by Uchymiak et al. [92] or Benecke et al. [93].
Background illumination was not possible, since it would have lead to arti-
facts from the vacuum channel.

A long distance microscope1 supplied with a ring flash was used. The im-
ages were taken with a mirrorless digital camera2. For scale growth of NaCl, a
frame rate of 1/s was chosen. For scaling from sparingly soluble salts, a much
lower frame rate was adjusted. The camera and ring flash were triggered by

1Long distance microscope Infinity K2/Sc CF-3
2Feed side scaling observation camera: Fujifilm XT10
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electronic relays. Alternatively to the microscope setup, the feed side camera
could be equipped with a macro lens setup to observe the complete mem-
brane sheet.

Membrane Wetting Detection
Simultaneously, the membrane backside was observed to detect leakages.
Therefore, the tracer uranine3 was added to the feed solution. A continuous
wave (CW) laser4 providing a wave length of 488 nm was used to excite the
tracer. The wavelength lies well in the excitation maximum of uranine ranging
from 475 to 490 nm [95]. The laser beam was expanded to a thin sheet en-
tering the permeate channel parallel to the membrane surface (cf. Fig. 5.2).
This way, only feed solution which leaked through the membrane was illu-
minated. A second camera5 supplied with a long-pass filter6 and a zoom lens
with macro spacer rings7 monitored the membrane backside. The lens was
adjusted to observe approximately 3/4 of the membrane area measured from
the feed entrance. The optical filter with a transmission wavelength band of
539-1200 nm filtered out the excitation light. Thus, the camera recorded only
the light emitted by the tracer with a wavelength of ≈ 560 nm. A tracer con-
centration of 1 mg/kg solution was used. With this and the high laser power,
even for small leakage amounts a high intensity could be achieved. Therefore,
a large membrane area could be observed. Comparing experiments with and
without tracer showed that the tracer does not influence the wetting behavior
nor the crystallization of other salts. Crystallization of the tracer itself did not
take place due to its high solubility and the low concentration applied in the
experiments.

Triggering and Image Recording
The feed side image acquisition time step was used for synchronization of the
images and the sensor data (i.e. the temperature, pressure, and feed volume
flow rate data). The illumination of the feed side membrane area using the ring
flash and the permeate side using the excitation laser were triggered in alter-

3Fluorescein sodium salt; Basacid yellow 226, BASF, [95]
4Coherent Genesis CX488-4000; adjusted to approx. 0.6 W for a light sheet of approx. 1 x 50 mm
5LIF wetting detection camera: PCO SensiCam CCD camera
6Optical filter: Razor Edge LP 532 RU
7LIF camera lens: Tamron SP zoom lens, 24-135 mm, 1:3.5-5.6
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nating order. An electronic shutter interrupted the laser beam. To synchronize
the images, the time-stamp of each image was stored and synchronized with
the sensor data.

Due to large differences in time scales of crystal growth and membrane wet-
ting, an event triggered image recording was implemented for the membrane
wetting observation. Since the frame rate of this camera was equal to the
frame rate of the scaling camera, images were temporarily stored in a buffer
loop. Permanent storage of the images on the hard disk was initiated by a trig-
ger. The trigger was set manually by the operator or through real-time evalu-
ation of the image intensity. After setting the trigger, the images of the buffer
loop were stored together with all following images. This procedure helped to
save disk space and at the same time to reliably record the onset of the leakage
breakthrough.

5.1.2 Image Processing and Statistical Evaluation

Three synchronized data sets were recorded for each experiment. These were
the data of temperature and pressure sensors, the feed side images with infor-
mation about crystal growth, and the permeate side images with information
about membrane leakage. In the following, the image processing and statisti-
cal evaluation of the feed side scaling images is described.

Image Processing
A digital image processing procedure was implemented to overcome the fol-
lowing challenges associated with the feed side crystal images:

• The images show only low contrast between the translucent crystal ma-
terial and the membrane surface.

• The membrane surface shows a clearly visible structure which stems
from laminating the membrane’s PTFE layer onto the PP backing struc-
ture.

• Images of different timesteps are slightly displaced in relation to each
other due to vibrations.
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Therefore, the following procedure was applied. Since the resulting images are
similar to dark field microscopy images, it is called Digitally Simulated Dark
Field Microscopy.

1. Preprocessing: Meta-data is extracted from the images and synchronized
with the global timestamp. The images are converted to grayscale images.

2. Digitally Simulated Dark Field:
(a) A reference image of the clean membrane is selected as the back-

ground.
(b) A feature-based image registration8 between each image and the ref-

erence image detects the displacement between the images.
(c) Each image is transformed based on the result of the image registra-

tion.
(d) The reference image (background) is subtracted from the trans-

formed images to remove the background. The borders of the result-
ing image are cropped to remove artifacts which stem from spatially
shifting the images.

(e) A denoising algorithm removes small speckles resulting from the im-
age subtraction.

3. Postprocessing: The resulting images provide a high contrast between
background and deposits on the membrane. Therefore, the images can
be binarized using a threshold. Setting this threshold is robust due to
steep gradients in intensity between fore- and background. For visualiza-
tion purposes, the images can be enhanced via histogram equalization.

The process is visualized in Fig. 5.4 for a selected image with NaCl growth on
the membrane. From left to right the figure shows the gray-scale raw image,
the simulated dark field (SDF) image, the threshold based binary image, and
the resulting crystal borders printed in red in the SDF image (II).

Statistical Evaluation
The feature detection from the binary images was done with Matlab’s image
segmentation algorithm bwconncomp. It detects connected foreground and
8Matlab’s Computer Vision Toolbox [96] was used to automatically detect features such as blobs (binary large

objects) and corners. With the help of the Image Processing Toolbox [97], the features of the actual and the
reference image were compared and repeating features were used to estimate the transformation necessary to
match a maximum number of features.
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(III) Binary image (IV) Identified
crystals

(II) SDF image(I) Raw image

Digital dark field
simulation

Binarization Image segmentation

Figure 5.4: Image processing procedure including the Simulated Dark Field
(SDF) image.

background areas. A connectivity of 8 was used, meaning that pixels con-
nected via their edges or corners are adjoined to the same segment. All seg-
ments of all timesteps were stored in a matrix. By comparison of the complex
geometries (pixel maps) of segments of a timestep with those of the previous
timestep, ancestors of a crystal could be detected. This way, the growth and
coalescence in terms of areal joining could be tracked throughout the growth
process. Furthermore, artifacts could be sorted out. These were especially par-
ticles in the bulk flow that have only a short residence time in the field of view.
Finally, statistical properties like covered membrane area, crystal number, and
birth and death rates were extracted for each timestep.

5.1.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) helped to achieve a deeper understand-
ing of the interaction between scales and membrane. Membranes were pre-
pared by careful rinsing with deionized water and subsequent drying. Images
were acquired for the untreated probes using a Jeol JSM-7500F field emission
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SEM at 0.5 to 1.0 kV. The probes were further analyzed with energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using the electron beam in the SEM. The image
quality was significantly enhanced by using a cold trap.

5.1.4 Discussion of the Applied Methodology

By using light microscopy for crystal growth tracking, the image magnification
could be flexibly adjusted and a high time resolution was achieved. Challenges
arising from the necessary incident light illumination of the probe were tack-
led using image processing. The complete methodological approach compris-
ing image acquisition, image processing, and statistical analysis is assessed in
the following.

The optical characteristics of light microscopy demanded for trade-offs be-
tween resolution and field of view (FOV) as well as between vibration resis-
tance by reduced shutter time and depth of focus (DOF) or thermal influence
of the illumination light. The first compromise included statistical consider-
ations such as smallest detectable crystal size and number of crystals in the
FOV. The second compromise was mainly determined by the used LED flash
light and the necessary DOF for reaching a sharp image over the whole range
of the bended membrane surface. Further, the image processing, especially
the background removal, influenced the final image resolution. Characteristic
sizes for halite scaling from sea salt experiments were estimated from different
experiments and are collected in Tab. 5.1.

Table 5.1: Characterization of the microscopy approach including the simu-
lated dark field procedure and automated evaluation as applied for
scaling experiments with sea salt.

Attribute Value or estimate
Field of view (FOV) 12.5×8.3 mm
Depth of field (DOF) ≈ 100µm
Resolution 2.56µm/px
Smallest detected crystal radius ≈ 8µm
Crystal contour detection accuracy ≈ 10µm
Minimum time resolution (shutter time) 1/180 s
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Due to the incident light configuration, the approach was also applicable
when a feed spacer was used. The polycarbonate feed spacers even allowed to
detect scaling in the area behind the filaments. Only the quantitative evalua-
tion of crystal size in these regions was impaired, since the different refraction
indices of polycarbonate and feed solution distorted the image.

For halite crystals, the microscopy and image processing approach provided
reliable results over a wide range of magnifications. No quantitative growth
tracking was possible for CaCO3 scaling. The magnification of the microscope
would have to be increased to detect agglomerations of crystals (cf. Sec. 5.2.3).
Then, the turbidity of the solution would significantly influence the image
quality.

For gypsum scaling, a reliable growth tracking was possible for distinct crys-
tal rosettes. The needle-like structure complicated the process of finding a
threshold to distinguish between background noise and crystal. The algorithm
provided good results even in the outer areas with fewer needles and therefore
very low contrast.

5.1.5 Determination of Local Properties on the Membrane Surface

The knowledge of the local degree of supersaturation at the membrane surface
is required to derive crystal nucleation and growth rates. This was achieved
using CFD simulations of the feed channel. As described in Sec. 4.2, a 2D cross
section of the feed channel was simulated applying the boundary conditions
measured during the experiments.

Additionally to the CFD-based determination, the unknown properties at the
membrane surface were estimated analytically. A position x in the field of view
(FOV) of the microscope is regarded. Whereas the hydraulic entrance length is
reached upstream from the FOV for the flow velocities investigated, the tem-
perature and concentration field are not fully evolved. Thus, following deriva-
tion founds on the assumption that

• the Sh and Nu number at a fixed position in the channel stay nearly con-
stant with the same hydrodynamic conditions and only small variations
in concentration and temperature,
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• the small recovery rate over the short membrane channel allows to as-
sume constant bulk properties over the cell length.

As shown in Sec. 3.3.1 for a discrete location in channel direction, the following
set of equations for the local flux jM across the membrane can be derived:

jM = ρ β ln(wM/wB) (5.2)

jM = α

hv(TM)
(TB −TM) (5.3)

jM = KM

(
pv,M(TM, wM)−pv

)
(5.4)

With this system of equations, the unknown salt concentration at the mem-
brane wM can be estimated from bulk properties (index B) by applying some
simplifications. For a relevant small temperature and concentration range
(40°C < T < 50°C, 0.26 < w < 0.28), the vapor pressure can be written as a
second order polynomial function of the temperature, neglecting its concen-
tration dependency. This results in

pv(T, w) ≈ pv(T ) =C1 T 2 +C2 T +C3 (5.5)

with the coefficients C1 = 8.055 Pa K−2, C2 = -4760 Pa K−1, C3 = 7.062·105 Pa at
R2 = 0.9952 compared to values calculated according to Clarke and Glew [55].
Furthermore, the temperature dependency of the specific enthalpy of the va-
por hv is neglected. The heat and mass transfer coefficients are constant for
the same mean flow velocity, assuming constant physical properties of the
fluid for the small concentration and temperature range. The coefficients can
be related using heat and mass transfer analogy [98]

Nu/Sh = (Pr/Sc)1/3 (5.6)

and again calculating the thermophysical properties at constant T and w . Fi-
nally, the system of equations 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 can be solved with respect to
wM. It solely depends on the bulk properties TB and wB, the membrane per-
meability KM which has been determined in Sec. 3.3.2 and 4.3 for the mem-
brane at hand, and the vacuum channel pressure pv.
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5.1.6 Experimental Procedure

Different feed solutions were used to investigate the scaling behavior of differ-
ent salts and the interaction of the resulting scales with the membrane.

NaCl and sea salt experiments: Feed solutions were prepared from sea salt
(natural sea salt "Sea salt 1", composition listed in appendix Tab. B.6) or
pure NaCl (99.5% purity) solved in RO permeate (κ < 40µS cm−1). The so-
lutions were heated and constantly stirred. After inserting a new membrane,
the system was initially run for 30 min with the solution at a vacuum pres-
sure of 200 mbar. Afterwards, several experiments were conducted with the
same membrane. Each experiment consisted of steady-state operation with-
out mass transfer across the membrane for 5 min at approximately 150 mbar
permeate channel pressure. Afterwards, the cameras were started and a jump
in vacuum pressure was initiated by adjusting the control valve. The low
pressure level was held constant until almost the whole membrane was cov-
ered with crystals. Finally, the pressure was increased again and the system
was rinsed with RO permeate until all crystals were dissolved. To prepare for
the next experiment, the system was run at increased vacuum pressure until
steady-state was reached again.

CaSO4 experiments: Experiments with the sparingly soluble CaSO4 were first
run with RO permeate as feed for approximately 30 min. Each experiment was
conducted with a new membrane. The vacuum pressure was adjusted to the
desired level, allowing mass transfer. After this initial phase, stock solutions of
CaCl2 and NaSO4 were injected into the feed tank until the desired concen-
tration was reached. Hence, the solutions contained 2 mol Na and Cl ions per
mole Ca (cf. Eq. 2.71). The operation was then continued until massive cover-
age of the membrane was observed.

CaCO3 experiments: The experimental procedure for CaCO3 solutions
equaled that of CaSO4. The feed concentration was reached by injecting so-
lutions of CaCl2 and NaCO3. The solutions contained 2 mol Na and Cl ions per
mol Ca (cf. Eq. 2.72).

All feed solutions were prepared as described above. In the feed vessel, the salt
solutions were in contact with ambient air. No degassing, filtration, or further
pretreatment were applied.
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5.2 Kinetics of Scale Formation

This section summarizes the experimental results regarding the scale forma-
tion for NaCl and sea water, as well as for sparingly soluble CaSO4 and CaCO3.
These help describing the influence of process conditions and spacers on the
scaling kinetics.

5.2.1 Scale Formation from Sodium Chloride

Experiments using sea salt were conducted to investigate the response to vac-
uum pressure jumps. In a first step the whole membrane sheet was observed
without the microscope. Based on the findings of this first step, the micro-
scopic investigations were conducted.

Macroscopic Investigations
The macroscopic investigation included the inlet region and helped monitor-
ing uneven flow distribution and its influence on scaling in the empty feed
channel. Fig. 5.5 shows a representative result of the full cell analysis. The left
side displays the distribution of scaled membrane area for five distinct times.
The right diagram shows how the membrane coverage evolved over channel
length and time. The curves show the area fraction covered by crystals, inte-
grated over the channel width. Due to the decrease in resolution compared to
microscopy, only larger crystals or accumulations could be monitored.

The flux was determined from the temperatures measured at the feed inlet
and outlet via an energy balance. It showed a slow response to the pressure
jump in comparison to the fast crystal growth process, similar to the result of
the microscopic analysis shown in Fig. 5.7. Reasons are thermal inertia of tem-
perature sensors as well as a flow velocity corresponding time lag and fluid
mixing. This resulted in a superposition of measured flux increase after the
pressure jump and observed crystal growth. Therefore, a direct correlation be-
tween flux decline and membrane coverage by crystals could not be drawn for
these fast processes.

For the following microscopy experiments, a field of view (FOV) in the up-
per half of the test cell was chosen. Its center was located in a position of
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Figure 5.5: Full cell analysis (cf. CEx 21-02, appendix Tab. B.7); left: membrane
coverage; right: covered membrane fraction at position x [89].

x = 40 mm from the channel entrance and z = 18 mm to cover two full backing
spacer meshes. The FOV had a size of 12.5×8.3 mm.

Qualitative Analysis of Sodium Chloride Crystal Growth
Figure 5.6 shows microscopy images acquired in the feed channel and model
sketches for different crystal shapes. High supersaturation, achieved through
high vapor flux across the membrane, leads to a large number of active nu-
cleation sites. Distinct cubic crystals appeared in an early phase of the experi-
ment (cf. Fig. 5.6a). Their shape showed a 90° halite lattice which hints at inte-
gration limited growth [75]. These crystals continued to grow and nucleation
continued at less energetically favorable locations. After the initial phase and
for high supersaturation at the membrane, growth continued as a pyramidal
dendrite structure (cf. Fig. 5.6b). This indicates a steep concentration profile at
the membrane and is limited to a near membrane region with supersaturated
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100µm

(a) Early stage, high super-
sat., CEx-11, 55°C, 30 mbar,
0.02 ms−1.

532µm

(b) Growth at high supersat., CEx-
11, 55°C, 35 mbar, 0.02 ms−1.

953µm

(c) Growth at reduced boundary
layer thickness (feed spacer),
CEx-14, 50°C, 35 mbar.

Figure 5.6: Images of different crystal shapes (light microscopy, in-situ) for
sea salt and model sketches. Boundary conditions according to ap-
pendix Tab. B.7 [89].

solution. The growth process was influenced by vapor flux and convection.

Crystals grew in a thin plate-like structure for later times and thinner concen-
tration boundary layers (higher feed Re numbers) (cf. Fig. 5.6c). These plates
do not show many steps, are highly transparent and therefore hard to detect.

Quantitative Analysis of Sodium Chloride Crystal Growth
The growth process of NaCl from a sea salt solution, initiated by a vac-
uum pressure jump, is described in the following for the microscopy setup.
Fig. 5.7 shows the measured vacuum pressure pv (a) and vapor heat flux
across the membrane q̇v (b) calculated from measured temperatures at feed
in- and outlet. Further, it shows the results from the crystal growth im-
ages (membrane coverage AC/AM (c), number of detected crystals NC (c),
areal growth rate GA (d), and crystal nucleation rate ṄC (d)). The experiment
was conducted without feed spacer and with a feed solute mass fraction of
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Figure 5.7: Growth process for the empty channel experiment CEx-04-05 (c.f.
appendix Tab. B.7). Vacuum pressure step (pv) and step responses
in: vapor heat flux q̇v, membrane area fraction covered by crystal
AC/AM and number of crystals NC, areal growth rate GA and nu-
cleation rate ṄC. Spacer configuration: EA; Re = 100; TF1 = 55 °C;
wF = 0.26; solute: Sea salt 1. [89]

0.26 kg sea salt per kg solution. The equilibrium vapor pressure for reaching a
saturation index of S = 1 was estimated from the feed solution properties. It is
marked in the plots of Fig. 5.7 in terms of pv,equil first reached at t0.

The scaling process starts almost instantly after the vacuum pressure falls be-
low the equilibrium vapor pressure. Before reaching t0, the images already
show artifacts (NC > 0). This can always be observed because the reference
image shows particles from the feed solution. These particles will move away
and become artifacts in the following images.

The delay from reaching pv,equil and first detected crystals for crystallization of
NaCl is dominated by the timescale of the flow and the number of nucleation
sites. The latter significantly influences the statistical relevance of the exper-
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iments. A trade-off between high resolution, which results in an early detec-
tion, and a large field of view, which results in a larger number of observed
nucleation sites, had to be found.

The whole process is a superposition of supersaturation build-up in the first
approximately 20 s with nucleation and growth. Coalescence in terms of areal
joining of crystals dominates after approximately 40 s. The continuous surface
coverage quickly leads to a decrease in vapor flux, which is proportional to the
vapor heat flux

q̇v ≈ ṁv

AM h(Tsat(pv))
. (5.7)

After approximately 200 s the growth process stagnates, since the surface is al-
most completely covered. The areal growth rate GA (Fig. 5.7 (d)) was derived
from a polynomial fit through the areal coverage AC/AM (Fig. 5.7 (c)) and plot-
ted over the growth rate calculated for each image (gray dots).

Sensitivity to Process Parameters
In the following, different scaling experiments with sea salt solution are com-
pared by monitoring the crystal growth until the time tP10. This point was
reached when 10% of the membrane in the FOV were covered by crystals. The
mean areal growth rate for this phase was

ḠP10 = AC(tP10)

tP10 − t0
. (5.8)

Together with the number of crystals detected in the FOV at tP10, it is a reliable
measure summarizing the main characteristics of the growth process. Crystal
nucleation and growth are the pervasive mechanisms in this period.

Figure 5.8a shows the system’s response to a variation of the feed tempera-
ture TF. Spacer configuration EA (cf. Fig. 5.3) was chosen, since it best approx-
imates a 2D channel flow. The different experiments are labeled with "E.i "
for the i th experiment. An increase in feed temperature at constant vacuum
pressure leads to an increase in mean growth rate ḠP10. This is intuitive, since
a higher feed temperature level results in a greater equilibrium vapor pressure
and therefore greater driving potential across the membrane. The greater va-
por pressure difference across the membrane leads to an increase in flux and
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therefore stronger concentration polarization. Additionally, the dependency
on pv is displayed. Decreasing pv (cf. Fig. 5.8a, 3rd) in most cases leads to an
increase in the number of crystals (Fig. 5.8a, 2nd) due to increased initial su-
persaturation. In comparison, the growth rate increases only slightly (Fig. 5.8a,
1st).

Varying the feed velocity (Fig. 5.8b) showed a more complex behavior. Due
to the large latent heat of evaporation, the temperature decline towards the
membrane and over the channel length were limiting for mass transfer. An in-
crease in feed flow rate resulted in a better convective transport to the bulk
and a greater heat capacity rate (ṁF · cp). Therefore, the distillate flux over the
whole membrane area was increased which again influenced the concentra-
tion polarization.

(a) Variation of feed temperature [90]. (b) Variation of feed velocity [90].

Figure 5.8: Sensitivity of mean initial growth rate ḠP10 and crystal number
NP10 on feed temperature TF and Re number. Solute: Sea salt 1.
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A third set of experiments was conducted to investigate the sensitivity of crys-
tal growth on the vacuum pressure level. The experiments were conducted at
constant flow conditions and a single temperature level. This helped estimat-
ing temperature and concentration at the membrane surface and calculating
the degree of supersaturation as derived in Sec. 5.1.5.

Fig. 5.9a (upper part) shows the mean growth rate until reaching a 10% cover-
age of the FOV depending on the adjusted vacuum pressure. It exponentially
increases with decreasing vacuum pressure. Different symbols identify differ-
ent sets of experiments each using a new membrane. Therefore, the number
of crystal spots can differ significantly.

The system of equations 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 is solved with respect to the salt mass
fraction at the membrane surface wM. Besides the unknown state variables
at the membrane surface and the flux, the system of equations contains the
unknown Sh number. Motivated by the growth model from Eq. 2.69 the crystal
growth rates can be correlated with

GA ≈GV
1

δC
= dmC

dt

1

δC ρC
= kG ,n Sn

rel, (5.9)

using the two parameters kG,n and n. The resulting three unknowns are calcu-
lated from the measurement results using least square minimization to fit the
Sh number, the growth coefficient kG ,n, and the order of the growth process n.

Fig. 5.9a (upper part) shows the resulting fit with Sh = 11.7, kG,n =
167.2 mm2 min−1, and n = 3. The growth coefficients kG,n and n include the
nucleation of new crystal sites and the change in surface area over the time
tP10.

In Fig. 5.9b, the fit from Fig. 5.9a is plotted over a larger range of vacuum
pressures to extrapolate to equilibrium solubility at the membrane. It further
shows the estimated salt mass fraction at the membrane and the calculated
supersaturation. When the relative supersaturation at the membrane exceeds
Srel,M = 0, the nucleation and growth process can start. The salt mass fraction
at the channel entry of wF = 0.26 lies below saturation. Therefore, a part of the
vacuum pressure (approx. 9 mbar) is needed to reach the necessary concen-
tration polarization. The plot further shows an almost linear dependency of
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the relative supersaturation at the membrane on the vacuum pressure.

If the state on the membrane surface is determined with help of CFD simu-
lations, a lower flux and therefore lower supersaturation is predicted. Conse-
quently, the model parameters change to kG ,n = 64.3 mm2 min−1 (15.5 mm2

min−1) for a growth order of n = 3 (2). The discrepancy between the two sets of
parameters shows the uncertainty of local property determination. Concern-
ing the statistical scattering of the growth rates, the discrepancy lies within
these fluctuations.

(a) Variation of vacuum pressure (4 mem-
brane samples) [90].

(b) Extrapolation of the curve fit, estimated
salt mass fraction and relative supersatura-
tion [90].

Figure 5.9: Influence of vacuum pressure on growth process. Experiments E-
11-B and E-11-D (cf. appendix Tab. B.7) are included in the fit.
Spacer configuration EA; TF = 55 °C; wF = 0.26; solute: Sea salt 1.
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5.2.2 Influence of Spacers on Scale Formation

The feed spacer has a significant influence on the flow pattern in the feed
channel. Flow separation zones at spacer filaments at the membrane sur-
face are expected to be prone to scaling (cf. Sec. 4). For VMD, the backing
spacer orientation additionally influences the channel geometry. The mem-
brane bends over the backing spacer filaments depending on the absolute
pressure difference applied across the membrane. Therefore, two sets of ex-
periments were conducted for backing spacer filaments parallel and perpen-
dicular to the feed flow direction with an empty feed channel (cf. Fig. 5.3, con-
fig. EA and EB). Additionally, two cases with feed spacer were investigated.
Configuration BA combines flow parallel backing spacer filaments and flow
perpendicular feed spacer filaments at the membrane. Configuration AB uses
flow parallel feed spacer and perpendicular backing spacer filaments. Both
configurations provide only point contact of the feed spacer with the mem-
brane, in contrast to configurations AA and BB, which would provide line con-
tact and therefore were expected to show a much higher fouling propensity.

Fig. 5.10 shows the resulting mean initial growth rates ḠP10 for the different
configurations. The empty channel configurations show a larger mean growth
rate for the flow parallel backing spacer filaments (EA). If the backing spacer
filaments at the membrane were arranged perpendicular to the flow (EB), sig-
nificantly lower mean areal growth rates were observed. This is mainly at-
tributed to improved mixing due to the corrugated membrane. CFD results
for the four cases support this conclusion. The flat membrane leads to a 20%
higher degree of supersaturation on the membrane surface in the field of view
than the corrugated membrane. Higher feed temperature and therefore higher
distillate flux resulted in larger growth rates for both backing spacer configura-
tions. The influence of the feed spacer strongly depended on the applied feed
flow rate. Adding a feed spacer to channel configuration EB results in config-
uration AB. For the same mean flow velocity of ūF a greater growth rate was
measured. In contrast to this, adding a feed spacer to the empty channel con-
figuration EA did not significantly change the measured growth rate.
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For optimal design of the feed channel, the corrugation of the membrane must
be taken into account. This can have an advantageous effect on the mixing. In
practical applications, a feed spacer is required in most cases. This feed spacer
must be designed in such a way that stagnation and flow separation zones are
as small as possible.

Figure 5.10: NaCl scaling (sea salt) for different spacer configurations accord-
ing to Fig. 5.3. (1) Add a feed spacer to the given backing spacer
configuration, (2) decrease the feed velocity. Feed temperatures
TF−1 = 50 or 60 °C, mean velocities ūF = 0.01 or 0.02 m s−1 (empty
channel cross section), pvac = 30±2 mbar, solute: Sea salt 1. [90]
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5.2.3 Scale Formation from Sparingly Soluble Salts

The methods introduced above were also applied to investigate scaling from
sparingly soluble salts, such as CaSO4 and CaCO3. They are the most relevant
scalants in a wide range of natural waters and industrial applications [70].

Qualitative Analysis
The scale growth from supersaturated CaSO4 solution (bCa = 29 mmol kg−1,
CEx-S01, appendix Tab. B.7) showed rosette-like crystals growing at distinct
places on the membrane. This hints at heterogeneous or secondary nucle-
ation on the membrane surface and subsequent growth [72]. The operation
conditions as well as the crystal shape showed that gypsum (CaSO4 · 2 H2O)
was formed. After approximately 3h of operation, the massively scaled mem-
brane was analyzed ex-situ with a light microscope and SEM. Still, distinct
large crystal rosettes were visible. In between, there were smaller rosettes and
deposited needles. The whole image showed a needle shaped, porous layer
with highest density around the nuclei of crystal rosettes. This goes in hand
with observations of gypsum scaling on RO membranes [72, 99]. SEM images
show a complete dense coverage of the membrane with multiple layers of gyp-
sum needles (cf. Fig. 5.11a).

The in-situ detection was able to identify larger rosettes but had shortcomings
with identifying deposited needles and smaller agglomerations. The image
registration procedure stopped working after a certain coverage of the mem-
brane was reached. Then, the algorithm was not able to identify enough points
to correlate the images. Turning off the vibration suppression does not lead to
better results, since significant noise can appear. Nevertheless, for the initial
phase up to more than 50% coverage, the procedure works well.

In contrast to sodium chloride and calcium sulphate, the calcium carbonate
scaling experiments (bCa = 0.8 mmol kg−1, pH 10.1 declined to pH 9.2 over
3h experiment, CEx-C02, appendix Tab. B.7) showed only a marginal flux de-
cline of approximately 10% within 2.2 h of operation. The in-situ microscopy
did not reveal a coverage for the chosen magnification. Only a slight change
in membrane surface color could be observed. Nevertheless, SEM analysis of
the fouled membrane probes showed significant coverage of the membrane.
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Fig. 5.11b shows the state of the membrane after approx. 3 h of operation.
Multiple layers of small crystals of various shapes are deposited on almost
the complete membrane area. Regions without crystals were mainly identi-
fied to have lower membrane porosity. These are regions where the PTFE layer
touches the backing structure. An EDS analysis (cf. App. B.4) revealed that the
various crystal shapes are all from CaCO3.

The membrane of an experiment with calcium carbonate and sulfate, stopped
after 30 min operation with scalants, is presented in Fig. 5.11c. Only CaCO3

crystals could be detected (cf. EDS in App. B.4). Their size and morphology
resemble that of crystals observed in the experiments conducted with pure
CaCO3. Similarly, the crystals are located on top of the membrane surface and
do not interact with the membrane or reach into membrane pores.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the findings derived from the SEM
images of CaCO3 scales:

• The morphology of CaCO3 crystals hints at their formation in an up-
stream position or in the bulk and later deposition on the membrane.
This goes in hand with the inverse solubility of CaCO3. Saturation in-
dices are expected to be higher in the heater and in the bulk than on the
membrane surface, where the temperature is lower. Furthermore, an in-
creased turbidity of the feed solution could be observed after injection of
the stock solutions.

• The different crystal shapes suggest their formation under different con-
ditions in the process.

• The crystals build a relatively thin and porous layer on the membrane
surface. This supports the low flux decline observed in the measure-
ments.

• The missing interaction with the membrane coincides with the fact that
no membrane wetting was observed (refer to Sec. 5.3.2).
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100µm

(a) Gypsum scale from CaCl2+NaSO4 solution after approx. 3h (CEx-
S01, appendix Tab. B.7).

10µm

(b) Massive CaCO3 deposition from CaCl2+NaCO3 solution (CEx-
C02, appendix Tab. B.7).

10µm

(c) Early stage CaCO3 deposition from CaCl2+NaSO4+NaCO3 solution (CEx-CS01, ap-
pendix Tab. B.7).

Figure 5.11: SEM images of crystals (scale) on the membrane [89]. Corre-
sponding EDS in App. B.4.
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Quantitative Analysis of Gypsum Scaling Kinetics
In the following, the scale formation process from a supersaturated CaSO4 so-
lution with bCaSO4

= 29 mmol kg−1 is analyzed. Figure 5.12a shows the tem-
poral evolution of vacuum pressure, distillate heat flux, and areal coverage
of the membrane. For the first 80 min at a vacuum pressure of 40±1 mbar, a
moderate flux decline was observed, while an exponential growth of crystal
covered membrane area AC was identified from microscopy images. After this
period, due to increasing membrane coverage and therefore strongly decreas-
ing distillate flux, the pressure controller was not able to hold the pressure
level anymore. Then, the vacuum pressure continuously decreased with de-
creasing vapor flux. Finally, at about 100 min, when the calculated heat flux
over the membrane reached zero, the vacuum pump was operating against
the membrane sealed by the scaling layer. In the following, the initial phase
with constant vacuum pressure will be discussed.

Gilron and Hasson [99] distinguish two fundamental mechanisms leading to
flux decline by scaling. Each mechanism has a characteristic crystal growth
and flux decline behavior.

The first mechanism is generally characterized by lateral growth of distinct
crystal sites on the membrane. These growth sites are of incompressible crys-
talline material and block the membrane. Around the growth sites, the flux
across the membrane is similar to that in a clean module. The resulting flux
decline F D is characterized by the membrane area covered with crystal AC

F D = 1− ṁM

ṁM,0
= AC

A0
. (5.10)

Assuming a constant height δC and constant density ρC of the crystal layer,
which has been proven to be acceptable by Gilron and Hasson [99] for gypsum
scales, it follows

F D = 1

ρC δC

mC

A0
. (5.11)

This means a linear dependency of the flux on the surface coverage or material
accumulation.
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The second mechanism, the deposition of crystalline material, can be de-
scribed by the classical cake layer theory [99]. A porous cake layer builds up on
the membrane. Its growth direction is membrane normal. For pressure driven
separation processes, this cake layer is a resistance adding to the membrane
resistance. For the process at hand, the cake layer is expected to act like a
porous medium on the membrane that is wetted and therefore has an internal
concentration and temperature polarization. The porosity as a fluid-dynamic
resistance to the membrane flux is expected to be of minor influence, com-
pared to filtration techniques.

For real applications, coupling of these two major mechanisms is expected.
On the one hand, crystalline deposits will grow and cover the membrane. On
the other hand, crystals that grow on the membrane do not necessarily show
a tight, impermeable structure.

(a) Measured vacuum pressure, distillate flux,
and membrane coverage.

(b) Relative flux decline compared to model
from Eq. 5.10.

Figure 5.12: Scale growth from supersaturated CaSO4 solution [89]. Experi-
ment CEx-S01, appendix Tab. B.7.
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For the gypsum scaling experiment at hand, the initial phase up to 20% sur-
face coverage shows a linear dependency of flux decline on the uncovered
area fraction (cf. Fig. 5.12b). The measurements show a deviation from the
linear flux decline model for impermeable scales according to Eq. 5.10. This
approximately parallel shift can have different reasons. The FOV investigated
with the microscope covered only a small part of the membrane in the sec-
ond half of the flow cell. This area is less prone to scaling than the inlet, which
results in an underestimation of the membrane coverage of the whole cell.
Furthermore, the detection algorithm suffers from contrast between crystal
phase and membrane. Therefore, it is most likely that the covered area is un-
derestimated. As discussed before, the gypsum crystals have a porous, needle-
shaped structure. However, the linear flux dependency and the complete seal-
ing of the membrane as shown in Fig. 5.12b indicate that the formed crystal
layer is dense. The growth rates measured in the crystallization experiment
with CaSO4 were about one order of magnitude lower than those measured
for scaling of NaCl.

5.3 Scaling Induced Membrane Wetting

5.3.1 Phenomenology of Membrane Wetting

Membrane wetting in VMD leads to filtration of the feed through the mem-
brane driven by the absolute pressure difference between the feed and vac-
uum channel. This results in a flow rate of feed leaking through the mem-
brane which is proportional to the wetted area. It dissipates vacuum and con-
sequently reduces the driving force for the distillation process. The equiva-
lent volume has to be removed by the vacuum pump. Besides the need for
a technical solution to separate this leakage flow from the steam, additional
mechanical work from the vacuum pump is needed.

The filtration of feed solution through the membrane can lead to deposition
of particles and the formation of scales at the pore entrance and inside the
pores. This was observed after a certain period in an ex-situ analysis of exper-
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iments with Sea salt 1 (cf. appendix Tab. B.6). Fig. 5.13b shows a membrane
after rinsing the feed channel with clean water. Regions with high concentra-
tion polarization are prone to membrane wetting due to the high degree of
supersaturation and thus crystal growth. This can be either due to flow sep-
aration or stagnation zones caused by walls and spacer filaments or due to
high distillate flux as found in the inlet zone. Furthermore, the membrane can
easily be damaged at the channel edges by compression with the sealing and
bending what can also lead to leakages.

Fig. 5.13a shows a LIF image of the wetted membrane. The image is desat-
urated and inverted. Label A marks large leakages and label B recent small
droplets developed behind wetted pores. As the penetrated area increases and
the permeated feed cannot be sufficiently removed with the vapor, the per-
meate channel shows larger feed accumulations. Fig. 5.13b shows an ex-situ
image of a membrane after massive permeation through wetted areas. These
regions are visible through deposits after rinsing the channel. The image con-
trast was significantly increased for better visualization.

A

B

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Membrane wetting: (a) In-situ image with tracer LIF (image in-
verted and desaturated) (b) Ex-situ feed side image. Feed flow di-
rection from left to right, empty feed channel. Feed solution: sea
salt. [89]
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5.3.2 Interplay of Scaling and Membrane Wetting

Membrane wetting was monitored during most of the scaling experiments.
Using pure NaCl in the feed did not lead to membrane wetting. Also, for scal-
ing experiments with CaSO4 and CaCO3, no wetting was detected during the
experimental runs. For CaCO3, this goes in hand with the observations from
SEM. Fig. 5.11 shows deposited calcite and vaterite crystals rather than growth
of crystals at the pore entrance or into the pores.

Wetting was mainly observed for experiments with sea salt (Sea salt 1, ap-
pendix Tab. B.6). Approximately 4-10 cycles of scaling and scale removal (total
2-5 h operating time) with sea salt were necessary until membrane wetting
was detected. Afterwards, the wetted membrane area expanded relatively fast
within another 2-5 cycles. When larger regions were intruded with feed it was
not possible to operate the system anymore.

The regions where membrane wetting was observed were analyzed using EDS.
The test cell was rinsed with deionized water to avoid crystallization of NaCl
after dismantling the cell. SEM and EDS of wetted areas after rinsing the sys-
tem revealed calcium and sodium content (Fig. 5.14, ROI 2) in comparison to
regions where no wetting was observed (ROI 1).

This result can be interpreted as follows. The scales detected via SEM and EDS
in the wetted regions originate either from deposition of crystals at the pore
entrance during operation of the system after a leakage was established or
from crystals that initiated the wetting. Arguments in favor for the second case
are that CaCO3 and other calcium salts were undersaturated in the feed bulk,
which means that only through concentration polarization they can reach a
supersaturated state. Water recovery over the cell length is not sufficient for
that. The highest flux and therefore the highest concentration at the mem-
brane occurs at the entrance of the test cell. In this region, membrane wet-
ting was detected first in most cases. A further supporting argument is that in
experiments with pure NaCl no wetting could be observed. For experiments
with CaCO3 supersaturated in the bulk solution, crystallization in upstream
components and deposition of crystals on the membrane was observed (cf.
Sec. 5.2.3), which did not directly lead to membrane wetting. It is likely that
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5.3 Scaling Induced Membrane Wetting

in these cases supersaturation was preferentially reduced by growth of exist-
ing crystals already deposited on the membrane. In contrast to that, the sea
salt solution lead to supersaturation of sparingly soluble salts only in regions
with strong concentration polarization. In these regions membrane wetting
was observed. This is an indication of CaCO3’s involvement in the wetting pro-
cess, provided the conditions for nucleation at pore entry were met.

Membrane wetting started in most experiments near the feed inlet to the test
cell, where the highest flux and therefore highest concentration polarization
appears. From there, it continuously spread further downstream. Since the re-
covery rates over the short membrane sheet were negligibly small, the increase
in bulk concentration towards the outlet of the test cell did not counterbalance
the flux decrease caused by the temperature drop along the flow path. Other
regions prone to wetting were near feed spacer filaments, if such a spacer was
used. Reasons for membrane wetting not originating from scaling were de-
struction of the membrane at the channel edges.

ROI 1

ROI 2

10µm

(a) SEM with EDS scanning regions (ROI)
marked.

(b) EDS spectra for ROI 1 and ROI 2.

mol/mol C O F Na Cl Ca
ROI 1 0.308 0 0.681 0.009 0.001 0
ROI 2 0.255 5.3 0.094 0.339 0.254 0.004

(c) Quantitative results of relevant peaks in EDS
spectra.

Figure 5.14: EDS spectra for ROI 1 and ROI 2 as marked in Fig. 5.14a and mole
fraction of the main elements [89]. Scaling experiment CEx-03,
appendix Tab. B.7.
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5.4 Coupling of System Simulation and Scaling Prediction

The previous experimental studies have shown how scaling influences the
VMD process through membrane coverage and wetting. Therefore, scaling
prediction is necessary during plant design, especially for multi-component
solutions. In this section, a scaling prediction tool is introduced, that adds to
the tool chain for prediction of scaling in MEVMD systems. This tool is further
applied to simulate complete ZLD systems in order to identify and design pre-
treatment methods. This is necessary to optimize the integration of MEVMD
in ZLD systems.

The tool is based on the software PHREEQC [78] for chemical calculations in
aqueous solutions. In the work at hand, it is used for speciation calculations in
equilibrium state. The following assumptions and simplifications were made:

• Equilibrium thermodynamics of electrolyte solutions
• (Quasi-) steady-state behavior of the VMD system
• Pitzer model for multi-component solutions

A Matlab interface for PHREEQC was implemented to simulate water recov-
ery, chemical treatment, and predict scaling propensity. Further, it allows
post-processing of output from the MEVMD system simulation tool from
Sec. 3.3.3. Figure 5.15a shows the general functionality of this model. It can
be described as the combination of three process components. An ideal sepa-
rator extracts water from an ingoing stream. The brine flows to a batch reactor
that is perfectly stirred, heated to temperature T , and allows the brine to equi-
libriate with air having a given CO2 partial pressure pCO2. Further, chemicals
can be added in this reactor. The residence time of the solution is long enough
to reach equilibrium. Downstream, a separator removes all solids. These are
in the following referred to as precipitates.

This system was represented in Matlab and PHREEQC as shown in Fig. 5.15b.
The interface allows to input the composition of the ingoing salt solution bin,
the reactor temperature, the water recovery rate, and the partial pressure of
CO2. Further, chemicals can be added (molality vector bChem). The results are
the composition of the outgoing salt solution bout and the molalities of all pre-
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(a) Separator model

Water
CO2

Precipitate

Feed

(b) Matlab - PHREEQC
interface

(c) Coupling with MEVMD simulation

bout

Chemicals

Brine

T j

b j
T j−1

b j−1
T j+1

b j+1

MEVMD simulation result:

Post-processing:

bin bChem RR, T ,
pCO2

bPrec

SI

SI j−1 SI j SI j+1

Figure 5.15: Model for water recovery dependent precipitation or SI deter-
mination using PHREEQC batch reactors with optional chemical
dosing.

cipitates bPrec =
(
bCalcite,bAragonite, ...

)T
or the respective SI values of the salts.

All salts that can form from a given feed solution are created as equilibrium
phases in PHREEQC. The salts relevant in the following analyses and their
chemical formulas are listed in appendix Tab. C.3. The solution in the reac-
tor is not allowed to build solid phases, if an output in terms of SI values is
selected. This is useful for determining the scaling propensity of a salt solu-
tion.

The model was applied for two purposes: first, to simulate desalination sys-
tems including pretreatment steps in a simplified manner to estimate change
in solution composition and, secondly, to post-process simulation results
from the MEVMD system model with respect to scaling propensity. The first
approach is applied in the following to investigate a complete ZLD system.
The second approach will be used later for further optimizing an MEVMD
system. Figure 5.15c depicts how the post-processing works. For each com-
putational cell of the MEVMD system simulation result, a separate reactor is
simulated. It uses the temperature and solution composition of the compu-
tational cell as input. The result is a vector of saturation indices SI j for every
computational cell j of the MEVMD system simulation result.

The batch reactor model was applied to simulate a ZLD or near-ZLD system
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Scaling and Membrane Wetting

including an MEVMD plant for treatment of seawater. Figure 5.16 presents a
sketch of the system, the resulting solution composition at all intermediate
states, precipitates forming in the subsystems, and salt saturation at the in-
let and outlet of all subsystems. The ZLD system includes the following eight
treatment steps:

1. The first step is the classical pretreatment of the feed to the RO stage. This
can contain filtration, chemical treatment, aeration, or other measures to
avoid fouling in the downstream stages. It must especially consider bio-
and particulate fouling, critical in the first RO stage. [26]

2. The RO stage should be designed with respect to maximum recovery and
therefore can contain several subsystems with or without energy recov-
ery. Depending on the hardness of the feed solution, chemical pretreat-
ment or intermediate treatment can be incorporated. The aim in a ZLD
system should be to reach the pressure limit for RO without scaling. This
subsystem provides the highest energy efficiency and lowest capital cost.

3. The temperature is increased in a first step to enhance the efficiency
of downstream chemical softening [100]. The applicable temperature
level depends on the solution composition and is limited by the scaling
propensity of species with inverse solubility.

4. Hardness can be efficiently removed by chemical softening [101]. The ad-
ditives have to be selected regarding the solution composition.

5. Settling and filtration removes precipitates. Afterwards, pH is adjusted to
reach an SI<0 for carbonate hardness.

6. The feed solution is heated to the desired inlet temperature of the
MEVMD subsystem. Here, or in the fist stage of the MEVMD system, the
feed solution experiences the highest temperature. This is critical for salts
with inverse solubility.

7. In the MEVMD subsystem that can consist of several multi-stage systems,
further water recovery up to halite (NaCl) saturation is achieved.

8. The final step is an evaporation pond. Alternatively, a crystallizer can be
applied.

The focus of the system design must be on the three steps (1, 4, and 5 in
Fig. 5.16) that change the solution composition. For the given feed compo-
sition of standard seawater according to Millero et al. [102] and with a water
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recovery of approx. 50%, the brine rejected from the RO reaches an osmotic
pressure of almost 60 bar and saturation of gypsum. Concentration polariza-
tion in the RO modules must be considered.

Chemical softening (stages 3-5) reduces the hardness of the feed. For the given
composition, it is efficient to remove Ca ions by adding 40 mmol/kg soda
ash (Na2CO3). After filtration, pH must be adjusted to a level that avoids cal-
cite scaling in downstream components. The comparison of the SI with (dark
green) and without intermediate chemical softening (light green/red) shows
that the plant can be operated without reaching the solubility limit of spar-
ingly soluble salts almost up to the solubility limit of halite.

This provides the boundary conditions for design of the MEVMD system. A
safety margin for local concentration polarization in the MEVMD system is
left. This has to be checked in a detailed simulation which is documented in
Sec. 6.2.
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5.5 Application of the Findings to Scaling and Membrane Wet-
ting in ZLD Systems

The findings of the chapter are summarized with respect to the application of
MEVMD in ZLD systems and their respective plant and pretreatment design.
The experimental results contradict the use of VMD to feed a crystallizer op-
erating at the solubility limit of NaCl. There are mainly three reasons for this:

• Sodium chloride has a thin metastable zone. Therefore, no substantial
supersaturation can be generated in a VMD module without risking scale
formation.

• The solubility depends only to a small extent on temperature (cf.
Sec. 2.3.3). Consequently, it would be necessary to significantly reduce
the temperature in a crystallizer, but this would adversely impact the en-
ergy efficiency of the ZLD system [28].

• The highly soluble NaCl causes large deposit volumes already at moder-
ate degrees of supersaturation which lead to rapid coverage of the mem-
brane (cf. Sec. 5.2.1). The scales that were formed efficiently sealed the
membrane and inhibited mass transfer. Although the scales can be easily
removed by rinsing with water, this would again result in a brine stream
of increased salinity.

Scaling has to be prevented, especially since it can cause membrane wetting.
The interplay of scaling and membrane wetting can be summarized as follows
(cf. Sec. 5.3.2):

• For the investigated artificial sea water (Sea salt 1, appendix Tab. B.6)
membrane wetting is expected to be caused especially by CaCO3. Scale
formation from CaCO3 can be hidden by other scalants, which lead to
larger deposit volumes.

• The location of supersaturation and crystal nucleation influences the
propensity towards membrane wetting. Deposited crystals do not di-
rectly lead to membrane wetting.

• Supersaturation on the membrane is critical for scale formation and
membrane wetting. Local spots on the membrane show a significantly
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higher salt concentration than the bulk solution at the module outlet (cf.
Sec. 4.4).

• Feed and permeate spacers influence the scaling behavior (cf.
Sec. 5.2.2, 4.4). Their design must be taken into account during the
process layout.

The scaling experiments further revealed that it is not possible to reliably
monitor scaling with the help of global plant performance parameters such
as flux or outlet temperatures due to the following reasons:

• Crystallization kinetics and precipitate specifications influence the re-
sponse of the membrane system to scaling. CaCO3 deposits showed
a porous structure and did not lead to a measurable flux decline (cf.
Sec. 5.2.3).

• Depending on the solubility limit of a species and the resulting precip-
itate mass, the effect of scaling on process performance can be slower
than on membrane wetting (cf. Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.12, Sec. 5.2.1).

• Due to the strong influence of temperature on vapor pressure and there-
fore on distillate flux of VMD, a partial coverage of the membrane surface
does not necessarily result in a measurable flux decline, which further
complicates the interpretation of temperature data during plant opera-
tion (cf. Sec. 5.2.1, 5.2.3).

Consequently, pretreatment has to be adjusted to the respective feed solution
to avoid deposits of any specie inside the module. Local concentration at the
membrane surface has to be taken into account. This finally determines to
what extent water recovery is possible from a brine stream.
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6 Application-Specific Process
Optimization

The previous chapters described the MEVMD systems in a top-down man-
ner. Based on the system investigation, problems were derived at a channel
flow level and a microscopic level on the membrane. The findings of these
three detail levels and the tools implemented are now collected and used for
application-specific process optimization.

Two case studies demonstrate how the findings can be applied to MEVMD sys-
tems with different separation tasks. The first case investigates the treatment
of RO brine in a ZLD application. The second case regards how MEVMD can
be applied for regenerating solutions with extreme vapor pressure reduction,
e.g. for LDAC. This is preceded by a section on general optimization measures.

Optimization aims for MEVMD systems in high salinity application can differ
significantly from those for conventional membrane desalination techniques
such as RO or ED. This is in the first place due to the following reasons:

• Heat is available to the system at a defined temperature level. This max-
imum temperature depends on the heat source (e.g. solar thermal or
waste heat) and is limited by the membrane and construction material
of the MEVMD system.

• The temperature span between upper and lower temperature level gov-
erns the performance of an MEVMD plant. Therefore, the temperature
level of heat rejection should be as low as possible. It is generally given by
the ambient temperature level or the temperature of the feed (sea-) water
source.

• In contrast to RO which is characterized by high permeate flux, low spe-
cific energy requirement, and therefore low investment and operation
cost, MEVMD suffers from low fluxes and a lower degree of development
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and availability. Heat supply to MEVMD is often considered as cheap, if
an integration of waste heat is possible. Then the focus is no longer solely
on minimizing energy requirements.

• The applications at hand, namely regeneration of liquid desiccants and
ZLD of RO brine, hold new challenges concerning feed properties such
as vapor pressure reduction and scaling potential.

6.1 General Measures

In the following subsections, different measures for process optimization are
tested with the help of sensitivity analyses. The basic system configuration
is the reference system introduced in Sec. 3.4.2 (c.f. appendix Tab. C.1, C.2).
Variations in terms of boundary conditions, number of stages, or additional
equipment are described in the following sections. Aqueous solutions of CaCl2

were used as feed to investigate a wide range of solute dependent vapor pres-
sure reduction. The performance measures GOR, GORpreh, and RR, as intro-
duced in Sec. 3.4.1, are used in the following to describe system performance.

6.1.1 Feed Preheating

External feed preheating was identified as one of the major optimization po-
tentials for system performance. This can be especially beneficial if sensible
heat from the brine can be recovered. Figure 6.1 shows three configurations
for feed preheating. These are a once-through system without heat recovery
from brine, a once-through system with brine heat recovery (BHR), and a sys-
tem with brine recycling.

Figure 6.2a shows the distillate production and GOR for a system with four
stages and a feed salt mass fraction of wF = 0 and 0.2. Further, the shaded ar-
eas display the heating power Q̇1 supplied by the steam raiser and the heat
introduced into the system by external feed preheating Q̇2. An increase in to-
tal distillate production can be observed for the pure water and the salty feed.
The GORpreh, counting Q̇1 +Q̇2 as system input, rise with increasing feed tem-
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Stages
Q̇1

Q̇2

T∞
TF TB

(a) Once-through system with external
feed preheating.

StagesQ̇1

Q̇2

T∞

TF

TB

(b) Once-through system with brine heat
recovery (BHR).

StagesQ̇1

Q̇2

T∞

TF

TB

(c) Brine recycling.

Figure 6.1: System configurations for feed preheating and external heat recov-
ery from brine.

perature. For the pure water, a saturation in GOR increase can be observed
when the feed temperature reaches the first stage’s equilibrium temperature
(≈ 65°C). Above that temperature, the potential of the steam raiser is not used
anymore. Finally, the upper temperature level is increased which is a reason
for a continuously increasing GOR.

For the case of a feed salt mass fraction of wF = 0.4, a stronger influence of
the feed temperature is observed (cf. Fig. 6.2b). Increasing the feed temper-
ature above 50°C starts to reactivate the first stage in the case of the 2-stage
setup. Above 62°C the 2-stage system is energetically favorable over the 4-
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(a) Low feed salt content (wF = 0, 0.2), 4-stage
system.

(b) High feed salt content (wF = 0.4), 4- and 2-
stage system.

Figure 6.2: Influence of the feed temperature TF on the system performance
and the source of heat input. Reference system (c.f. Sec. 3.4.2, ap-
pendix Tab. C.1, C.2) operated with CaCl2 at 40 < TF < 70◦C and 2
or 4 stages.

stage system. Still, the substantial vapor pressure reduction significantly im-
pacts the performance. Extremely low recovery rates require efficient heat re-
covery from brine streams if not circulated in batch operation.

For the practical implementation of feed preheating, the following considera-
tions can be summarized:

• Depending on the application area and RR of the plant, waste heat
streams from the process, such as condenser output or sensible heat
from the brine, can be recuperated.

• Other waste heat sources with a temperature level lower than the steam
generator temperature can be integrated.
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• Economic considerations should especially include the construction ma-
terial that needs to be corrosion resistant. The heat exchanger can be op-
erated at ambient pressure, which is a plus. Internal preheating relies on
the membrane based steam raiser and results in an inefficient use of the
membrane area in the first stage. Therefore, external preheating is ex-
pected to be economically advantageous although an additional compo-
nent is needed.

6.1.2 Recovery Rate Adjustment

Together with the GOR, the Recovery Rate (RR) is a key performance parame-
ter of desalination plants. In general, for a given plant configuration (i.e. mem-
brane area and stage arrangement), SEC and RR behave proportional. This
also applies to MEVMD systems operated with feed solutions with low and
medium salt concentration.

Fig. 6.3a shows an increase in distillate production with increasing feed flow
rate. Reasons are the larger heat capacity rate ṁFcp , better mixing in the feed
channel, and a lower concentration factor over the plant. Both GOR and RR
decline with increasing feed flow rate. Consequently, the feed flow rate can be
used to adjust the recovery rate. During plant design, the desired RR should
be considered for reaching the system capacity.

For high feed salt concentrations (cf. Fig. 6.3b) an exponential decrease for
both RR and GOR is observed when increasing the feed flow rate. The distil-
late amount produced by the plant shows a maximum value, caused by the
interplay of heat capacity rate and internal preheating. For the given system
configuration it is at around ṁF = 50 kg h−1. In this salt concentration range,
the distillate amounts lie around 1% of those achievable for very low salt con-
centrations. More distillate is produced with the two-stage system at feed flow
rates below 100 kg h−1 compared to the four-stage setup. This stems from the
first stage, where lower feed flow rates lead to a stronger increase in feed
temperature. If the system has two stages, the temperature differences across
the stages are larger. Therefore, the potential for internal feed preheating is
greater. The resulting influence on GORpreh is negligible and even the gain in
RR is only visible towards very low feed flow rates.
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In summary, the determination of an optimal RR must be based on economic
considerations. Especially for high salt concentrations and low recovery rates,
an efficient heat recovery from the brine stream or brine recycling is essential.

(a) Low feed salt content (wF = 0, 0.2) and four
stage system.

(b) Feed salt content w = 0.4 for two and four
stage system.

Figure 6.3: Influence of the feed flow rate ṁF on the system performance and
the recovery rate RR. Reference system (c.f. Sec. 3.4.2, appendix
Tab. C.1, C.2) operated with CaCl2 at ṁF ≤ 200kgh−1 and 2 or 4
stages.
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6.1.3 Optimum Number of Stages

The sensitivity analyses shown in this chapter and in Sec. 3.4.3 hint at the ex-
istence of an optimum number of stages for a given feed salt concentration. In
contrast to most heat and mass transfer applications, where only an economic
optimum exists, for the MEVMD system a thermodynamic optimum can be
found. In the following, the four performance parameters distillate flux jM, to-
tal distillate amount ṁD, GOR, and GORpreh are regarded. Figure 6.4 shows the
four parameters for different numbers of stages and CaCl2 salt mass fractions
of 0 ≤ wF ≤ 0.45.

The average membrane area specific distillate flux jM decreases with increas-
ing feed salt content, mainly due to the decrease of equilibrium vapor pressure
of the feed solution. The decline reaches a saturation for higher salt concentra-
tions. The highest flux can always be observed for the system with the smallest
number of stages. For a system with a small number of stages, the driving va-
por pressure difference applied across the membrane is always higher than
for a system with more stages. Thus, the distillate flux is a measure for how
efficiently the plant uses the membrane area in terms of product output. This
has to be considered in an economic optimization.

Regarding the total distillate production of the system ṁD, an optimum num-
ber of stages for each feed salt concentration can be found. Figure 6.4a (bot-
tom) shows the relative difference between a plant with N stages and a plant
with N −1 stages. This means the positive or negative effect when adding one
stage to a system. For small salt mass fractions wF ≈ 0 the distillate production
ṁD can be increased by adding stages. This increase

∆ṁD,N = ṁD,N −ṁD,N−1 (6.1)

through adding a stage N is getting smaller with higher number of stages.
For increasing salt mass fraction, the solute dependent vapor pressure reduc-
tion that reduces the driving pressure difference in every stage (cf. Sec. 2.1.3)
quickly reduces the benefit of adding an extra stage and results in a negative
effect (∆ṁD < 0) towards higher salt mass fractions. Finally, further increasing
wF causes more and more stages to stop working (cf. Sec. 3.4.3) and therefore
the difference between a system with N and N −1 stages vanishes ∆ṁD → 0.
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(a) Average flux jM and relative distillate in-
crease by adding one stage ∆ṁD = ṁD,N −
ṁD,N−1 (N = 3,4,5,6).

(b) Gained Output Ratio (GOR) and GORpreh

including the preheating power from 25°C
to T21.

Figure 6.4: Influence of the feed salt content wF and the number of stages N
on the system performance. Reference system (c.f. Sec. 3.4.2, ap-
pendix Tab. C.1, C.2) operated with CaCl2 and 2 - 6 stages.

With increasing salt mass fraction, step by step the optimum number of stages
is reduced. The transition points where the optimum is reduced by one stage
are marked with vertical lines.

The same applies to GOR and GORpreh, but at different concentration levels.
Further, the GOR does not show an optimum for the number of stages, but a
point beyond which adding a stage does not increase GOR. Then, the system
with the smaller number of stages will be economically advantageous.

Figure 6.5 summarizes the performance criteria. The optimum number of
stages increases towards lower feed concentration for all three criteria. The
feed inlet temperature does not affect the optimum number of stages, al-
though it increases GOR and distillate production. An increase in steam raiser
inlet temperature T11 leads to a shift of all three criteria towards higher feed
salt concentration.
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Figure 6.5: Feed concentration dependency of the optimum number of
stages.

6.2 High-Recovery Desalination and Zero Liquid Discharge

This section demonstrates how the tool chain derived in this thesis can be
applied to ZLD systems operating with RO brine from brackish or sea water
desalination. Such a ZLD system was analyzed in Sec. 5.4 from a system per-
spective. Now, the brine treatment system including intermediate treatment
(Fig. 5.16, stages 3 to 5) and the MEVMD stage (Fig. 5.16, stages 6, 7) are in-
vestigated. This brine treatment system must reach a high RR while avoiding
scale formation. The aim of this case study is to apply the tools derived in this
thesis to predict the scaling propensity in the MEVMD system. Using the re-
sults, suitable pretreatment measures and feed specific system adjustment are
identified and tested in simulations.

The system configuration is based on the findings from previous sections,
especially when designing the RR (cf. Sec. 6.1.2) and the number of stages
(cf. Sec. 6.1.3) of the subsystems. The stage size of the reference plant from
Sec. 3.4.2 is varied, which determines the system capacity. The MEVMD sys-
tem (stages 6 and 7 in Fig. 5.16) contains two subsystems connected as shown
in Fig. 6.6. The first subsystem is fed with RO brine with a total amount of dis-
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MEVMD
Subsys. 1

Q̇1,1

Q̇2,1

T∞
TF,1

TB,1

MEVMD
Subsys. 2

Q̇1,2

Q̇2,2

TF,2

Figure 6.6: MEVMD with two subsystems for integration in ZLD plant.

solved solids (TDS) of 80 g kg−1. Within six stages a water recovery of approx-
imately 50% is reached. Downstream, a second subsystem with three stages
further increases the salt concentration.

Simulations were conducted using the system simulation tool and property
functions for NaCl. Since NaCl is the dominating solvent, sparingly soluble
salts were only regarded in a post-processing step. The PHREEQC-based post-
processor described in Sec. 5.4 was used. Precipitation was turned off for cal-
culating the SI values along the channels and the equilibrium partial pressure
of CO2 was held constant at pCO2 = 39 Pa. At each position x in the channel a
reactor was calculated using the local temperature, salt mass fraction w , and
solute composition ξi defined as

ξi = ni

n
, n =

Nsolutes∑
i=1

ni . (6.2)

Two model salt compositions as listed in Tab. 6.2 were investigated. These
were the standard sea water composition according to Millero [102] and the
sea salt used during the scaling experiments, here referred to as "Sea salt 1".

Figure 6.7 shows the evolution of temperature and concentration along the
channel in the feed bulk as well as at the membrane and foil. Furthermore,
the findings from Ch. 4 were applied. The CFD-based worst case estimate for
concentration polarization as described by Eq. 4.11 was calculated as a fur-
ther post-processing step and fed to the speciation simulation. Consequently,
the relevant maximum salt mass fraction on the membrane and the estimated
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Figure 6.7: ZLD system with precipitation: the feed solution composition
is standard seawater according to Millero [102] at 80 g kg−1 (cf.
Tab. 6.1, case C1).

scaling propensity increased further. Figure 6.7 shows the saturation indices
for relevant solid phases and the Millero standard seawater composition at
this estimate of the maximum salt mass fraction. Values SI> 0 have to be ex-
pected to lead to deposits. In the case shown, the concentration polarization
always causes the highest SI at a position x to be located on the membrane.
The temperature dependency of the solubility influences the result. Due to the
high sulfur content of the seawater, gypsum and anhydrite show SI> 0 over the
complete system. As shown in the experiments documented in Sec. 5.2.3, this
can be expected to significantly impact the process and require membrane
cleaning already after several hours of operation.

To analyze the influence of pretreatment, Tab. 6.1 compares the simulation
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results for the two feed waters, different pretreatment methods, and two ap-
proaches to estimate the concentration polarization (CP model). Both feed
solutions have a total solute content of 80 g kg−1. The solute composition of
Millero’s standard sea water (cases C1-C5) is compared to that of "Sea salt 1"
(C6-C8) which has the same composition as the salt used for scaling experi-
ments described in Ch. 5. The table compares cases without pretreatment (C1,
C2, C6, C7) with different pretreatment measures (C3-C5, C8). The table’s last
two columns list precipitates (i.e. SI>0) and the respective locations in the
plant (i.e. stages).

The result from Fig. 6.7 with Millero’s sea water is listed in Tab. 6.1 as case C1
and C2, whereas scaling is predicted for both CP models. For "Sea salt 1" (case
C6), the speciation calculation predicts only calcite (CaCO3) and dolomite
(CaMg(CO3)2) scaling in the second subsystem for pH = 8.0 due to the lower
sulfur content of the solutes. If the maximum salt mass fraction at the mem-
brane is used for estimating the scaling propensity (case C7), halite (NaCl) is
supersaturated in a small region at the inlet of the last stage for both feed water
compositions.

For both feed solutions, membrane scaling is predicted although the TDS of
the brine rejected by the second subsystem stays below 200 g kg−1 and halite
does not reach saturation at the outlet of the second subsystem. Further, the
composition of the brine rejected from the last stage does not necessarily
show SI > 0 of any component. Nevertheless, local SI can be substantially
higher, caused by concentration polarization and increased temperatures at
the inlet of a stage. Consequently, the further optimization steps have to in-
crease the RR in order to maximize the water recovery and decrease the SI of
sparingly soluble salts. The final optimization aim is to reach a brine with a
TDS near the saturation limit of NaCl.

Measures to Avoid Scale Formation
Possible ways to avoid scaling and realize a high recovery are to remove criti-
cal components, reduce their scaling propensity, or reduce concentration po-
larization. Table 6.1 summarizes approaches for the two salt compositions.
Whereas the system geometry does not significantly reduce the concentration
polarization, pretreatment shows to be most efficient. This is especially the
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case since the critical components are hardness, which can be selectively re-
moved. For example Ion Exchange (IX) or lime softening could be used. IX is
used to exchange hardness (Ca2+, Mg2+) with Na+, which results in a constant
TDS but higher solubility [101]. Lime softening describes the addition of lime-
water Ca(OH)2 to remove hardness via precipitation. Soda ash (Na2CO3) can
be added to improve hardness reduction [100]. This softening method results
in a reduction of TDS. Other methods would be limestone filtration or addi-
tion of caustic soda (NaOH)[26, 100].

Figure 6.8 (case C4 in Tab. 6.1) shows the SI values for the Millero sea water
composition after introducing lime softening as pretreatment. The simulated
pretreatment consisted of three steps. In the first step, 20 mmol Na2CO3 per
kg water were added to the feed at 60°C to reduce the hardness. In the second
step, all resulting precipitates were removed from the solution which can be
realized by settling and filtration. In the last step, pH = 6.5 was adjusted which
can be done through acid dosing. Two post-processing runs for the MEVMD
system simulation were compared. In the first run, the concentration polar-
ization was estimated with mean Sherwood numbers as presented in Sec. 2.2
and introduced into the simulation tool in Sec. 3.3.2. With this approach, no
scaling was predicted as SI < 0 for all sparingly soluble salts over the whole
module (Tab. 6.1 C3). In a second run, the CFD-based worst case estimate for
concentration polarization derived in Sec. 5.1.5 was used to estimate the local
maximum supersaturation (Tab. 6.1 C4, Fig. 6.8). For this case, SI > 0 for several
minerals can be observed in the last stage. This can be avoided by increasing

Figure 6.8: SI after applying lime softening to feed solution (cf. Tab. 6.1, case
C4).
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the amount of soda ash (Tab. 6.1, C5).

For feed with the composition of "Sea salt 1", it is possible to avoid scaling by
adjusting pH (cf. Sec. 2.4.2). This is due to the strong dependency of the solu-
bility of CaCO3 on pH. For the example case it is expected to be sufficient to re-
duce pH below 7.5 (Tab. 6.1, C6-C8). Referring to the experimental results from
Sec. 5.2.3 on CaCO3 scaling, the convective transport of CaCO3 crystals leads to
a decrease in flux, but not directly to membrane wetting. Consequently, crys-
tallization and subsequent filtration or deposition of CaCO3 before entering
the MEVMD system would be an opportunity. If crystals are convected into
the system, these can be removed for example by air backwashing [103] or
dissolution in acidic cleaning solutions.

After applying pretreatment to both feed solutions, the scaling risk of sparingly
soluble salts was eliminated. Only halite shows small supersaturation at the
entrance to the last stage in Subsystem 2. This can be solved by adjusting the
process parameters or changing the plant geometry to reduce the flux in the
last stage.

It can be concluded that a salt mass balance over the components of a ZLD
system and an analysis of the composition of the brines is no reliable method
to predict the scaling potential. Both the change in feed properties along the
channels of an MEVMD plant as well as their local distribution in the spacer
mesh influence the scaling propensity. With help of the system simulation
tool, CFD results, and the scaling post-processor the scaling potential can be
estimated and measures to avoid scaling can be derived.
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6.3 Treatment of Low-Vapor Pressure Fluids

6.3 Treatment of Low-Vapor Pressure Fluids

Whereas the equilibrium vapor pressure above sodium chloride solutions is
limited to 23.8 mbar at 25°C [65] by the solubility of the salt, it can be desir-
able to generate solutions providing a lower vapor pressure. Liquid desiccant
air conditioning (LDAC) is a technology that relies on the principle of solute
dependent vapor pressure reduction. A liquid with a low vapor pressure is
used to dehumidify air. Generally, aqueous solution of CaCl2 or LiCl are ap-
plied since these salts are highly soluble and show a low vapor pressure com-
pared to water at ambient temperatures [62]. During dehumidification of air,
the liquid desiccant absorbs water which must be extracted in a regeneration
process to guarantee a continuous operation. The conventional regeneration
in a liquid-air mass exchanger is highly energy intensive why alternative meth-
ods are searched for [19]. Since CaCl2 is cheap and readily available, it is often
used in aqueous solutions as liquid desiccant, as done in the following inves-
tigations with a typical solute mass fraction of around 400 g kg−1.

In the following, an MEVMD plant is optimized for regenerating a desiccant
solution. The case study is based on the findings from Sec. 6.1. Twelve mem-
brane channels are used to construct different geometrical configurations (cf.
Fig. 6.9), each one with the same membrane area. The number of stages and
the length of the stages are varied. The results are three systems with a chan-
nel length of Lfr and one to three stages (cases 1-3) and three systems with the
double channel length per stage 2 ·Lfr (cases 4-6). The intention when com-
paring systems with long and short channels was to investigate how the mem-
brane surface can be used most efficiently. The resulting standardized systems
can be scaled up by increasing the number of parallel membrane channels to
reach the capacity required.

The feed solution contains 0.35 kg CaCl2 per kg solution. A design RR of 12.5%
is set to reach a brine salt mass fraction of wB = wF/(1−RR) = 0.4. Latter lies in
the operation range typical for LDAC applications. A series of feed flow rates
was simulated. The value for the feed flow necessary to reach the design RR
was then determined by interpolation. The feed and steam raiser temperature
level were TF,1= 85°C and TSR,1= 90°C respectively. Ambient temperature and
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12 ch.

6 ch.
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4 ch.
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Figure 6.9: Plant configurations as variations of 12 feed channels with a chan-
nel length Lfr of each frame.

condenser inlet were set to 25°C. For all other parameters, the values from
the reference case were applied (cf. appendix Tab. C.1 and C.2). If brine heat
recovery (BHR) is considered, a pinch point temperature difference of 5 K was
assumed for the counter flow heat exchanger (cf. Fig. 6.1b).

Figure 6.10 summarizes the simulation results. The upper sub-figure shows
the feed mass flow rate per frame ṁF,fr for the six plant configurations from
Fig. 6.9 plotted over the resulting RR. The gray region marks the possible range
of feed flow rates. The upper limit is determined by a ballooning effect of the
feed channel assembly. This appears when the absolute pressure in the feed
channel is higher than that prevailing in the upstream vapor channel. Then,
the condenser foil will not be pressed onto the feed spacer anymore and the
channel assembly becomes unstable. Economic considerations together with
the maximum achievable RR determine the lower limit.

The lower sub-figure shows the corresponding GOR including preheating and
brine heat recovery. As already derived in Sec. 6.1, GOR increases with increas-
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of 1-, 2-, 3-stage system in terms of feed flow rate per
frame ṁF,fr and GOR including preheating and brine heat recov-
ery. Design water recovery RR = 0.125 shown by vertical lines.

ing water recovery. Further, the configuration with double channel length
(2 · Lfr) are slightly superior to configurations with short channels (2 · Lfr). A
vertical line marks the design RR of 12.5% in both sub-figures. The results for
this point are summarized in Fig. 6.11.

The stage length only shows a small influence on GOR but a significant influ-
ence on the plant capacity. For the cases presented in Fig. 6.11, it is always
advantageous to built stages with longer channels than more channels in par-
allel. The main reason is the need for higher flow rates in the 2 ·Lfr-setup to
reach the design RR. Higher feed flow rates result in a higher heat capacity rate
and better mixing in the channel. The potential for optimization by extending
the channel is limited by the pressure loss that increases with the length of
the channel. Operation at higher RR is therefore recommended. Only for the
single-stage setup the longer channel can show a lower GOR than the short-
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the six system configurations from Fig. 6.9 at de-
sign water recovery RR = 0.125.

channel setup at high recovery rates.

The influence of the number of stages on the system performance was dis-
cussed in Sec. 6.1.3. As detailed there, an increase in number of stages leads to
an increase in GOR and a decrease in distillate capacity. The single stage sys-
tem can only provide a GORpreh <1, even with BHR. For all other systems dis-
played, BHR is necessary to reach a GORpreh >1. The three-stage setup reaches
a GORpreh of approximately 1.3 with BHR. The first stage contributes only little
to the total distillate production. Further increasing the stage number will not
have any benefit. The setup with standard frame length suffers from extremely
low flow rates and distillate fluxes.

BHR shows its highest potential at low RR. This is due to the resulting high
brine temperature and therefore large potential for sensible energy recovery.
For the cases displayed in Fig. 6.11, an increase in GORpreh > 40% can be
achieved using BHR. Besides applying BHR, brine recycling was introduced
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in Fig. 6.1c. This is an option if a high RR is required but cannot be achieved
with the desired setup. Depending on the recycling rate, BHR may be still ad-
vantageous.

In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn with regard to the oper-
ation window and the integration of MEMVD systems into liquid desiccant air
conditioning. The operation window is mainly influenced by economic con-
siderations and the feed flow rate per frame. The latter determines the heat
capacity rate, the mixing in the channel and the pressure drop over the chan-
nel length. The vapor pressures in the the stages determine the highest toler-
able pressure loss. Above a plant specific limit, the feed channel widens and
the spacer will not be attached to either membrane or foil. Finally, the plant
configuration has to be selected considering the operation window, the re-
quired plant capacity, and an economically reasonable balance between GOR
and membrane area.
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7 Summary and Conclusion

The purpose of this work was to investigate the treatment of saline solutions
with elevated salt content using Vacuum Membrane Distillation. This was mo-
tivated by the challenge of designing multi-effect configurations of Vacuum
Membrane distillation, which arises from the complexity of coupled heat and
mass transfer phenomena. These appear at multiple scales, between multiple
phases, and involving multi-component salt solutions.

To solve this challenge, three objectives were pursued. The first objective was
to determine the application limits and optimization potential with regard to
the vapor pressure reduction of feed solutions in multi-stage systems. The
second objective was to understand how scaling and scaling-induced mem-
brane wetting influences the system performance and the reliability of the
process. The third objective was to investigate the applicability of Vacuum
Membrane Distillation for high-recovery desalination, especially its integra-
tion into Membrane Distillation-crystallizer assemblies.

In order to meet these objectives, it was necessary to understand in detail how
the colligative properties of the feed solution influence the behavior of the de-
salination system. In addition, the process-relevant kinetics of scale formation
and the interaction of crystals and membranes had to be investigated.

The challenges were addressed by developing a tool chain for the analysis and
design of Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation systems. The tool chain
includes the following simulation tools and experimental methods:

• A system simulation tool to predict performance and allow optimiza-
tion of Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation systems: The mech-
anistic model includes the physical coupling of stages in multi-effect as-
semblies. In addition, the stages were resolved along the flow direction,
which helped overcome uncertainties in state-of-the-art models. Finally,
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the distillate flux along the channels can be predicted and thus tempera-
ture and concentration can be resolved. The simulation tool was experi-
mentally calibrated and verified.

• A computational fluid dynamics approach for detailed analysis of heat
and mass transport phenomena in membrane channels: With the knowl-
edge of temperature and salt mass fraction distribution in the spacer
mesh the maximum supersaturation in membrane channels could be es-
timated. This was used to predict the local propensity to scale formation.
In addition, the method was used to evaluate experimental results. Fi-
nally, a CFD-based worst case-estimate for concentration polarization in
flow separation and stagnation zones was derived and applied to pre-
dict scaling during Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation system
design.

• A post-processing tool for scaling prediction in Multi-Effect Vacuum
Membrane Distillation systems operated with multi-component salt so-
lutions: Using this equilibrium chemistry-based approach, the link be-
tween the Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation system simula-
tion and the scaling prediction was established. The tool is intended for
system layout and operational design in cases with multi-solute feed so-
lutions.

• An experimental approach for the investigation of scaling and scaling in-
duced membrane wetting under process conditions: The combination of
light microscopy with advanced image processing and laser-induced flu-
orescence allowed to investigate scaling and membrane wetting in-situ.
From the experimental results, the kinetics of scale formation and the
influence of scaling on system performance were derived. Furthermore,
salts and operation conditions critical for membrane wetting were iden-
tified.

In the next step, application specific system analyses were made on the ba-
sis of these models and the findings of the investigations. From this, design
rules and application limits for Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation
systems used for treatment of low-vapor-pressure feed waters or in Zero Liq-
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uid Discharge were derived. The following conclusions can be summarized:

• Multi-effect systems must be optimized with respect to the solute-
specific vapor pressure reduction. With increasing salt content in the feed
solution the gain in efficiency by adding additional stages to a plant de-
creases. For CaCl2 solutions in the system under consideration, this was
noticeable above a feed salt mass fraction of approximately 20%. Below
this threshold, e.g. for seawater desalination or brine treatment, stage
numbers up to 6 and above enhance the energy efficiency. For Liquid
Desiccant Air Conditioning applications near 40% CaCl2, more than two
stages are no longer advisable. In the case of a strong solute-specific va-
por pressure reduction, optimization potentials lie not only in the correct
number of stages but also in the preconditioning of the feed in order to
use the system efficiently. Furthermore, efficient heat recovery from dis-
charge streams is essential.

• Scaling in Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation systems shows
special characteristics compared to other membrane systems. The main
reasons for this are the large operating temperature range and the possi-
bility of treating solutions with high osmotic pressure and thus different
solute compositions. Highly soluble salts such as NaCl gain influence, as
does the inverse solubility of carbonates. In contrast to other desalina-
tion processes, the deposition of NaCl can have a considerable influence
on the process. Exceeding saturation leads to large deposit volumes and
rapid performance reduction. With regard to sparingly soluble salts it was
observed that CaCO3, as a component of sea water, leads to wetting of
the membrane. However, this depends on the location of supersaturation
and resulting crystal nucleation and growth relative to the liquid-vapor
interface at the membrane surface.

• Due to the susceptibility of the membrane to scaling induced wetting,
especially in flow separation and stagnation zones at the feed spacer, the
possibility of crystallization must be prevented. Critical regions in Multi-
Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation systems can be identified on the
basis of equilibrium thermodynamics of multi-component salt solutions
with the tool chain developed in this work.
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In short, the design of Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation systems
must take into account vapor pressure reduction, coupled heat and mass
transfer, and solute composition throughout the whole desalination system.
The methods and tools described in this thesis support the process of design-
ing and optimizing Multi-Effect Vacuum Membrane Distillation plants.
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A Appendix: Thermophysical Properties
of Salt Solutions

The following table summarizes the literature on thermophysical models and
correlations for salt solutions as implemented in the system simulation and
CFD models.

Table A.1: Models and correlations for thermophysical properties of aqueous
salt solutions.

Property Salt Reference
Specific heat capacity cp NaCl Clarke and Glew [55]

CaCl2 Conde-Petit [62]
Heat of dilution ∆dilH NaCl Clarke and Glew [55]

CaCl2 Conde-Petit [62]
Kinematic viscosity ν NaCl Kestin et al. [104]

CaCl2 Conde-Petit [62]
Density ρ NaCl Simion et al. [105]

CaCl2 Conde-Petit [62]
Thermal conductivity λ NaCl Aleksandrov et al. [106]

CaCl2 Conde-Petit [62]
Mutual diffusion coefficient D NaCl Lobo [107]

CaCl2 Conde-Petit [62]
Properties of pure water and steam IAPWS [61]
Models used in PHREEQC [78] Plummer et al. [108]

de Moel et al. [79]
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B Appendix: Experimental Setups and
Experiments

B.1 Industrial Scale System

Table B.1: Specifications of the memsys 4-6.4 R&D unit [44].

Specification Unit Value
Supplier memsys tec AG, Grafing, Germany
Type 4-6.4 R&D
Year of production 2014
Stages 4
Steam raiser membrane area m2 2.56
Frames in steam raiser 17
Stage membrane area m2 4 x 1.6
Frames per stage 11
Condenser foil area m2 2.56
Frames in condenser 11
Steam raiser nominal flow rate L h−1 1800
Condenser nominal flow rate L h−1 1800
Feed flow rate range L h−1 50 - 150
Electrical heater power kW 17

Table B.2: Membrane specifications [36].

Property Unit Value
Vendor GE Energy
Product type ASPIRE QL822
Active layer material PTFE
Backing material PP
Reference pore diameter µm 0.2
Thickness mm 0.12-0.22
Water entry pressure bar > 3.5
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B.2 Bench Scale System

B.2 Bench Scale System

Table B.3: Measurement equipment of bench scale test rig.

Short Description Range (calib.) Error
T_XX PT1000 4-wire RTD 20-100 °C 0.1 K
F_H1 Magnetic flow meter Krohne

Optiflux 5100C, DN6
0-200 l/h 0.4%+1 mm/s

F_H2 Magnetic flow meter Krohne
Optiflux 5100C, DN4

0-200 l/h 0.4%+1 mm/s

P_V1 Pressure sensor Wika S20 0-1 bar, abs 0.25% BFSL
M_D1 Scales Kern KMB-TM 0-6 kg 0.2 g
M_D2 Scales Sartorius Combics 1 0-30 kg 1 g

Table B.4: Overview of measurement data sets with triple channel bench scale
test rig; each measurement campaign contains the given number of
steady state measurement points (sets).

Campaign
(Sets)

Range Description

M01 (10) w = 0; TH1 = T21 = 40,60◦C used for model calibration
M02 (4) w = 0; TH1 = 40,60◦C;T21 =

55...70◦C
used for model calibration

M03 (6) w = 0...0.25 NaCl; T11,21 =
60◦C

NaCl feed concentration row

M04 (10) w = 0.15 NaCl; T11,21 =
40,60◦C

Feed flow rate variation at 15% NaCl

M05 (4) w = 0.25 NaCl; T11,21 =
40,60◦C

Feed flow rate variation at w = 25 NaCl;
membrane wetting and crystal growth
in vapor channel

M06 (6) w = 0...25% CaCl2; T11,21 =
60◦C

CaCl2 feed concentration row

M07 (21) w = 0; T11,21 = 30...60◦C Heat exchanger experiments (no vac-
uum); feed flow rate variation

M08 (8) w = 0; T21 = 40,60◦C Feed flow rate variation; heating chan-
nel empty

M09 (8) w = 0; T11,21 = 30...70◦C Variation of T11 and T11 −T21

M10 (10) w = 0; T62 = 5...40◦C Variation of T62
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Appendix: Experimental Setups and Experiments

B.3 Microscopy Setup
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B.3 Microscopy Setup

Table B.6: Composition of feed solution with Sea salt 1 determined with AAS
and ion chromatography. (∗) Value below the limit of determination,
due to high Cl– concentration.

Parameter Method Value / mg l−1

Ca AAS, DIN EN ISO 7980, DEV E3a 78.8
Fe AAS, DIN 38406, DEV E32 3.1
K AAS, DIN 38406, DEV E13 37.1
Mg AAS, DIN EN ISO 7980, DEV E3a 10.8
Na AAS, DIN 38406, DEV E14 115,000
Sr AAS 4.66
Br– DIN EN ISO 10304-1, DEV D20 < 600 (∗)

Cl– DIN EN ISO 10304-1, DEV D20 151,000
F– DIN EN ISO 10304-1, DEV D20 < 600 (∗)

SO 2–
4 DIN EN ISO 10304-1, DEV D20 186

Table B.7: Boundary conditions for the scaling and membrane wetting exper-
iments.

Label Spacer Solute Feed salt Feed Mean feed
config. content temperature velocity

wF, bF TF / °C ūF / m s−1

CEx-03 EB sea salt 0.26 50 0.02
CEx-04-05 EA sea salt 0.26 50 0.02
CEx-11 (3 sets) EA sea salt 0.26 50, 55, 60 0.01, 0.02, 0.03
CEx-14 EB sea salt 0.26 50, 60 0.02
CEx-15 BA sea salt 0.26 50, 60 0.01, 0.02
CEx-16 AB sea salt 0.26 50, 60 0.01, 0.02
CEx-21 -full membrane EA sea salt 0.26 55 0.02
CEx-S01 EA CaSO4 bCa = 29 mmol/kg 55 0.02
CEx-C02 EA CaCO3 bCa = 0.8 mmol/kg 55 0.02
CEx-CS01 EA CaCO3+CaSO4 bCa = 29.8 mmol/kg 55 0.02
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Appendix: Experimental Setups and Experiments

B.4 Results of the Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy
(EDS) Analysis

Figure B.1: EDS analysis for the CaCO3 experiment (CEx-C02, cf. Tab. B.7). ROI
1 and 2 are analyses for different crystal shapes. [89]

Figure B.2: EDS analysis for the CaSO4 experiment (CEx-S01, cf. Tab. B.7). [89]

Figure B.3: EDS analysis for the CaSO4+CaCO3 experiment (CEx-CS01, cf.
Tab. B.7). [89]
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B.4 Results of the Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) Analysis
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C Appendix: MEVMD System Simulation

Table C.1: Geometrical setup of the reference system.

Component Variable Value / Range
Steam raiser (SR) Frame type double membrane, high flow

Membrane area 2.56 m2

Spacer type high flow
Parallel channels 17

Stage (E) Frame type membrane-foil, low flow
Membrane area 1.6 m2

Foil area 1.6 m2

Spacer type feed spacer
Parallel channels 11

Condenser (CO) Frame type double membrane, high flow
Foil area 2.56 m2

Spacer type high flow
Parallel channels 17

Table C.2: Boundary conditions for the reference system.

Component Variable Unit Value / Range
Steam raiser (SR) T11 °C 70

ṁ11 kg h−1 1800
Feed (F) T21 °C 50

ṁ21 kg h−1 100
w21 g kg−1 80

Condenser (CO) T61 °C 30
ṁ61 kg h−1 1800
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Table C.3: Relevant phases displayed in speciation calculation results.

Name Chemical formula
Anhydrite CaSO4

Aragonite CaCO3

Calcite CaCO3

Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2

Glauberite Na2Ca(SO4)2

Gypsum CaSO4 · 2 H2O
Halite NaCl
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D Appendix: Computational Fluid
Dynamics

D.1 Grid Convergence Study

A grid convergence study according to Roache [109] was conducted to ensure
independence of the numerical solution from the grid and estimate the dis-
cretization error. The finest mesh was applied for the simulations.

Figure D.1: Grid convergence index (GCI) for salt mass fraction, temperature,
and flux at membrane boundary.

D.2 Discretization Schemes

For the steady-state solution spatial gradients and divergence terms were ap-
proximated using a central difference scheme limited with a factor of 0.2
("limitedLinear 0.2") which is between first and second order. In the case of
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D.2 Discretization Schemes

the scalar field for salt mass fraction, "vanLeer" scheme was applied. Lapla-
cian as well as surface normal terms were approximated using the second or-
der scheme "corrected".
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